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APEEMDDC "C

IvETEOROLOGY FOR TI:iE a'lLLOOR BA-RRiGE

General

The trork of the Ivfeteorological Office, Air Ministry
for the halloon barrage rrta.j be considered under the three
foilovri.ng headings: -

(a) Investigation of the meteorological factors
affecting kite balloons.

Provision of vrcather forecasts and warnings
for the operations of balloon barrages.

Instruction of balloon barrage officer's in the
meteorological factors affecting balloons, the
use of the T.-eathor forecasts and warnings, and
the recognition of weather conditions
dangerous to balloons.

(b)

(c)

Invcstig,ation of meteorological factors affecting kite
balloons

(i) TTistorical

V/hen arrangements v'ere being made in 1936/37, by Air
Ministry/ for the deplojnncnt of balloon barrages it was
realised that one of the chief dangers to the balloons
vrould be that of their destruction by electrical discliarge,
A committee v/ith Sir G.C. Simpson, P.R.S, (then DHO) {!>
chairman was accordingly set up to investigate the matter.

In A]Dril 1939, follaring discussion between the
Meteorological Office and Balloon Command a meteorological
officer Vifas appointed to H.Q, Balloon Command for duties

connected with the items of the above Section (General),

In the ciutumn of 1939, a special questionnaire (R.A,P,
Form 1631) ’vTas compiled v/hich had to bo completed by
barrages whenever a balloon was destroyed or damaged. The
questionnaire included details of the type of balloon and
rigging, height at wiiich flaring, vraathcr conditions and any
special phenomena observed such as electric shocks and

lightning flashes. One copy of the completed
questionnaire-,7as sent immediately to II,Q. Balloon Command
’.There it v/as examined first by the Meteorological Officer,
The infonriation derived from these questionnaires vfas of
the highest value in ascertaining the effects of vreather
conditions on balloons.

as

Infonmation on the work into ifidividual vreather

factors e,g. Wind, Atmospheric Electricity is given in the
folloTing sections each devoted to one such factor.

The Meteorological Officer, I^lloon Command,
witnessed as much balloon flying as possible in T/inds of
varying strengtli.

(1) Director of Metoorological Office,

DM 12471A(7)
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Later, feller,v'ing the deployment of the barrages just before
the outbrcalc of v/ar, much more information on the effects
of wind was quickly obtained, as, in contrast to peace
time training, viien balloon safety v,-as a prime considera
tion. every effort v;as made to keep the balloons flying
for as long as possible.

Yfhilo the normal barra.go balloon and cable
designed to ■'vVithstand a steady wind of 60 m,p,h, experience
soon^shov/ed that only quite ne\7 balloons could be expected
to i;ithstand successfully a T.ind approaching such a speed
at operational height (5,000 feet),

The effects of ground tunbulence were specially
considered and the conclusion reached, that in the tov/n
o:cposxrre in T/iiich most barrages were sited, the balloons
became unmano-geable near the ground in a mean wind of
force 6 or more

(lii) Atmospheric Electricity

are

on the Beaufort scale.

^Reference has already been made to the Air lanistry
Committee, of 1938, on the effects of atmospheric electri
city upon balloons. The Committee included representa
tives of the Meteorological Office, Directorate of
Scientific Rest 30 Group of lighter Command, and
ohe Rational Physical laboratory.

oa

In broad outlxne, the Committee’s conclusions were
that ne action could be taken to protect balloons from
dostrLiction by direct lightning stroke but that possible
destruction due to burning of the fabric by brush discharge,Tiiich it u’as tiiought would occur on balloons in an intense
electric field, could bo avoided by using insulating rigging
and non-iuetallic protective paint for the fabric. On the
safety of the crev/, the committee arlvisod that the balloon
v/inch should always be kept v/ell earthed, that
approach of a thunderstorm all the crew except the vriLneh
driver should 'remove theeiselves from the winch but tliat the
■\/inch driver vms quite safe in his cab even if the cable
v;ere struck by lightning. This last opinion based on the
Faraday cage nature of the. cab v/as confirmed by trial using
a high voltage impulse generator at the Rational Physical
Laboratory and, later, in service in the field,

A iresh Air Ministry coimittee on atmospheric
electrical effects on balloons was formed in I/iay, 1939 and
met at intervals during the rest of that year and in 19A0
and 1941 to review experience,

^The Meteorological Officer, Balloon Goimmnd,
investigated all ce.ses of destruction of balloons by electrical
means including cases which had occurred before his
appointment,

on the

Sumimries of details of electricad losses
\/ith Gomi''ients on weather conditions were compiled monthly
and distributed to D,M,0,, Superintendent, Kew Observatory;'
Directorate of Scientific Research Air Ministry, and the
Rational Physical Laboratory, Special reports were issued
immediately after events of particular interest liad occurred.

of balloons

Iihen balloon operations began on a largo scale there
was little^evidence of the relative importance of destruction
by brush discharge and direct liglitning stroke. It soon
became evident, iiowever, that balloons fitted with insulating
rigging and non-aluminised fabric were little, if at all,

DM 12471A(8)
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APPENDIX "C

less liable to destruction than balloons made of aluminised
fabric and rigged vdth steel v^ire,
of much practical importance since alumini

found to \7ithstand the vreather better than insulating rigging.
The brush discharge theory was then further tested at the
suggestion of the National physical Laboratory by measuring
\7ith magnetic indicators the peak currents v^liich florr in the
cables of destroyed balloons, I/lagnatic indicators are
strips of specially prepared steels fixed at a knovm distance
from the cable, Ydiencver a balloon so fitted \ra.s destroyed
electrically the indicators were sent at once to the
National Pliysical Laboratory for measurement of the induced
magnetisation T/henco the peak current in the cable v/as
deduced. The indicators are not sensitive to currents of
less than 500 amperes, uiiicli is too heavy a current to be
duo to brush discharge. Their use proved that 90?b of
balloon casualties due to electrical moans vrere due to
direct lightning stroke,
in the follov/ing table

The question vras one
d fabric was

The results are summarised

iiagnitudo of current

(amperes)
Nuinber of

cases

Percentage
of total

No definite result

500

1,000
2,000 - 10,000

10)000 - 20,000
greater tii£ui 20,000

1,000
2,000

15 11

19 IL

37 27
39 29
11 8

1^ 11

Total 135 100

The 11 per cent of cases listed under no definite
result may contain some v/hen there was a direct stroke

carrying less than 500 aE5)orcs and others' in v/hich the
magnetic indicator \7as incorrectly fitted.

The question of the degi^ee of thundery activity needed
for electrical danger to balloons v/as clarified by experience
in the summer and autumn of 1939f Examination of LOO
individual cases of balloons destroyed eleotrically shovred
that in 32 of these the only lightning strokes v/hich took
place \jeve those v/hich destroyed balloons 7/hile on a further
52 occasions, so far as could be ascertained, lightning
occurred only in the barrage area. On the other hand,
precipitating OTTi-nulo-nimbus clouds v/ere present above the
barrage on ever^.^ occasion but one v/hon balloons \7ere destroyed
electrically. The one oocasion occurred at Gardington on
17th April, 1931, T/hen a balloon was destroyed by a flash from
a cumulus cloud Y/hicli was not giving precipitation and in that
case there vras evidence that the cloud v/as near the point of
precipitation. It was concluded that precipitating cumulo
nimbus clouds were definitely likely to give strikes to
balloons whether these clouds had been previously giving
flashes or not. Support Y/as lent to this vie\7 by the
magnetic indicator statistics already referred to v/hich
shovred that out of 135 balloons destroyed electrically when
fitted \7ith magnetic links the peak current in 52% was
2,000 anperes or less, A peak current of 2,000 aimperes is
much less than that which oceuxs in most "natural" lightning
flashes. Acting on this information the Ileteorological
Office \7as able in 194-0 to devise a scheme for forecasting
liglitning risks to balloons under vfhich one of nine categories

mi 12Zl71/l(9)
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of risk \ra.s included in evory forecast issued to loalloon
barrages, These categories were as follov/s:-

Torm \7hen used

JCX Thunderstom actually in
progress over the barrage

(a) Lightning expected Used when, either -
(l) there is practical

certainty that there vri.ll
bo cvinulo-niribus clouds
over the actual area of

■  the barrage, and
(2) lightning is knovm to

loavc been observed in

the existing meteorolo
gical regime in v^hich
the barrage is or will
be situated, or

(3) a definite line squall
is approaching the
ba.rrago

(b) Lightning probable used when -

(1) it is expected that there
V7ill be cuimlo-nirabus

clouds over the actual

area of the barrage, but
(2) there have been no

actual reports of
lightning in the existing
meteorological regime in
Avhich the barrage is or
V7ill be situated.

(c) Risk of Lightning Used when it is expected that
over the actual region of the
barrage there will be cumulus

which may develop into
cumulo-nimbus

(d) Local lightning
expected

used when -

(1) there is practical
.. certainty that there will
bo cumulo-nimbus cloud in
the district in viiich the

barrage is situated (but
not necessarily over the
barrage itself) and

(2) lightning is knovm to
have been observed in the

existing meteorological
regime in which the
barrage is or will bo
situated

(e) Local Lightning-
probable

Used V7hen curaulo-nimbus clouds
are expected over the district

in which the barrage is situ
ated but there have been no

actual reports of lightning
in the existing meteorological
regime in which the barrage
is or vri.ll bo situated

DM 12M71A(10)
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APPENDIX "C"

(f) Risk of local
Lightning

Used when it is expected
that there will he large
cumulus which may develop
into cimiulo-nimbus over the

district in which the barrage
is situated

.. (g) Little likelihood
of lightning

Used v;hen none of the previous
terms apply but it is not
certain that there is no risk

of lightning

(h) No lightning Used v/hen it is certain there

v/111 be no lightning,
is the .case when the air is

stable and it is certain that
any clouds which form v;ill

not grow into cumulo-nimbus.
The terra is not used if there
are fronts or occlusions in

the region of the barrage
apj>rcaching it.

This

Headquarters Balloon Command issued an Air Staff

instruction detailing the proportion of the barrage y/hj oh
should be flown according to the degree of lightning and
other weather risks and the state of enemy activity.

For giving instrumental warning of the approach of
dangerous electrical conditions, an apparatus, v/hich relied
on the increase of the electric current flowing between
balloon and cable dangerous conditions approach
suggested by the-National Physical Laboratory and developed
by that department and the Meteorological Office.
current between the balloon and the cable

as
was

The

consists of a very
^all relatively steady current, due mainly to brush discharge
irom the cable, which was found to reach a value of about
■2 milliampere in the presence of dangerous conditions,
supenimposed on which-sure sudd.en transient currents v/hich
occur when the induced charge on the cable is changed by the
sudden^ changes in the atmospheric electric field which
when lightni_ng flashes talce place. The apparatus y/as
arranged to cause .a neon tube to flash or a bell to ring when
the steady current reached u milliampere or a transient of
■g- ampere occurred.

occur

A remarkable occurrence which took place on a fevy
occasions was the complete volatilisation by the lightning
current of the steel part of the balloon cable leaving
hemp core undamaged. Considering that for this to take
place the steel must have been heated to

the

seme 3,000°C the
occurrence is an impressive testimony to the short duration
ol .he lightning stroke. Npmally the cable transmitted the
lightning current v/ithout being damaged.

A_minor matter which was investigated was that of the
explosions -vshich on a fewr occasions occurred during balloon
deflation, once y/ith fatal consequences. It was found that
tnese took place only diucing very dry weather and were
ascribed to the explosion of a mixture of hydrogen and air
by a spark caused by frictional electrification. The
introduction of the use of damp grpundsheets and similar
measures during deflation cured the trouble.

0/1 1247 V 1(11)
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(iv) Ice Accretion

The possibility of ice accretion affecting balloons
was realised before any instance of it had occurred and the

severe winter of 1939/4-0 provided many cases of balloons
being forced dovm to the ground by the vreight of ice on them,
or of the valve being opened by the freezing of rainvrater
in the valve aperture,
formation on the ripcord of a balloon of ice sufficient in

v/eight to pull the cord and rip the balloon.

One remarkable occurrence was the

(v) Strato-Cumulus Cloud

It is important that barrage balloons should not
project above the top of a stratifonn sheet of cloud thereby
possibly betraying the location of an objective to any enemy
force.

Besides supplying forecasts and reports of the height
of the top of such clouds the Meteorological Office
collaborated in the development of apparatus known as the
"Cloud Indicator" to indicate to the balloon crev; whether

the balloon ?/as in cloud or not. Much difficulty \7as
63<perienced but a satisfactory device was finally evolved.

The apparatus was also used for measuning the height
of the base and top of cloud sheets which were reported to
the Central Forecast Office. These reports vrere received
from a fev/ balloons specially established for the purpose
as vfell as from the norma.1 barrages.

(vi) Use of balloons to carry Meteorological instruments
Baro-thermo-hydrograph

An apparatus recording simultaneously pressure,
temperature and humidity on a rotating drum, known as the
baro-thei'mo-hydro graph was brought into use in 1939 initially
as a cloud indicator. It v/as found that the s\vir:iging of

A rate of ascent ofthe balloon did not jerk the pens.
200 feet per minute or less, mth a stop at every 500 ft.
of paid out cable, was found desirable to reduce lag to small
dimensions. Readings obtained from these instruments have

been found useful in investigations into the temperature and
humidity structure of the lovrer atmosphere and balloons have
been flown specially at places av/ay from barrages to carry
them for such investigations.

(vii) Gust Measurement

In 1940 and 1941 measurements of vdnd speed and
gustiness were made at Gardington by meteorological staff
using Robinson and Richard anemometers and gust records
devised by Dr. Field and the National Physical Laboratory.
The results were incorporated in a report to the Aeronautical
Research Committee.

Provision of weather forecasts and warnings

Balloon Barrages(1)

Arrangements were made during the Czech crisis in
September, 1938 for.the supply of weather forecasts and the
attachment of a meteorological officer to Headquarters
No. 30 Group, the headquarters of the London balloon barrage
(then the only one in existence) should the barrage be
deployed. The barrage was not in fact deployed at that time.

DM 12471/1(12)
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APPETIDIX "G

Forecasts and warnings then began to be issued to the
London balloon centres for training purposes.

In 1939 the supply of forecasts and vamings for the
training of provincial balloon barrages began and arrange
ments were made for a continuous service in the event of

The forecasts and Viamings were supplied from the
nearest Type 1 Meteorological Office,

The London barrage began a scheme of continuous
flying of one quarter of the barrage in July, 1939 for
which the full service was put into operation.
Meteorological Officer, Balloon Command, was present in the
Operations Room of the London Barrage during this embodiment.

war.

The

With the outbreak of war the supply of forecasts and
v/arnings to all barrages became continuous,
were issued four times.daily including a general inference;
forecast of yrind at surface, 1,000 ft., 3,000 ft. and
5,000 ft. with special reference to squalls or strong gusts;
general weather with special reference to thunder, hail,
ice accretion and severe frost; cloud type, height of base
and top with special reference to likelihood of large cumulus
or cumulo-nimbus; vis.ibility,
and the development of thundery conditions were issued when
required at any time.

Forecasts

Warnings of increase of v/ind

/

Shortly after this. Headquarters Balloon Command asked
for a meteorologist to be attached to each barrage to
advise the barrage commander on the use of the forecasts
and warnings and -warn him when dangerous vreather conditions
were imminent Follov/ing this request a Meteorological
Assistant grade II was posted to these barrages, then
7 in^number (London, Warrington, Coventry, Derby, Hull,
Birmingham, Sheffield), which were not adjacent to a
meteorological observing station in sight of the barrage
whence advice could be given. As occasion arose.
Meteorologists were attached to barrages opened later which
fulfilled the same conditionso (Sheerness, Crevre, Scapa Flow,
Yeovil, Broclcfforth, Kyle of Lochalsh, Ardrossan, Sv/ansea,
Cardiff, Manchester, Falmouth, Portsmouth, Southampton),
The Assistants in question received the forecasts and
v/arnings issued to the barrage and sufficient meteorological
data for the construction of skeleton charts.

In the case of other barrages it was arranged that
the barrage controller should consult the responsible
meteorological office whenever he thought necessary and that
the forecaster at the Meteorological Office should give
personal advice to the barrage v/henever needed,
reports of thunderstorms, squalls and height of the top of
stratiform cloud sheets were broadcast on the meteorological
teleprinter circuit as soon as received at the Central
Forecast Office.

Also all

These reports ?/ere passed automatically
by the responsible meteorological office if relating to
occurrences v/ithin 100 miles of the barrage.

Detailed instructions regarding the forecasts and
warnings required by balloon barrages were given to the
Meteorological Offices concerned, the final instructions
issued in November, 1940, forming Meteorological Office
Synoptic Divisions Instruction No.26.

DM 12471/1(13)
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In the middle of 1941 it v/as decided by Headquarters,
Balloon Command that mth the increase in eixperience of
balloon barrage controllers the meteorological assistants
at barrages could be dispensed v/ith provided good telephonic
communications were set up with the responsible forecast
office a.nd a meteorological course given to the control
officers. Early in 1942 these conditions were fulfilled
and the meteorological staff withdravm.

In June, 1944, a very large balloon ba,rrage xvas set up
to^south-east of London as part of the defences against the
flying bombs,

meteorological office vms set up at its headquarters, with
a meteorological teleprinter and a telephone tie line to

the Meteorological Office, Headquarters, 11 Group.

Value of Forecasts

For the safeguarding of this bai'rage a

(ii)

While it cannot be said that vra.rning v/as given of
every risk of lightning or squall when balloons were struck

or blown away yet the arrangements vrere generally effective,
and apart from one heavy loss in London soon after the
outbreak of war, few balloons were lost because of failure
to provide the necessary warning. Heavy casualties from
lightning occurred at waterborne barnages since balloons
flying from barges cannot be close hauled, also many balloons

burnt v/hile flying during air raids or air raid warnings
periods, e.g. in July, 1940, 174 balloons were struck by
lightning, 101 of them during air raid earning periods, but
only 8 of them during periods when no meteorological
T/arning of thunder was in force,

(iii) Albino

were

In the vdnter 1940/41 a scheme for releasing small
spherical balloons carrying bombs and flying at a constant
height into the stream of enemy bombers was put into action
first in the London area and later at Liverpool,
for this work were provided by Meteorological Office
Headquarters, Fighter Command which was strengthened by the
posting of a highly ejcperienced forecaster,
moved to Liverpool a radio vid.nd finding station was set up

that city to provide wind data for the operation.

Forecast

7/hen the schem

near

s

e

(iv) "M" Balloons

pother operation for which special forecasts
supplied was the carrying of propaganda leaflets to enemy
occupied territory by small balloons,

carried by the balloons had to be selected according to the
areas to which the Vvlnd would cari'y them.

Instruction in Meteorology

After the Meteorological Officer, Balloon Command had
had time to gain experience of the problems involved, the
Meteorological Office issued in June, 1939, to all balloon
squadrons, a typescript on weather and balloons,

based on this were given by the Meteorological Officer,
Balloon Ooinmand, at all balloon centres but there was not
time before the outbreak of war for really thorough
instruction to be given to all balloon barrage officers.

were

The material to be

Lectures

DM 12471/1(14)
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A further t3^pescript on "Meteorological aspects of
Balloon Barrage Operations" was issued to barrages in the
autumn of 1939’ In it attention was dravm to such points
as the fact that the ivind near the ground may become too
turbulent for the balloons to be hauled down safely before
the wind at opei-ational height becomes dangerously strong,
so that, v/ith increasing v/inds, consideration of hauling
down must be given well before the T,idnd at flying height
approaches the danger level. A similar problem exists in
showery conditions, when the wind near the ground may be
too turbulent for safe lowering of the balloons, v/hen a
cumulo-nimbus cloud comes along.

In the early part of 19A1 a comprehensive publication
entitled "Meteorology for the Balloon Barrage" (Meteorolo
gical Office Memorandum M.OeM.AO?) was drawn -up and
supplied to all balloon barrages and all meteorological
offices at home and overseas,

regarded as the current authority on the effects of weather
and atmospheric electricity on kite balloons*

Lectures on Meteorology were given as necessary at
Balloon Command to courses for balloon barra.ge control
officers following the inception of that type of officer
in the winter 1939/4-0*
received in classes of 20 or less, a fortnight's course
in meteorology, during which a visit ?/as paid to the
National Physical Labora,tory High Voltage Department for
demonstrations of electrical effects and the Air Ministry
Meteorological films were shown.

This publication may be

In 1941 all control officers

DM 12471/1(15)
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HYDROGEN

KBG/S.50657/H2
14 October, 1939

It was realised at the beginning of the War that
hydrogen v/as literally the life blood of the barrage and
at all costs a working scheme was necessary to ensure that
the gas was always available to meet violently fluctuating
demands, sometimes at difficult and inaccessible places.
Moreover, the barrage was expanding at a rate with which
the supplies of cylinders, prime movers and gas could not

■ keep pace. •

Ibid, 24.5-40
S/B.6/DDBP/IO9,
Peb. 1941

Commencing with large scale improvisation, a
distribution and control system was gradually evolved,
whereby the limited number of cylinders available were
turned over as economically and as quickly as possible,
both by road and by rail.

Factories and production eventually became the province
of the Directorate of Hydrogen Production, Air Ministry,
which, by 1941, successfully coped with the position and
provided sufficient hydrogen, with a reserve to meet enemy
action. A control scheme was necessary to meet the

KBG/S.50657/H2
Enc. 118A

KBC/S,51515/42
Enc, 3A and B

requirements of production, since a normal steam on iron
plant being set to produce at a pre-determined rate, was not
flexible. Moreover, storage for hydrogen,at most factories

In fact, a hydrogen factory may be
’, for which a
must be alivays

i  It was the

was negligible,

considered as analogous to a "running tap
succession of receptacles (the cylinders)
available, or waste and stoppages vd.ll occur,
constant aim of the organisation to maintain a steady flow
of en^^ties to meet the capacity of the factory at all times.

Inevitably, factories broke down, .mainly due to
conpiressor trouble, and immediate diversions had to be made
to meet the new conditions. Also, when heavy casualties
occurred in a particular area, help had sometimes to be
rendered by one Group to another,
were constantly being made, a state of affairs only to be
met by a system having the utmost flexibility.

Sudden and varied dem.ands

The channels of communication v/ere as follows:-

Hydrogen Headquarters, Balloon Command A.M.D.C.G.

(Production)
Group Hydrogen Officer

Centre Hydrogen N. C.O. Gas Factory N.C. 0. Self Accounting
Squadron,
Hydrogen N.C.O.

HTD: Instruction

No. 1
The responsibilities of the officers concerned may be

briefly stated:-

Hydrogen, Balloon Command Collaboration v/ith Air MinisKBG/51515/H2
Enc, 25A

try,
D. C. G. on “

(a) Allocation of the factories for basic and peak
loads to meet anticipated demands,

(b) Control of loads on factories,

(c) Re-distribution of load in emergency,

(d) Daily adjustments of Group allocations as necessary,

(e) Inter-Group aid in emergency.
(1)

Later, Directorate of Compressed Gasses,
DM 12471/1(17)
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Croup Hydrogen Officer

(a) Control of hydrogen supplies at all Units below
Croup, to combine operational efficienoy with
economy in transport,

(b) Supervision of hydrogen distribution from factory
down to Site.

Centre or Self-Accounting Squadron Hydrogen E.C.O.

(a) Control of Centre of Squadron Bydrogen L of C.
vehicles in collaboration with Centre M.T.

Squadron Hydrogen Officer,

(b) Trailer movements by road and rail between Centre
or Squadron and factory in accordance Td.th Group
allocations.

or

(c) C€uatry work for -

(i) Hydrogen replenishment,
(ii) Cylinder testing.

N.C.O. i/c Factory Detachment '

(a) Handling of trailers at conpression point including
coupling duties and discipline and fire precautions
at .filling point,

(b) Accommodation arrangements for visiting drivers,

(c) Liaison with factory civilian staff.

At peak, as much as 20,000,000 cu. ft. of hydrogen vra.s
collected and distributed in a week vdthout an undue strain

on the organisation. This was made possible only through
the close liaison, keenness and e:xperience of the officers

and N. C. Os., forming the long chain between Air I/Iinistry and
Balloon Site.

Dem.ands for hydrogen were often sudden and awkv?ard, but
in each instance, the necessary arrangements virere laid on
v/ith the utmost speed and the demand met.
work and spirit of co-operation shovm by all connected with
the supply of hydrogen from Croup officers down to L. of C.
drivers, this success would never have been achieved.

Without the team

Factories

Prior to September, 1939, the only Hydrogen Factory
available for regular supplies v/as Cardington, using a sing'le
retort method of production, and quite unable to cope with

The country wsls., therefore, combed tothe rising demand,

discover other sources to augment this supply and small ■

amounts were obtained from the British Oxygen Companies at
Wembley and Wolverhampton (100,000 cubic feet per day) and

' from the Fuel Research Station, Greenwich (60,000 cubic feet
per day).

Arrangements were also completed for hydrogen to be
KBC/S.5O657/H2 drawn regularly from the Imperial Chemical industries

factories at Billingham and Runcorn. Although the combined
output of the factories was nominally sufficient to meet the
demands from the existing Centres, uuisuitable and
unserviceable Motor Transport, combined with shortage of

Enc. 4A

DM 12471/1(18)
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cylinders, made the collection of the hydrogen a problem
of the greatest difficulty.

Hydrogen consimption figures vrere not kno\m, but by the
®nd of October, sufficient data had been collected to gain

KBC/S50657/5VH2 some idea and it was found that the figure of 2 H.P. cylinders
2hth May, 192^0 of hydrogen per L.Z. Balloon per day for all purposes,

including normal replacement casualties, was a fair estimate
on which to yrork for future planning.

Ibid.

Enc. 2kk
In January, 1940, with an expanding Barrage and the

possibilities of enemy action against existing factories,
particularly Runcorn and Billingham, it v/as realised that
more, factories vrere required, dispersed as much as possible
and outside vulnerable areas.

By ife.y, 1940, the strength of the Barrage y/as
approximately 1,400 balloons, the hydrogen being supplied
by Billingham, Runcorn and Widnes, Cardington,
Weston-super-Mare, Greenwich, and the British Oxygen
Companies vrorks at Wembley and Tfolverhajnpton.
increases in the Barrage contemplated, arrangements were
made to increase the output of Yfeston, Cardington and
Greenwich, but these did not come up to expectation and
there was little or no margin at this period to cover enemy
action, which was then highly probable,
hydrogen supply ran under a heavy risk of a ccirplete break-
dovm during the period and was the cause of great concern
v/ithin the Command,

occur.

With furthe

Accordingly, the

Fortunately, this breakdown did not
Greenwich, which was the main supply for the Dover

Ibid.

29th May, 1940 r

Ibid.

20th July, 1940

barrage, kept going in spite of "D/A" bombs in the factory
perimeter and some material damage, whilst I.C.I. Billingham
only received minor damage, wrhich did not affect the Hydrogen
output.

Ibid.

Enc.Il8a,
26th Feb. 1941

The provision of nevf Factories at Poole, Long Eaton,
Kilmarnook and Keith was accelerated and by 1941^ a
Directorate of Hydrogen Production was set up at
Air Ministry under Lord Ridley, to deal with Hydrogen
requirements for Balloon Command.

As a result, a large number of Gas Works throughout
the country having the necessary surplus water gas available

for hydrogen production, v/ere surveyed, and where suitable,
brought into the net-work, whilst other supplies from
industrial sources were either earmarked as reserves or made

available forthwith.

The list of Hydrogen Factories Virhich in due course
became available to the Command, was as follows:-

Cardington
Billingham
Runcorn and 'Widnes

Wes ton-sup er-Mare
Yfalkden

Swindon

Harpenden

Cambridge
Chelmsford

High Y/yconibe
Epsom
Bedford

York

Stirling
Belfast

Cvmibran

Torq-uay
Green?/ich

Kilmarnock

Poole

■  Long Eaton
Keith

Wembley
Wolverhampton

lyness (Silicol);
Pembrey (Silicol)

DM 12471/1(19)
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RESERVES

Wade

Morley
Tforksop
Bishop Auckland

A scheme of daily allocation of trailers to Factories
through Groups and Centres was inaugurated as an essential

HYD« Instruction to the maintenance of even Factory outputs, economy in
No.1/S51515/H2 . transport and high reserves, of full trailers.
Eno.22A

This scheme,
with minor modifications, continued successfully up to the
time of elimination of the Command and proved capable of
coping at need --^ith a demand of over 20,000,000 cubic feet
of hydrogen per week.

An R.A.P, detachment was located at each Factory for
coupling duties and to deal with vehicles arriving for

This detachment carried out a routine jobconpressipn.

conscientiously and v/ell,. their relations vdth the civilian
,  Managers and employees at the Factories being excellent.

Where fires occurred, the airmen dealt vdth them with
commendable pronptness and efficiency, thereby reducing
damage and factory stoppage to a minimum.

KBC/24527/H2

From 1941, the supply problem was never one of
insufficient hydrogen at the Factory. Invariably, the
problem in emergency, has been to devise the most rapid
method of. collection, essentiuilly a problem of traffic
control.

Silicol Plants

In 1939, the use of Silicol Plants for the production
of hydrogen to any great extent was not envisaged ovdng to
the difficulties in supply of ferro silicon, expense of
production, unsuitability of Plants and smallness of'.output.
At that time, the only Plants available were a small number
of "A" and "B" types left over from 1914-1918, together with
a Jaubert experimental high pressure generator lying disused
at Cardington. Later, as the Command expanded, improved

KBC/53770/HTD
Parts I, II and
III

Silicol Plants to meet particular conditions were brought
into service for:-

(a) Emergency supplies at Scapa.
(b) South Wales barrage,
(c) Overseas units.
,d) Operation "Overlord",
(e) Operation "Anti-Diver".

(a) SCilPA

Early in 1940 after a Barrage at Scapa was decided on,
'B" type Plant with 5 Reavell 1,800 lbs. per square inch

compressors was erected on Hoy for use in emergency to
supplement the supplies by cylinders which had to travel
between Billingham and Scapa via Invergorden, with a long
and uncertain turn round time.

a

This Plant, however, was

pC/54558/HYD

not a success, in eme.rgency, the coiipressors, which were
very old, failed to stand up to continuous running and
eventually, it was found necessary to scrap them and replace
with modem machines. YiTith this improvement, the Plant
managed on most occasions to meet the demands.

DM 12471/1(20)
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The Jaubert Plant t/as also transferred to Scapa.
It was not very successful, however, in its new environment
owing to chronic sludge valve trouble and T/as finally
scrapped as "dangerous" v/hen the effect of hot caustic soda

on ordinary steel at high pressure became known.

(b) SOUTH WALES BARRAGE

Y/hen this barrage was deployed and Noo21 Balloon Centre
formed, a fixed "B" Silicol Plant v/as erected at Pembrey.
Here again, trouble was experienced vri.th conpressors. Nurse
balloons and water sipply and this Plant failed signally to

run regularly and satisfactorily.

(c) OVERSEAS UNITS

Previous experience with Silicol Plants in the United
Kingdom during the first part of the War had not been happy
and Mr Ministry, D. H.P., in conj-unction with the Engineer
i/c G-as Plant, Cardington, went thoroughly into the design
of the Plants, mth the result that the new "B. 2" type with
mobile compressor vra.s evolved,
v/ithout compressors manufactured by Messrs. Cutler, were
issued to No.990 Squadron,

field training at Lochalsh, went overseas and succeeded in

Plying a Mark VI barrage for a prolonged period vd-th hydrogen
manufactured in these Plants.

Initially, 3 "B.2" Plants

This Squadron, after a short
KBC/51211/HYD

Pollovd.ng close on the evolution of the "B.2" Plant
and compressor was the "A.2" Plant, a refined model of the
old "A" Plant used in the last War. Units of No. 260

Balloon V/ing were equipped mth these on a scale of one

Plant per 15 Mark VI balloons and provided mth crevrs
trained at Cardington.
a Mark VI barrage in the Middle East during 1941~1942.
this time, it v^as realised that a well trained crew was

essential to the operation of the Plants, particularly when

the hydrogen produced was conpressed into cylinders, and a
revised establishment was evolved.

These Units successfully maintaine
By

%)ecial care wa.s taken

d

with the training of the crew of No.1 Mobile Hydrogen Supply
Unit, v/hich operated most successfully in the production of

compressed Hydrogen in Tunisia and during the invasion of

Italy.

(d) OPERATION "OVERLORD'

It was decided to site a number of silicol plants in
the Southern area of England to cover possible breakdowns in

the normal supplies from the steam and iron factories due to

enemy action, road hold-ups or other causes.
plants were sited near Maidstone and Pareham respectively and

two "B.2" pLants mth conpressors at Keyhaven and Broadsand,
Nr. Brixham.

Two fixed "B"

A. 2" plants with compressors were located at

KBC/S.52301/HYD

Eye, Deeding and Devoran, backed by a reserve plant at

Cardington.

The crev/s for these plants had a most thorough training
under No.l Balloon Training Unit, Cardington, in collabora
tion with Air Ministry, D.C.G., but the emergencies
envisaged did not arise and apart from the normal weekly
runs, these crev/s had no opportunity of demonstrating their

undoubted capabilities.

KBC/S.53775/HYI)
Part rV

DM 12A7l/l(2l)
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(e) .OPERATION "MTI-DIVER

For this operation, No.2 Mobile hydrogen Supply Unit,
Heyhaven, was moved to Farehomi and No.3 Mobile Hydrogen
Supply Unit from Broadsands to Maidstone to provide emergency
factories, capable of a peak output of 32 trailers a day.
Again, the load on the steam and iron factories though
heavy vras never in excess of output,
factories, with the exception of Greenvdch,
coirpletely.

Rail Supplies

By December, 19R3, hydrogen trains running a regular
shuttle service betv/een Vfetford and Billingham
inaugurated,

towed by tractor on to close coupled conflats and consign
ments of 40 to 50 trailers v/ere loaded chocked and roped
doY/n ready for despatch within a few hours,
time v/as four days and t?/o trains per Y/eek Y/ere kept running
for over a year, almost vdthout a break,

the backbone of the supplies to the London Barrage
during the 1940 blitz and enabled the unsuitable and

rapidly deteriorating Motor Tra.nsport to be husbanded for
use on the shorter hauls to Greem’/ich and Gardington.

All the vulnerable

escaped

TYere

Complete trailers up to five at a time xrere

The turn round

These trains
were

KBC/5 2611/hid

KBC/S,50657/HYD
14th October,
1939• Enc. 6A

Difficulties with rail supplies, however, vrere
encountered right from the start ovdng to the fact that
cradles of cylinders were designed only for road haulage.
Shifting of cylinders in transit was a recurrent feature,
but this YYas reduced to a minimum by: —

(a) restricting the traffic to close couple
brake conflats in 40 truck consignments;

(b) careful wheel chocking and roping dovm of trailers
by the Railway Company;

(c) inspection of balata strapping and final tightening
in-situ on the conflats prior to dispatch.

During this period, both tractor drivers and loading
personnel became most expert, the record for loading a
40 truck train being a bare tvro hours.

This rail supply led to the abandonment of the
London/Runcom road runs by Grossley vehicles to'.ving tTO
trailers, which had sent up the unserviceability record to
astronomical proportions.

0vri.ng to the groYd.ng shortage of petrol and rubber in
1942, the policy of using rail whenever possible v/as imple
mented and trailers, cradle assemblies and loose bottles
were sent in this way according to the facilities at rail
heads, etc. At the peak of this economy drive, most of
the maintenance gas for the barrage wa.s sent by rail,
vdiilst the L. of G. vehicles VYsre held a.s a stand-by at
Balloon Centres as a sort of fire engine service to meet
emergencies- due to heavy casualties.

It was during this period tliat the rail transportation
of cylinders in cradle assemblies Ywas found to be

impracticable, as it caYised so much damage to trucks and
cradle strapping. Accordingly,'this traffic was stopped
by Air Ministry, Movements 4, in December, 1943, and
thereafter, v/ith the single exception of the Keith/Aberdeen

vacuumKBC/S.51515/HYD

Ibid.

Enc. 35A

18 th May, 1942

Ibid.

3rd December, 1943

DM 12471/1(22)
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loose cylinder traffic for Scapa, conveyance of Hydrogen
supplies by rail was allowed only in cases where corrplete
trailers were involved.

The marshalling of the necessary trailers and cradles
in readiness for the deployment of the Anti-Diver barrage
was done mainly by rail. The highest priority v/as given
to these' moves and with the help of Air Ministry,
Movements 4, in providing conflats in special trains and
the T/hole-hearted co-operation of the despatching Units,
the T/hole of this complex movement of 2,000 cradles of
cylinders (60,000), from all parts of the country,
'including Scapa, went almost without a hitch and with
remarkable celerity.

Later, four special trains of conflats carrying
trailers ran regularly to Poole, ’vTeston and Long Eaton with

Arrivals and

departures were cleverly synchronised by the London Area
Movement Control.

average turn round of four to five days.an

KBC/52611/76/

27 th July, 19i4f

HYD

Finally, experience has shown that a 30-40 truck
special train of close coupled conflats conveying complete
trailers can run almost indefinitely Yidthout incident and
maintain a relia.ble turn roimd time.

Road Supplies

The cradle assembly of 30 High Pressure or 36 Medium
Pressure cylinders mounted initially on a Brockhouse
trailer chassis and later on an Eagle chassis was intended
for road traction as a single toy/,
supplied in 1939 for towingwas the 30-100 H.P. Crossley
with auxiliary gear,
expanding barrage, this vehicle wa.s made to tow two trailers

■weighing tons each over long lines of comimmication, and
inevitably, a high unser'viceability ratio resulted,
auxiliary gear proved to be a particular weakness, whilst
an acute shortage of spares prevailed throughout the whole
time this vehicle was in service.

The prime iBOver

Prom dire necessity to maintain an

The

kbc/50657/hyd
Enc. 30A

Particularly in the initial stages, the standard of
driving was high and the way in which the L. of C. drivers
coaxed these overloaded, unsuitable vehicles over long
distances day ,after day, often under bad road conditions,
is T/orthy of the highest praise.

The convoy system for Hydrogen replenishment was not
applicable since compressor output of factory was not more
than one trailer per hour. Accordingly, vehicles ran
between Centre and factory only indirectly supervised.
Nevertheless, accidents to L. of 0. traffic were remarkably
low and the drivers carried out their duties to schedule,
conscientiously and well.

It is particularly worthy of mention that at a later
stage when the huge Hydrogen requirements to support the
Anti-Diver Barrage had to be collected, the L. of G.
drivers, working day and night without fuss or incident,
maintained a more than adequate reserve of full trailers
at all times.

Early in 1941, the Crossley was replaced by the Dodge
which had a cradle mounted on the chassis and towed one

trailer in addition, gantries being set up at Balloon
Centres for changing cradles.

DM 12471/1(23)
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The situiition v/as, thereafter, greatly eased, as the
vehicles in general stood up to the Job and the number
allotted to the Command on a scale of 13 per 120 balloons
and 20% I.R., was adequate up to the time of the anti-
Diver deployment#

KBC/270/f7/9/HID
IRth February,
1942

For the anti-Diver barrage, the number of L. of C.
vehicles was augmented by 100 Dodges and other vehicles
from outside the Command to a scale of one vehicle per
three balloons. This generous scale proved more thanKBC/52611/HYD
adequate to deal mth all demands and also allowed the

necessary reserve for unserviceability and for servicing.

Cylinders

From the commencement of hostilities, the position of
cylinders in the Comma.nd v/as one of varying degrees of
shortage.

Coinpany and the rate of delivery of new cylinders could
not keep pace with the barrage ejspansion and additional
commitments.

The position -ms made still more acute by the diversion
of a part of the output to the manufacture of oxygen
cylinders mth higher priority.

The shortage of cylinders which was most serious in
the early stages was, hovrever, offset to a considerable
extent by the vigilance of the Centre Hydrogen Officers in

20th August, 1941 maintaining a quick turn-round to factory and the evolution
of efficient systems for the collection of entities,
opening of new factories close to barrages, thereby reducing

•  the length of Lines of Communication between factory and
barrage, helped to alleviate the position during the
latter stages.

The remarkable way in vdiich the cylinders have stood
to enemy action, immersion in sea water, etc., is worthy

of note. The cylinder walls are a mere 0.28" thick, but
such is the quality of the steel no splintering occurred
under enemy action, punctures from shrapnel being quite
clean.

KBC/S. 5O657/HYD
Enc. 6A

14th October,
1939

S/B.6/DDBP/IO9
21st February,
1941

All supplies came from the Chesterfield Tube

KBC/55O657/13I/42
11th A.ugust, 1941
Ibid.

The

KBC/S.53819/H2
Enc. 23A

The effect of sea water on the cylinders v/as
serious than could be overcome by periodic greasing of valve
and plug and -when at a later date examination by introscope
at ̂Testing Stations commenced, the inside walls of the
majority of the cylinders'were found to be in reasonably
good condition even after 4~5 years service.

Operations

no more

The following operations, each of which created
hydrogen problem requiring an individual solution,
t.aken in chronological order.

ar

a

e

1. "ALBINO"

The supply arrangements for this operation
grafted on to the existing distribution scheme for the
static barrage.

were

It v/as arranged to keep two trailers of full high-
pressure cylinders on all "Albino" Sites ready for
immediate use, but ap.art-from practice inflation, the
scheme remained-in a state of "stand-by" throughout its
existence.
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2. "PET.IED

Iirrangemcnts were made for a concentration of prime

movers and trailers on the North and South sides of the
Thames vdth a reserve common to both at No.l Balloon Centre,
KLdbrooke. Arrangements were also made to meet the
anticipated heavy load on factories.

3. "OU'DIAED

For this operation carried out by B.N. Boom Defence
KBC/S.51817/HYD from three points on the East Coast, inflations were

performed direct from cradles mounted on trailers or Dodge
When conditions were favourable 20-30prime movers,

cradles of hydrogen wrere enptied in one hour, rushed back
to' factory for priority filling and returned to launching
site ready to continue the operation if necessary.

This operation v/as more often than not coincident

vdth a. hea-vy casualtjr period in the L. Z. barrage and the
fitting in of the da.ily allocations to factory to meet
both commitments simultaneously called for considerable
ingenuity on the part of the hydrogen officer at
No.30 Group and his W.A.A. P. assistant,

became most experienced in making these daily allocations
and proved inva.luable at a later date v/hen the conplex
allocations for the anti-Diver barrage had to be made.

4. "OVEHLOED"

The latter

The hydrogen plan for this operation received the
most careful attention, being designed to cover as far as

humanly possible every contingency due to enemy action,
brealedown of communications, L. of C., factories etc.

Accordingly, by denuding out-lying L. Z. commitments
of the maximum number of trailers, cylinders and prime
movers and distributing them at appropriate centres,
reserve parks and hards between Felixstovre and S. Tfeles,
a most impressive concentration of equipment for the
functioning of high speed hydrogen distribution was made.

Southern England was divided into areas:-

East Ai-oglia
Kent

Sussex

Hants.

Dorset

Devon

Cornwall

S.Wales

and additional hydrogen co-ordinating officers appointed
to be responsible for meeting the requirements in the
County areas.

Balloon Command and sent down to their respective areas
to obtain an intimate knowledge of the lay-out and to make
vrorking contacts y/ith naval balloon officer and others.
Each devised a supply scheme in detail to meet the express
demands in his area.

These officers were briefed at Headquarters,

Reserve Parks adjacent to Hards yyere prospected and
requisitioned -and the appropriate allowance of prime
movers end trailers calculated for ea.ch park.

The routeing of L. of C. vehicles between factories,
centres and reserve parks and hards yyas also carefully
worked out with the Irmy Movement Control.
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Further, as an insurance against breakdown of
factories and failures in the supply lines, a number of
Silicol Plants were sited as follows:-

Output in Trailers per Ita.y

Maidstone Fixed B 10

Rye ii» 2

Seeding (Shoreham) A. 2
Fareham

Keyhaven B» 2
Broadsajids (Brixham) B. 2
Devoran (Cormmll)

Fix

A. 2

1

1

ed B 10

6
6

1

The crevvTs were

No*l, B. T.U.

out the training scheme and provided from his staff at
7iir Ministry a technically qualified supervisor and

Dumps of loYf pressure cylinders were placed at CoT/es
Shore Servicing Station and at Tilbuiry to meet expected
sudden and heavy demands at those points.
D. Day all dispositions had been made, silicol plants
tested, and trailers were in position at the Initial
Reserve Parks.

carefully trained at Gardington by
in collaboration with A.M.D.C.G. vdio worked

exami

R'ell before

ner.

The series of exercises preceding D. Day proved
invaluable in testing out the dispositions made, and when
the anticipated da.y arrived the scheme
smoothly and without incident.

came■into operation
In fact, such was the

ease Trith vdiich the demands were met the actual arrival of
D. Day came almost as an anti-climax.

Factories v/orked faultlessly, no enemy action was
experienced and lines of communication remained
largely unaff*ected.

open and
Even when the high wind caused heavy

balloon casualties at certain places, replacement of
balloons was made v/ithout cjiy strain on hydrogen supplies,
whilst vessels arriving at unexpected points, or in numbers
in excess of the anticipated quota, were dealt vrLth almost
as a routine matter.

If5. DIVER"

The fact that the advent of the flying bomb did not
coincide v/ith operation "Overlord" simplified the supply
of hydrogen for the Curtain Barrage very considerably.
Initially a hydrogen distribution scheme
500 ba.lloons Tra.s devised.

to cater for

KBC/52611/HYD 8A Dodges, 464 cradles end 480 trailers,  1 ^ ear-
marked for the operation, being collected end held as
follows in readiness for the order to deploy:-

Dodges Gradies Trailers

Stanraore
Kidbrooke
Bristol
Lichfield

3 B.C.
1 B.C.

11 B.C.
12 B.G.
"Outward"

9 93 84
33 262 229
10 70 60

7 14 7
25 25

84 464 380
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Later vlien the number of balloons increased to 1,800 a
total of;

1,800 Cradles

TOre withdrawi from all over the Command, including
No,9^0 Squadron, Scapa and allocated to Nos.22, 23 and
2m- Balloon Centres (D in proportion to the balloons flovm.

As the deployment progressed, it was considered
necessary to increase the number of hydrogen vehicles to
cover expected high unserviceability and excessive hydrogen
Gonsunption, 100 dodges and 260 other vehicles, single
cradle carriers or towers, being drafted into the Command.
Ihis influx eased the position during the latter part
the deployment, but in the initial stage whilst these
additional vehicles were being converted to hydrogen carriers.
Balloon Command Bodges helped out by Wo I/I.T. Conpanies
of the U. So jlrmy with G.H.C. trucks bore the whole brunt
of the heaviest hydrogen traffic

^The L. of Co drivers made a splendid response,
working day and night -without intermission, v/hilst the
factories, notably Cardington and Poole, seemed incapable
of overloading. In fact, the cry from the factories
during the -whole of this period was "send us more trailers"
never a protest to ease off. On the surface, the ^
collection of this 20,000,000 cu. ft. of hydrogen  a iveek
appeared unspectacular - "hydrogen was alvwiys there" - but
it was possible only through the closest co-operation of
all concerned5

260 Dodges and 1,603 trailer

of

s

To ease the strain on the L- of C. vehicles and airmen,
special trains were arranged vd.th Air Ministry, Movements 4
to collect from the distant factories - Pool, Feston and
Long nc-ton. London Movements Control synchronised these
trains on a regular four day turn round and they
consistently and smoothly without incident.

ran

Miscellaneous Commitments

As the war progressed. Balloon Command, the largest
user of hydrogen, inevitably became the recognised source
of sttpply for the commodity, for all and sundry, both at
home and abroad.

At one time or another, the following activities were
supplied by the Gommnnd:-

L. Z. and Mark VI Balloon Barrage
Hark VI Balloons for ship protection.
Calibration of Anti-Aircraft guns.
"Outvirard" operations from three points on the
East Coast.

"Albino" and "Petard" operations.
Balloons carrying propaganda leaflets.
Electrolytic Hydrogen for the drawing of
Tungsten filaments, manufacture of Anti-Tank
bullets and ha.rd metal tools (initiated by
Balloon Command and taken over by Ministry
of Aircraft Production).
Man lifting balloons for paratroop training.
I^ydrogen for under v/ater cutting.

(1 s.

2

3

4

5

7

(8)
(95

(1) No. 22 B.C., Biggin Hill,
No. 23 B.C., Gravesend,
No.24 B.C., Redhill.
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Flame Throwers.

United States iurmy requirements.

Meteorological Ba.lloons.
Balloon experiments conducted by Balloon Development
Establishment, Soya.1 Navy, etc.

10

11

(12
(13)

In addition to the above, a scheme for the supply of
coal gas in hydrogen trailers for the aid of blitzed
factories was organised by E.S.0., Ministry of Aircraft
Production, with the aid of Balloon Command resources Tiiioh

came into auction effectively after enemy action on Exeter
and Co’,7es.

Use of Coal Gas

In April, 1940, it was realised that hydrogen si^jplies
were failing to keep pace with barrage demands, due to
increased consumption, shortage' of Motor Transport and
failure of plants to reach promised gas output.

Further, all existing factories were under grave risk
of stoppage due to enemy action, making the grounding of
the whole barrage, due to lack of hydrogen, a distinct
possibility.

KBC/S.50985/HYD Ejqjeriments were, therefore, performed on a Gas Works
Site in No.90? Squadron to ascertain the results of

inflating a L.Z. balloon with varying percentages of coal
gas. These experiments shov/ed that vdiilst operational
efficiency v/as impaired, it was possible to fly at
4j500 feet -with a 25^b admixture of coal gas xvith hydrogen
and that on lOO/o coal gas, a height of 1,000-1,500 feet
was attainable. Pending the erection of the new hydrogenKBC/S. 61582/F. 5

12th July, 1940 factories, authority -was given for the installation of coal
gas on 900 Sites, this figure being increased later to
1,100.

The measurement of the coal gas, owing to a general
mavailability of normal meters, v/as on a flovf/time basis
as contracted with the respective Gas Companies,
necessary to use unkinkable hose in place of the normal
canvas topping ijp hose between balloon and gas point owing
to the low pressure of the supply. Further, it was
realised that the use of coal gas necessitated the
immediate introduction of

It was

some form of percentage oxygen
meter to determine the point at which the hydrogen coal
gas mixture mth air became dangerous, therefore, the
modified orsat apparatus, which gave the percentage of
oxygen by absorption in cliromous chloride, v/as introduced.

In pr-actice, hov/ever, this apparatus, though accurate,
proved too fragile /aid difficult to service and was
replaced alnost immediately by the metro meter (devised
by the Works_Chemists of the South Metropolitan Gas
Corrpany), v/hich followed the usual "teething" troubles,
eventually became the standard purity meter for the
Barrage.

The use of coal gas, owing to its effect on
performance, was naturally viewed vdth disfavour and in
certain iirstances, in mis-directed efforts to restore
lost lift, an excessive use of hydrogen -was indulged in,
resulting in an increase of hydrogen consuiiption instead
of a saving. A technique in the use of coal gas xvas,
however, evolved, v/hereby only balloons required to fly
belo-vv 4,500 feet were flown v/ith hydrogen-coal g
mixtures, which improved the position considerably.

as
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Heanv/hile, ̂ vlth heavier balloons .and cables and a
useRuling Operational Height of 6,500 feet, the normal

^  ̂ of coal gas became more and more restricted in its
pOth March, I941 application, but it v^-as still considered advisable i__

March, 1941, in the interests of economy, to make as much
use as possible of the gas. ^ July, 1941, however, with
neviT Hydrogen factories in production, requirements were
well covered and thereafter, coal gas vras only to bo used
in emergency when hydrogen supplies vrerc not available,
when it y/as desired to keep a balloon inflated for a few
more days.

KBC/50985/HYI)
in

or

KCB/2I85O/ENG
7th July, 19a

Consumption Figures

The appended consumption figures in tabular form are
extracted from the statistics foiw;arded monthly to Air
Ministry, shovang the Hydrogen drawn by Balloon Command.

The incidence of weather, porosity, enemy action, etc.,
is clearly reflected in the divergence from the standard
consumption index figure of 2 H.P. Cylinders per L.Z.
Balloon per day.
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Average nunber
of Balloons

flying

Number of H.F#

cylinders used

per Balloon per
day

Year ifonth

im November

December
560 2.17
626 1.94

1940 January
February
I'/ferch

April
Fny
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

615 1.42
409 2.15
485 2.08
619 1.79

1,113
1,104
1,200
1,501
1,562
1,746
1,7,67
1,931

2,035

2,066
2,105
2.168

2,236
2,272

2,332
2,358
2,360
2,335

2,336
2,310

2,328
2,309
2,21^0
2,170

2,207
2,160
2,156
2,16?
2,189
2-, 167
2,149
2,166

2,145
2,047

1^977
1,676
1,553
1,-587
1,587
1,584
1,593
1,533
1,539
1,538

2.56*
2.88’

2.80*

2.40*
2.81*

2.21

2.28

1.92

1941 January
February
lvL?.rch

April
Ivlay
Jime

July
August
September
October

November

December

Ja.nuary
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October
No veirib er
December

Jan;xary
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

Deceitb er

Jantiary
February
March

April
May
June

July
August

September

1.A4

1.56
2.08

1.71

1.73
1.60

1.63
1.33

1.24
1.32
1.11

1.11

1942 .94
1.08
1.21

1.7
1.79

1.79
1.63
1.6l

1.68
1.50
1.23
1.27

1943
1.24
2.02

1.49
2.32
2.33
2.12

2.za

2.35
1.88
1.88

1.65
1.65

1944 1,409
1,122
1,139
1,192
1,207
1,158
1,358

2.00

2.85
2.61
2.20

2.36
2.76
3.20 /
2.40

1.46 /

1,905

1,785

Porosity and Enemy Action
Anti-Diver' Barrage
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CATERING

The London Balloon barrage had been in existence
for just over a year when the formation of Balloon Command
took place. The personnel of the London Barnage consisted
of ,a small nimber of regulars supplemented by members of
the Auxiliary Air Force; they were employed as a general
rule at the Centre Headquarters.

During the early days catering problems did not
really arise, as it was only during occasional v/eek-ends
and Bank Holidays that crews were deployed to Balloon
sites, and in these cases it was arranged that food should
be sent out to them from the headquarters.

•  Hovraver, v/ith the rapid ejq^ansion of Balloon Command
the feeding of personnel begaji to present considerable
difficulties,

this Comma.nd, as the majority of Royal Air Force units
were all fed under one roof and apart from the normal
obstacles of supplies and domestic problems, the
catering could be acconplished in a straightforvvard manner.

Flight Cooking

These difficulties v/ere common only to

From the commencem.ent of the war the feeding of
Balloon Coiunand personnel with the hundreds of small
feeding points presfented mtajor problems which ha.d to be
solved on novel lines. It was decided that the principle
of Plight cooking, and the distribution of cooked food in

Hay Boxes by bicycle to the sites, would be instituted.
However, at the outbreak of war few provincial Balloon
Centres ha.d been conpleted a.nd little or no cooking equip
ment had been delivered, in spite of the fact that a

considerablo number of the sites were operating,
methods of feeding were in existence; some crews were
given the higher rate of ration allov/ance and made their

own arrangements for buying .and cooking their food; others
were supplied with rations from the Balloon Centre and the

crews cooked them as best they could on Primus stoves, etc.;
and in other cases, hot food v/as despatched from the
Balloon Centres vdiich, of course, arrived cold and had to
be re-heated on any fire that could be found.

Various

Obviously all these varying methods were most
imsatisfactory, so it was decided to adhere rigidly to

the policy vdiich had been laid down, namely that all cooking
should be done centrally and distributed to sites in
Hay Boxes.
Command, with a few exceptions, such as waterborne sites,
and sites to vdiich, omng to their isolated position,
distribution by bicycle -was inpracticable.

Rations 'were drawn in bulk from the Royal Army Service
Corps and the Navy, /irmy and Air Force Institute by the

Balloon Centre, divided ijgo according to the daily ration

strength and taken by van to the Plight Cooking Centres,
where the food v/as prepared and cooked, and distributed
in Hay Boxes to sites by means of cycles designed to carry
these boxes.

Thus Plight cooking came into being in Balloon

The advantages claimed were that:-

(i) Food ~ms prepared in one central cookhouse and was
uniform.
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(ii) Cooked rations could be equally divided amongst
sites,

(iii) A limited number of cooks v/as required.

These were set against the disadvantages of site cooking,
■wiaich wa.s said to be uneconomical; there v/as also a lack
of suitable equipment, and it was thought that the standard
of cooking vrould deteriorate,
remained in being until 1941.

The method of central feeding

Flight Cooking Centres

These centres were generally requisitioned property,
such as large houses, schools, pavilions, etc., and were
situated in rm .area vnthin easy reach of most balloon sites.
Most properties were equipped with gas cookers, but where
this was not the case "Minor Formation Petrol" cookers and
ovens Tirere installed,

were catered for daily, each balloon site sending in one
of the orevr to collect the hot food which had been placed
in a Hay Box.

Approximately 100 to 120 personnel

Cooks

There was of.course, as there always is, a shortage of
To obviate this, a school of cookery was startedcooks,

at each balloon centre, v/here personnel were given
instructions on the many problems which presented themselves,
especially on the handling of a Minor Formation petrol cooker.

Catering Officers

Balloon Command was the first Command in the Royal Air
Force to introduce Catering Officers. In January, I940
authority to establish these officers was granted by the
Air Ministry; it then became possible to supervise all
catering and to introduce a unifom system of service,
messing and distribution-
realised that Plight Cooking was by no means perfect;
many difficulties were experienced, chiefly that of trans
porting the hot food to the sites, contending with snow and
ice, bad roads, fog, amd, of course, the ever present
shortage of experienced personnel,
problem would have to be tackled from an entirely different
angle.

However, as time went on it was

It was obvious that the

Site Cooking

Early in 1941 it was decided once again to try out the
policy, which had been so frowned upon in the early days,
of Site cooking. This scheme was successfully accomplished
on two units in September, 1941, and so began the corrplete
reorganisation of Balloon Comimnd catering.

Equipping the sites was the chief worry,
site a small kitchen had to be added, together vri.th a

Large ration distribu
ting stores had to be organised at all Balloon Centres,
where bulk rations could be divided into site lots for
onward transmission to the respective feeding points,
fact the Centre ration stores became more or less  a grocery
stores from v/hich hundreds of feeding points were supplied.

On each

variety of small cooking utensils.

In
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Criticism was loud end varied; the main argument
being that the balloon operators on the sites would not be
able to prepare good meals due to their lack of any cooking
experience. Actually the opposite was the case,
operators viho probably had never so much as boiled a
kettle of ivater produced the most amazingly■good meals.
Site cooking was without doubt a complete success,
final inprovement wras the introduction to sAl sites except
mobile squs-drons of the Outpost cooker, which burned
either coke or coe.1.

Balloon

The

Ydien the time came for the Yfomen's Auxiliary Air Force
to replace Royal Air Force personnel the same policy was
continued vALth the same successful results.

Curtain Barrage

On the development of the Diver Barrage, which
undoubtedly involved the'largest catering commitment Balloon
Command had to undertake, the same procedure of ration
distribution vras adop'ced, and the sites continued to cook
their own food,, the only difference being that sites were
supplied with oil burner stoves instead of the Outpost
cookers.

Commendntion

The success of Balloon Command's catering
achievements can be summed up in a D.0. letter received
by the Command Catering Officer (S/Ldr. J. Roach) from the
Air Ministry" E.lfl (c/Capt. A. Wall) who vnaote:-

I always feel that I have never given Balloon
Coionand the special attention that its special
ca.tering problems merit, but you may interpret that
as a very great compliment to yo-urself and your
predecessors*
difficulties v/hich your Command come up against, in
the org,anisation of good catering, I may say that I
ha.ve never heand anything but praise for the standard
of cooking in Balloon Command and that is a thing
that I can say of no other Command in the Royal Air
Force "

In spite of all the special
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THE DEVEK)P?.CENT OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES TW RATinnw
COMi<IAEI)

At the outbreak of hostilities, the General Education
Scheme throughout the Royal Air Force was suspended and
it was not until early in 194-0 that the scheme
and Command Education Officers appointed.

Sqiiadron Leader H.R. Davies was posted as Education
Officer to Balloon Command on 4th April, 1940.

was revived.

At this time, the Command presented a most difficult
problem from the educational point of vie?/. It spread
over most of England and Scotland, v/ith a very large
percentage of its personnel distributed among thousands
of balloon sites. The Balloon Centres and Royal Air
Force Station, Cardington ivere the only places -where
personnel were sufficiently centralised to enable
educational fa.cilities to be arranged on a scale conparable
to those on a normal station.

Collections of books v/er.e found at most balloon sites,
but in general they offered unappetising reading, and
useless both from an educational and a recreational point
of vieYT.

were

At the Balloon Centres, the accommodation
previously used for .educational purposes had been put to
other uses on the suspension of the General Education
Scheme. Thus, there were no educational facilities in
the Comniand, and the position in-vited experiment.

Conversations and discussions vd.th both officers and

other ranks revealed that there was -urgent need for provid
ing education,

endured a hard -winter, with no operational activity;
had hung heavy on their hands, and there had been
considerable scope for mental recreation, but no arrange
ments had been made to provide it.

The personnel stationed on sites had just
time

The Air I/Iinistry were undecided as to the scale on
which Ediication Officers were to be established, but in
October, 1940, an order ?ms published providing for their
establishment on stations to a limited scale. In Balloon

Command, one Education Officer was established at each
Centre of t-wo squadrons.

Meanwhile, the Command Education Officer had visited
Regional Committees likely to play a part in the operation
of the scheme, in order to ensure that there -would be no

delay once the education staff was provided,
had also been made of small, but vrell-selected reference
libraries for all Balloon Centres and recreational libraries

at sites throiogh the Services Central Book Depot;
arrangements had been made for part-time teachers, both

Ser-vice and ci-vilian, for visiting lecturers, and for
attendance at clanses available under local education

authorities.

Officers at all Balloon Centres and at Cardington, enabling
a relatively energetic scheme to be put into operation.

Provision

February, 1941, there were Education

Instructional facilities were primarily directed to
Service needs and priority of cla.ims on educational services
T/as: -

(a) training of potential aircrew;

(b) tra ining in basic educational requirements of
RoyaA Air Force trades to encourage remustering;
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(c) training in shorthand and typewiting to
iirprove clerical efficiency.

Training of Potential Aircrer/

Ma.ny of the personnel in Balloon Command were members
of tlie Auxili?j?y Air Force, and represented a varied cross-

section of professions, trades, educational background and
outlook. It Y/as obvious tha.t among the personnel of the
Comm.and there v.ns a large body of men qualified mentally and
physically to play a more active part in the vrar than
ba.lloon operating.

The Centre Aircrev/ Training Scheme represented a big
advance in the development of the Balloon Command Educa
tional Scheme. It was originated by a request from the
Air Officer Commanding No. 52 Group- (i) for the establishment
of some central school for the general educational training
of potentio.1 aircrew.

The scheme was launched ejsperimentally in balloon
centres of No. 32 Group in April, 19i-l, and v/as an immediate
success. The Air Officer Commanding Balloon Command (2)
sa.w it in operation at No. 13 Balloon Centre and was inore

than satisfied regarding its possibilities; on returning
to his headquarters, he instructed the Education Officer
to extend its application to the rest of Balloon Command
and to increase the duration of the course from tv-ro to
tiiree weeks.

The training of potential aircrev/ candidates \ms
continued in strength until 1943, v/hen the demand for
volunteers for aircrev/ grew less; nevertheless. Balloon
Command continued to .provide an appreciable number of
volunteers, especially for Air Gunner duties.

Ovd.ng to the time lag in calling up cadets for training,
a scheme v/as then introduced into Balloon Conxnand whereby
volunteers who had been, through a Centre .and a Refresher
course were required to attend for three hours
in aircrew ,

^ working hours,

cadets' interest in their work and ensuring that they did
not become mentally stale.

Education for Deployed Personnel

instruction

subjects each week, the attendance being during
This had the duai effect of sustaining the

The problem of airmen and a.irvvomen on the balloon site
was always uppermost in the minds of the Command Educational
Staff, and Education Officers at Balloon Centres

constantly being reminded of the necessity for maintaining
constant touch with these dispersed personnel.

At this time, the .Air Klnistry agreed to the emplojrment
of Airmen Schoolmasters at the home stations of Education
Officers in Balloon Command, thus giving the latter more
time and scope for visiting their "flocks" and bringing
educational facilities to squadrons, flights and sites.

were

(l) Air Commodore A. A- ^falser, M.C., D.P.C. ■

(2) AVM Sir E.L. Gossage, KCB, CVO, DSO, ISO.
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In early 1942, Headquarters Balloon Command^  „ suggested
the development of recreational handvrork within the Command,
v/hich \TOuld give valuable leisure-time occ^ation to a high
proportion of operating personnel who were not attracted by
class-room instruction.

The aim v/as to find something of interest for everyone
to do; that the aim v/as achieved is very apparent from the
large mrniber of successful handicraft exhibitions staged by
different centres, no less than thirty-eight exhibitions
being held during 1943, at centres, stations and squadrons.
The handicrafts tackled included leatherwork, plastic work,
carpentry, embroidery, v/eaving, pottery and toy-making; in
connection v/ith this la.st cra.ft, it is interesting to note
that more than 1,000 toys made by the airmen of No. 1 Balloon
Centre were presented to the Lord I/layor of London at
Christmas, 1942.

The development of handicrafts during the winters 1941/42
and 1942/43 made a most valuable contribution to the
maintenance of good moralLe. During 1944, in spite of the
major movements involved in the re-organisation of the
Command in preparation for the invasion of the Continent and
the forma.tion of the anti-"Diver" barrage, interest in
handicrafts T/a.s sustained, and when squadrons returned to
their mnter quarters on the passing of the flying bomb

there v/as a remarkable increase of activity in all
types of handicraft work.
menace.

Development of Discussion Groups

During 1941, an Mr Ministry Order was published, laying
down the need for making regular arrangements for talks by
visiting lecturers on matters of current interest,

order set the seed for the development of the Discussion
Group in the Royal Air Force.

This

Education Officers a.t Balloon Centres contacted the

teaching staffs of local schools. Regional Committees and
Local Government Authorities in order that lectures and talks

might be given to personnel on centres, squadrons and sites.
Ydiile the lectures v/ere mainly concerned with current
affairs and citizenship, they did include diverse subjects
among the arts and sciences,
courses in "Practical Citizenship" and visits vrere arranged
by Local Government Authorities to their respective depart
ments.

Some units also organised

Progress in the Discussion Group Scheme wa.s such that
by jApril, 1944, the position had been reached in v/hich there

was a discussion group to every twenty-five persons in the

Command, an indication that almost all personnel had
participa,ted.

current affairs and other matters had been fully realised.
The inportance of lectures and site talks on

Some idea of the ma.gnitude of the taslu of providing
suitable lecturers for the vast number of small units in

Balloon Command may be gathered from the fact that for the

year ending April, 1945, over 5,500 lectures and talks were
arranged by the Regional Committees, with whom the Education
Officers worked in the closest liaison,

the Lecture and Discussion Group Scheme in Balloon Command
could not have been achieved without the co-operation of
these Committees.

The success of
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POLISH BALLOON FLIGHT SEWINC ¥ITH THE ROYAL AIR FORGE IN
CtREAT BRITAIN

In September, 1939j Vviien the German forces overr/helmed
Poland and all organised resistance was conpelled to cease,
many officers, NCO's and men of the former Polish Balloon
Battalions, the 1st Ba.lloon Battalion of Torun and the

2nd Balloon Battalion of Legionowo, crossed the Rumanian
raid Hungarian frontiers,
crossing s.s whole units, consisting of Observer Balloon and

Barrage Balloon Conpanies, but in many instances, officers
and men who vrere un.able to rejoin their parent units, made

their own crossings individiually.
these officers and men, in groups or singly, escaped from

the concentration camps in wliich they were interned and

eventually arrived, in Prance.

In certain cases, they made the

From Hungary and Rumania,

Here the Polish Balloon Units were not yet organised
and therefore these men were detached for various other

duties in the Polish Air Force or were transferred to other

branches of the service.

follovd.ng an order given by the Commander-in-Chief of the

Polish forces, these men once again successfully made their

escape, this time to Great Britain^
and about three hundred and fifty NCO's aiid men of the

. former Polish Balloon units landed in this country and were

directed to an assembly point in Blackpool.

After the collapse of Prance and

Thirty-seven officers

In 1940, when the defences of Great Britain against
enemy air attacks were extended and many additional Balloon

Squadrons were formed, it was thought that these men, all

of viiom had had experience in balloons, could be engaged in

this particular bnanch of the service, viiere they could

play their part in the defence of Great Britain, at the same

time continuing their fight against Germany.

The former chief of the Balloon Department in the
Headquarters of the Polish Air Force in Poland, who had

been appointed Polish Liaison Officer to Headquarters,
Balloon Command, and who Tra.s the senior Staff Officer of

the Polish Balloon Units, submitted a project to the
Headquarters of the Polish Air Force in London, that the
British authorities be appro.ached v/ith a viev/ to forming a
Polish Balloon Unit which could be used in the defence of

Great Britain,

by the British authorities a_nd in October, 1940, the first
of Polish balloon airmen was sent for special

This proposal was favourably considered

group

training to Gardington.

On 20th December, 1940, after they had completed their
training, these operators were posted to Glasgowr .and there,
as a part of No. 945 Squadron, they commenced to fulfil
operational duties on the balloon sites allotted to them.
In the early prut of 1941, -these Polish airmen were fully
employed on four balloon sites and as more and more of them

coirpleted their training at Cardington, it vra.s possible to
increase the number of sites operated by them until a

complete flight was eventually foi-med, mnnned entirely
by Polish personnel.

Service vri.th No. 945 Squadron continued until

20th July, 1942, when the Polish Balloon Plight moved to
Donibristle House, Aberdour, Fife; there its new flight
headqucnters was established and they became part of

The balloons of this squadron wereNo. 929 Squadron.

(1) V/ing Commander Hilary Grabowski.
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deployed to protect Rosyth Dockyard and the Royal Naval
aerodrome at Donibristle from bombing or torpedo attacks,
and to prevent the laying of mines by enemy aircraft in the
Firth of Forth. This latter commitment was fulfilled by
the Polish flight, v/ho'manned mobile waterborne sites,
carrying out night patrols in the swept cha.nnels.

At about this time, facilities were offered by
Headquarters Balloon Command to enable Polish NCO's to

increase their knowledge of balloon operating, by attending
advanced balloon handling courses at Pucklechurch and
Cardington.

special training on waterborne sites, ;md for this purpose
were attached to another flight of No. 929 Squadron, for a
pernod of twelve months. Others were given the opportunity
of becoming acqua.inted iwith the 'work which was carried out
at the Admiro,lty Shore Servicing Stations, where Mark VI
balloons which were used for convoy vrork, were serviced.
This attachment was prior to their being transferred to
vessels proceeding up and dov-m the coast.

Also many Polish balloon operators received

Polish airmen of this flight also formed a crew for a
Mark ZI balloon, vliich was to be used for p.arachute training
and for this purpose, they were sent to No. 10 Balloon
Centre at Manchester, where they received a
of instruction,

crew was then attached to

specia.l course
On cornpletion of their training, this

-  -- a Cramp in Scotland, where they
manned the bralloon for training Allied paratroopers.

All this training gave the Polish balloon operators
great experience and a wide knowledge of man^'' tj/pes of
balloon used in Great Britain, a very injiortant fact, as
these men are considered to be the nucleus of futiire balloon
units in Polraid.

On 15th Jtine, 1944, Germany started a new t3/pe of
warfare against England, when they commenced launching
flying bombs against Imndon and the Southern Counties,
the danger from these missiles became greater, Balloon

As

Command gave an order that all units at their disposal should
proceed to the South of England to form, a "Curtain Barrage".
On 3rd July, 1944, the Polish b.alloon flight received orders
to proceed to Cardington vdiere all the necessary equipment
was issued. They v/ere then deployed at Otwood in Surrey,

part of No. 950 Squadron, where they flew their tv/enty-
two balloons as part of the "Curtain .Barrage".

as

O-^/ing to the rapid advance of the Allied armies in

Prance and the capture of the launching sites there, the
Germans began to launch their flying bombs from bases in
Belgium and Holland. As part of the scheme to prevent the
missiles from penetrating into the London area. No. 950
Squadron v/as ordered, on 26th August, iqzjj-, to occupy new
positions in North Kent, and v/ith them went the Polish
flight. Later, the laoinching of these flying bombs
became sporadic and it therefore decided to dissolve
the "Curtain Harrage". Cn 23rd September, I944, the
Polish flight received an order to deflate all balloons and
be prepared to move north, there to await further instruc
tions.

W3.S

At Newc-astle, No, 950 Squadron was disbanded, and
the members of the Polish flight were sent to the permauient
balloon lonit at Gardington.

Headquarters Balloon Command, at the request of the
Polish Liaison Gfficer, had from time to time granted to
Polish officers opportunities to be employed in various
offices under Balloon Command, in order that they might
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widen their knov/ledge of the operations -and aims of the
Coram-and. Two Polish officers vrere employed in the
Balloon Development Esta.blishment at Cardington, where
they were engaged on the construction of all t37pes of
balloons, one of them carrying into execution the prototype
of Kite Balloon "P". A senior Polish officer was posted
for duties in the Operations Rooms of Nos. 23 and 24
Balloon'Centres at the time of the forming of the
Bcirrage". A special task was assigned to him and in
particular he v/as given the opportunity to become
acquainted yrith the exigencies of the co-operation between
Balloon Command and Fighter Command and other units
designed for the aerial defence of Great Britain.

Polish officer was given the opportunity of making himself
familiar vri.th waterborne balloon sites in the United

Kingdom, v/here he gained valuable knowledge and experience
in this branch of balloon operations.

'Curtain

Another

During the period of their operation as a Polish
balloon flight, the Commander-in-Chief of the Polish Forces,
at the request of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of
the Polish Air Force, awarded to several Polish officers
and men, the Cross of Merit, as a reward for their devotion
to duty and for their excellent v/ork whilst serving in
Great Britain, and in addition for their services in Prance

and during the German-Polish campaign.
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BALLOON MOORINGS

The Problem facing th6 Coirariand on. Deployment

say that although v/hen the Auxiliary
Air Force (Balloon Branch) took over the job of providing
Barrage Protection in accordance with the pre-arranged plan
the problem of maintaining balloons on war sites had
received some consideration, it ?/as by no means solved.

It is safe to

The embodiment of the Auxiliary Air Force
24th A-ugi^t, 1939, and the operational necessity of main
taining inflated balloons in the various barrage areas,
only served to emphasise what had been learned in this
reject by those London squadrons which had carried out
trial ̂deployments during June, July and Atigust, 1939, on
war sites in the London area. This was, that the methods
both of flying and mooring balloons v/hich had been developed
at Gardington were by no means the complete ansvrer to the
problem.

on

The L. Z. balloon has a volume of 19,150 cubic feet,
with an overall length of 63 feet and a maximimi diameter
of about 25 feet. Winches, securely moored with brakes
on, have been dragged considerable distances along the
ground by their attached balloons. Wire mooring strops
and substantial shackles of cast steel have been broken

Goncrete anchorage blocks weighing some tons
and sunk in the ground have been uprooted and thrown about
the place.

and twisted.

These examples serve to illustrate the force
exercised by a balloon in high Tvdnds.

Unless everything is kept under conplete control
during high winds, not only is the balloon and its equipment
endangered, but also the safety and lives of the balloon
crew.

Before proceeding to describe the development of
methods for mooring balloons, it is desirable that the
actual problem which faced Auxiliary Balloon Squadrons
their embodiment should be clearly stated.

on

The L. Z. ba.lloon had been designed primarily to fly.
The balloon was a development of the observer type balloons
used in the previous war. Although a form of balloon
barrage had actually existed in London for a period during
the Great War, the lessons learned were not of great use.
small scale deployment during the Munich crisis in 1938

had taught little. The problem in 1939 was, in any case,
very different, on account of the vastly increased scope
of air attack and air traffic. This required an enormous
extension of anything which had previously existed and - by
reason of the fact that an air obstacle presented at least
the same hazard to friendly aircraft as to hostile aircraft -
needed to be regulated in such a manner that it could be

brought into existence when required as protection, and
removed at other times to allow freedom of manoeuvre to
friendly aircraft.

A

The personnel who had been recruited to man the

barrage, had in the main received no vrorthwhile training
prior to embodiment, largely due to lack of equipment and
training facilities.
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A certain nimber of officers had attended short courses

at Cardington and a small nucleus of Cardington-trained
regular airmen were posted into each unit,
of the personnel engaged had never seen a balloon.

The majority

In view of the lack of experience gained in the
previous War, it is not surprising that the scheme evolved

by Cardington for both flying and mooring balloons broke
dovm in practice,
for the pre-T/ar methods of handling balloons, it must be
stated that the commitment outlined by Air Ministry was

envisaged as being one reqv^iring con^Dlete mobility,
was largely due to the uriderlying essential principle of

mobility that many of the items of equipment, and methods
developed by Cardington, proved unsuitable in actual
practice.

In fairness to those who were responsib

It

le

As the fimction of the barrage crystallised, it became
at once apparent tlaat in practice (at any rate as far as

the barrage protection of towns was concerned) there was
no need to keep to mobility as an essential part of the
operational requirement,

principle that those barrages initially deployed could
remain on a static basis.

It could be taken as an accepted

Initially the mobile policy tended, to handicap the
functioning of the barrage, and as the main operational
function of the barrage in the earlier stages tended to be

a static one rather than mobile,' it T/as natural and in
fact essential that the initial policy should be remoulded
to conform to the conditions which' existed. The main

problem in the early days was therefore to evolve a
satisfactory technique for flying and mooring balloons londer
all vreather conditions on a static basis on all kinds of
sites. It should be mentioned, however, that the Air
Ministry's initial idea that the barrage should be
essentially mobile did in fact materialise later.

It should be remembered also that it vra.s not antici

pated that balloons should be grounded except for inspection,
but should fly at all times,

problems later appreciated in the field were not given full
consideration at that time.

Consequently the mooring

The design of the^L.Z. balloon has never been
fundamentally altered, ̂ although improvements to the fabric
and fittings have been continuous,

the flying bomb ("Diver") barrage was fundamentally the
same as the balloon in use when deployment in 1939 took

place,
depending upon .air pressure inside the ballonet con^jartment
to maintain its streamlined shape,
bearing on the problem of mooring,
ballonet type presents a more difficult mooring problem
than a pressure balloon,

amount of air entering the ballonet to maintain its
internal pressure, v/hilst the latter is filled to a

determined pressure, and is constructed in an elastic
form so that its shape and rigidity is maintained within
fairly ■’.vide limits of the amount of gas contained.

The balloon used for

It is streamlined and of the ballonet type.

This has an important
A balloon of the

The former depends upon the

The ballonet type balloon must, at all times, y/hether
flying or moored, present its nose to the direction of
wind, so that air can freely enter the ballonet scoop,
and so maintain inside the balloon a pressujre equal to the
external y/ind force.
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7/hen flying, the balloon automatically rides nose to
mnd on the end of its mooring cable, by reason of the
design of the rudder and fins,

at ground level, it must either swing into wind automati
cally like a mnd vane, or alternatively it must be manually
turned head to v/ind on each cha.nge of wind direction,
mil readily be understood that a balloon of the ballonet
type moored to the ground broadside to the direction of vd.nd,
T/ill have no air entering the ballonet, and consequently
the gas inside will be at a lov/er pressure than the external
wind force.

If this balloon is moored

It

This will result in the wind '

fabric and destrcying the streamlined shape,
shape has a much greater yd.nd resistance than a convex one,
the stresses and strains set upon the fabric of the balloon
and its mnoring rigging Yri.ll be excessive,
this Yri.ll certainly result in tearing of fabric and
uprooting of moorings.

saucering" the
As a concave

In high vri.nds

A pressure type balloon, alvra.ys offering a convex
section to the mnd by reason of its fixed internal pressuire,
Y/ill stand much greater beam wind pressure than the ballonet

type baRloon.

Again on account of its non-rigid nature, any attenpt
to hold a balloon down to the ground by means of fastenings
attached to externally applied patches on the surface of

the balloon must be arranged to give a degree of elasticity
at each securing point, and also ensure that the direction
of pull of each securing rope or ballast bag is always in

accordance v/ith the angle at which the patch is applied.
Cperationally also the method of mooring must be such as

to permit the balloon to be moored, or released from its

mooring within an acceptable time, and by an acceptable
nuiriber of men.

Prom the foregoing it Y;ill be seen that the initial
problem confronting Auxiliary Squadrons on their initial
deployment ytus to produce some method of moordng balloons
YThich provided: -

(a) that the balloon Y?as moored nose to wind;

(b) that in the event of a change of v/ind direction
the balloon either moved into mnd automatically

or Y\ra.s capable of being manually moved into wind
with the minimum of effort and in the minimum

space of time;

(c) that the bed va.s capable of holding the balloon
for short periods of Y/ind in order to allow for
variable Y/ind directions on enclosed sites Yvhere

no true ̂ vlnd existed;

(a) that the balloon could be maintained in the

moored position in any degree of wind speed;
(As many barrages were located in extremely
ejiposed coastal areas, this in fact meant the
mfiximum wind speeds experienced in the British
Isles).

(e) that the form of mooring v/as non-rigid and
conformed to the 23 available mooring patches
on the balloon itself;
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(f) that the operation of mooring or releasing
from the mooring, could be carried out by a
reasonable number of men in a time which vras
.operationally acceptable.

(g) tiaat tlae works services required for the
installation of anchorages v/ere not excessive*

It T/as not appreciated at this time that the flying
of balloons might require to be controlled to such a
degree that the barrage would remain groionded to  a much
greater extent than it wuld fly, nor that speed of
operation to or from moorings would become such
important factor. Nor v/ere all the points enumerated
above fully appreciated at the outset. In fact it is
safe to say that the true appreciation of these require
ments constituted more than half of the actual solution
to the problem. After it had been appreciated v/hat was
required, it took a coiiparatively short time to reach
practical solution.

an

a

It was, however, quickly realised that the initial
policy of flying balloons at all times except when the
dailjr inspection and topping up was carried out was likely
to lead to severe casualties. The limiting factors to
the safety of balloons v/hen flying were;-

(a) the strength of the cable in respect of snatch
loads;

(b) the point at which the balloon (or in practice
the rudder fins disintegrated;

(c), lightning.

Severe casualties in the first weeks of September, I939
resulted in an immediate reconsideration of the "fly
through everything" policy.

In the case of waterborne sites, no mooring problems
it was not possible to moor these balloons,

gale or lightning conditions, mterbome balloons had to
take their chance. The introduction of the Hark X
lightning divertor type balloon, and the use of a stronger
cable (K.E.85; in some measure reduced the number of
casualties suffered on waterborne sites, but in general,
the ratio of casualties remained much higher on waterborne
sites thfin on land sites.

4-u 0. P clear, therefore, after a short period,
that for weather reasons, if no other, balloons could not
be left to fly at all times. When a balloon broke away
ilying, it generally meant that the cable on the v/inch had
to be re-reeved, and so even though with the moorings
initially available, the balloon may be very little safer
on the ground, if v^as at least certain that the cable vras
safe, and certain balloon components would not be lost
though the balloon itself may become a casualty.
Consequently the development of some form of a balloon
mooring vdiich would embody the requirements outlined above
became a matter of immediate

arose, as
In

urgency.

The general scheme of flying and mooring L.Z. Balloons
Development Establishment had

lormed the basis of
pre-war training of balloon personnel,
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and constituted the only accepted method of balloon
handling when the embodiment and deployment of the barrage
occurred,

follows:-

Briefly these methods can be described as

The balloon v/as flo7m directly from the winch lead off
gear.

The balloon was ground moored on to a "bed" consisting
of tvro vri.re strops secured to the ground by screw pickets.
The Tri.re served as an anchorage for the loy/er ends of slips
(adjustable strops). The upper ends of these slips were
attached to the patches on the balloon to which the flying
rigging vyas secured. (The lower ten patches). Between
each of the lower ten patches a length of line y/as attached

knovm. as a "bridle" or "handline". Sandbags secured to

these bridles on either side of the balloon supplemented
the slip anchorages.

Tin uj:iper series of ten patches (five on either side
of the balloon and one on the nose) carried a series of
six handling and four picketting lines. These lines, as

their names indicate, were used both for handling the
balloon vdien close to the ground, and for picketting or

mooring the balloon to the ground. TiTaen moored on the

bed, these lines yyere anchored out to screw pickets or

nests of sandba.gs to supplement the slips from the lower

ten patches, and the bridle bags. The fins and rudder
were furled and secured by a series of furling lines. The

furling lines were attached to a number of small securing
patches on either side of the fins and rudder.

The method of handling the balloon on to the bed was
laborious and lengthy. First of all, the bed wire had to
be placed in such a manner that the bed wire y^as longitu
dinally in the direction of the existing wind.

The yyinch from which the balloon was flying had to be
manoeuvred so that it yyas at the windward end of the bed,
with the leading off gear in a convenient position to
allow the balloon to be hauled do\yn on to the bed.

six handling guys had to be reeved to blocks attached to

screw pickets and bent on to the six legs of a rope "spider
which in turn was attached to a block and tackle purchase
gear,

pickets or some other anchorage in such a position as to

alloy/ manual hauling from the stern of the balloon,
balloon was then hauled down manually on the tackle from its

position over the mnch lead off gear on to the bed.
y/inch driver had to pay out sufficient flying cable at the

same time as the manual hauling party hauled the balloon
doT/n on to the bed, to allow for the movement of the balloon
from y/inch to bed.

The

The tackle in turn had to be anchored to screw

The

The

Eaving hauled the balloon doy/n to the bed the tackle
was tied off and held whilst the remainder of the crew

attached slips and sandbags to moor the balloon,
raising of the balloon from bed to winch in order to fly
was the reverse of this process,
requirements which constitute a satisfactory mooring, it

yri.ll be seen that the original methods left very much
to be desired.

The

Compared v/ith the

The development of a form of mooring from this most
unsatisfactory scheme to one y/liich embodied all the stated

requirements y/as the most urgent operational requirement,
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if the barrage v/as ever to operate in a satisfactory and
efficient mnner, and was to play its allotted part in the
scheme of anti-aircraft defence. The solution of this

vital question of balloon handling and mooring vfas in fact
essential, without v/hich all other development was useless.

It v/ill be seen that the initial scheme offered by
the Balloon Development Establishment contained the following
cardinal disadvantages:-

(a) the mnch had to be manoeuvred into position
time the balloon Tra.s bedded,

reduced sites into a morass and resulted in

innuraerable winches being bogged and balloons
being rendered non-operational;

each

This quickly

(b) the whole bed and hauling points had to be moved
Thiseach time the wind direction changed,

involved lifting and relajring the bed-wire strops
in a different direction;

(c) when bedded dovm it was inpossible to turn the
balloon on the bed in the event of a change in
v/ind direction, with the result that balloons
either had to remain out of v/ind, or had to be
put up again to point of attachment on the winch
T/hilst the bed was altered, and then bedded down
again in the ne\y direction,

balloon out of wind or altering the direction of
the bed were extremely hazardous operations in
bad v/eather;

Both leaving the

(d) the rigid nature of the slip and picketting
attaclments of the bed were extrem.ely bad for the

causing excessiveten patches on the balloon,
stresses on the fabric .and frequently pulling them
off with a portion of the envelope,
would not sta.nd any beam ?ri.nd.
balloon became a point out of wind, the direction
of pull on the patches tended to strip them off;

The bed

Immediately the

(e) the m.anual vrork involved in beddi.ng or raising the
balloon was considerable even in calm weather, and
bec.ame almost inpossible in high v;inds.
required a large crew and in the initial stages,
squadrons were very much under strength. Further,
the time taken over these operations was such that
in rough weather the balloon was out of control
over a long period;

This

(f) reliability of screw picket anchorages was
entirely dependent upon the na.ture of the ground
on the balloon site. On many sites the ground
prevented screw pickets from being put in at all;
on others consisting of made-up ground,
screw pickets vrould not hold,

of provdding reliable anchorages had to be evolved.

sand, etc.,
Some other method

This problem might be solved in two ways,
mooring be developed on the lines of the bedded down position
or on the close haul position.

Either the

The latter involved mooring
the balloon at some low height in the flying position,
other words, the balloon could fly on its winch rigging from
point of attachment, but be so restrained that it could not
break away, or dash itself to pieces on the ground.

In

This
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form of mooring would rely to some considerable extent
the natural flying stability of the balloon as designed.
Unfortunately, ground iTind currents vrere aly/ays inclined
to be more turbulent than upper v/ind currents, particularly
on enclosed sites, or those in undulating terrain.

There were certain advantages to be gained by mooring
the balloon in the close haul position as opposed to
bedding down,

on both forms of mooring proceeded to a great extent hand
in hand, the balloon itself required certain major develop
ments in design before it could be made to yrithstand really
high Tri.nds in the close haul position,
fabric of fins and rudder v/hich in the earlier designs
consisted of single plj'" material tended to disintegrate
when flying or at close haul in quite moderate winds,
y/as especially the case when the fabric had become weathered.

Consequently the limitations of the original L.Z. and
L. Z. "C" tyjje balloons hr,ndicapped the development of
satisfactory form, of close haul mooring. , ' '
problem continued to receive serious attention, it was not
until balloons with tiro ply and smaller stabiliser became
in good supply that any important step forvyard in introducing
the "close haul" as an authorised form of storm mooring
could be taken.

on

Initially, however, although developments

In particular the

This

a

Although the

It follows, therefore, that first steps towards
solution of the balloon mooring question should have
concentrated largely on the development of a suitable form
of bed-do\m m.ooring.

a

The T.7 Cradle Bed

In the early days of the War, all squadrons carried
out a considerable amount of experimental work on balloon
beds. The London squadrons who had carried out trial

deployment periods during June, July and August, 1939, had
quite a clear conception of the problem and the requirements
of a satisfactory balloon bed by reason of their experiences
gained on these deployments. The London squadrons again
were not only better trained, but also better manned,
the provinces, the Balloon Centres themselves were in the
main only in the course of construction when war broke out.
The strength of provincial squadrons'v/as far from establish
ment and opportunities for training under these circumstances
were obviously very slight,
first developments in the main took place in the London area,
although at a later date many useful and valuable ideas
originated in the provincial squadrons,
of all the suggestions and developments tov/ards  a solution
of the bedding question wn.s placed in the hands of
Plight Lieutenant H. P. Tiarks of 906 Squadron, who later
became Training Technical Staff Officer at Headquarters,
Balloon Command.

In

It naturally followed that the

The co-ordination

The need for an all-directional bed and the essential

requirement to avoid the continual shifting of the position
of the vdneh and the labour of manually hauling do’*m the
balloon were the first points to be tackled,
a series of experiments being carried out on sites in the
London area in September, 1939*
co-ordinated by Plight Lieutenant Tiarks under the direction

of Headquarters, No. 30 Group and conpleted in October, 1939.
As soon as any promising progress was ma.de, it was circulated
in the form of drawings y/ith a description by the co-
ordina.ting officer, to various other provincial squadrons
which were sufficiently advanced in their deployment and

This led to

These experiments were
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organisation to be-able to give the nev/ developments a

proper trial on sites,

circulated to these squadrons and reports from the units
concerned on the results of their o\m tria.ls in the field

were reguLarly collected and sifted,

new end promising developments v/ero sv/iftly tried out, and
either discarded as operationally unsuitable or improved
as the result of trials and embodied into the bedding scheme.

All-Directional Bed

Reports of progress made were also

In this way, all

The position of the main bed or anchorages were
largely determined by the fact that these points had to be

used for the attachment of blocks through -vdiich the three
handling guys on either side of the balloon ?;ere reeved in
order to haul doiwi on. to the bed.

It was found that by positioning eight anchorage points
at equal distances around the circumference of a circle

having a radius of approximately 15 feet, the balloon could be
bedded down in eight different positions, i.e, the eight
points of the conqpass.
Tri.re strop to form an octa.gon to which the slips could be
attached, a form of bed wa.s produced,
foia/ard as the original ''Arrow Bed" only allov/ed the balloon
to be bedded doym in two positions fore and aft.

direction of pull of the slips on the ten patches was not
satisfactory v/hen attached directly to the simple octagon

and various designs of laying wire strops around the

By joining these points with a

This was a big step

The

vnre,

basic octagon to provide suitable positions for the
securing of slips to give a straight 'pull to patches were
evolved. This led to v/hat was known as the "Star Bed"

and later to the double octagon which remained in use until
the introduction of the central anchorage.

Around the circumference of a circle drawn at a

radius of 37 feet from the same, central point, a series of
24 equidistant anchorage points was placed.
24 points on the mooring circle, suitable anchorages were
avaiLable for securing the picketting lines and handling
guys whichever of the eight bedding positions the balloon
was in.

By providing

Idriher improvements followed in the form of beckets
spliced at a suitable point in the handling guys and
pidcetting lines to allow for a mooring slip to be hooked

The outboard end of the mooring slip was in turn
hooked to the appropriate point on the mooring circle.
This permitted the picketting lines to be much shortened,
and the handling guys to remain bent on to the spider when
the balloon was bedded, thus saving time and Labour in
handling.

in.

Again to eliminate the harsh pull on the -upper ten
patches caused in turbulent winds due to the mooring slips
being secured to rigid anchorages, tensioning slips,
carrying at their lovrer.ends two or three .sandbags, were
designed for attachment to the beckets in the handling
g-uys and picketting lines,

broke the straight line betvreen the upper ten patches and
the mooring circle points to y/hich they were secured,
the balloon rolled in yidnds, resilience v/as given to the
upper ten patch mooring as the bags on the tensioning slips
("snubber bags", as they bec,ame knovm) had to be lifted
before the pull came on ■ -fco the rigid mooring circle
anchorage.

llhen tensioned these slips

As
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Central Anchorap;e

Having in large measure reached a solution for the

layout of the all-directional bed, the next essential
step was to develop some scheme which would avoid the
necessity for moving the Vidnch each time the wind
direction changed in order to bed down the balloon.

As has been described in the original scheme, the
balloon flew directly from the lead-off gear of the winch
at the rear of the winch tender chassis. It was seen

that if the balloon, instead of flying directly from the
winch could fly from a point which was at the centre of

the all-directional bed, it would, when hauled down, be
immediately over the centre of the bed, and Vvhatever the
direction of the v/ind, would be approximately over one of
the eight bedding positions provided by the bed. Thus
if a pulley block could be attached to a substantial
anchorage in the centre of the bed, and the flying cable
from the v/inch led aromd this pulley, the balloon vrould
fly from the anchorage in the centre of bed remote from

^ the winch. The winch could then be moved to any convenient
position on the site, and remain static whatever the
direction of 'windp Various types of "deadman" including
a millstone to which the pulley block was attached by means
of a chain, were sunlc on sites in the London area, and
around these an eight point star bed was installed.
Results v/ere very satisfactory. Cperational times were
speeded up, a.nd the site instead of becoming like a ploughed
field on account of the constant movement of the winch,
began to assume some degree of orderliness.

Bollard Hauling

Having arrived at a fixed winch position, it then
became possible to consider the use of the winch bollard
to provide the power for hauling down the balloon by means
of the tackle, from its point of attachment at the central

anchorage to the bedded position, so that slips, sandbags
and mooring slips, could conveniently be attached, and the
fins furled and secured.

It will be seen that to haul down the balloon on to

the eight different bed positions, only four anchorage
points were required,
wind.

The balloon alw,ays flew bow to
Thus if the hauling points were placed west, south-

T/est, south and south-east of the central anchorage, the
balloon could be hauled dov/n on to the bed 'with the wind in

any of these quarters, by anchoring the tackle in the
a-PP^'op^^iate position and hauling from the bov/ of the
balloon. If the wind vra.s ;(h’om east, north-east, north
or north-west the same tackle anchorages could be used if
hauling from the stern v/as resorted to.
points for the tackle anchorage it was only necessary to
instal one further anchorage as a fairlead immediately in
line v/ith the bollard on the winch,

hauling end of the tackle rope around the tackle anchorage
block and then around a block on the fairlead point back
to the winch bollard, it was possible by operating the
v/inch bollard to haul down the balloon in the eight
different directions provided by the bed.

With four fixed

By leading the

Originally, the tackle consisted of a length of
Sg inch manila rope passing around a single block at the
mooring end of the purchase, and a double block at the
anchored end, thus givirg a three-to-one pirrchase. The
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free ("hauling") end of this tackle rope having been
pasvsed around the fairlead block v;as given three turns
around the bollard. Yfith the bollard in motion; an
operator, putting strain on to the free end, obtained
sufficient grip beWeen the rope and the bollard drum to
haul down the balloon. Paying out was done by allowing

Control was obtainedthe turns around the bollard to slip,
again by the bollard operator tensioni.ng or easing the
free end.

Later, in order to,dispense ydth the bollard operator
and to obtain "positive" control, 1
substituted for the tackle rope,
wire v/as anchored to the bollard v/hich was then used as

an auxiliaiy v/inch.
reduced by substituting a single block for the double block

at the anchored end of the tackle, in order to reduce the

length of wire to be taken on the bolla.rd drum, and to

speed up the operation of hauling the balloon down to the
bed.

rt n Pj wire was0*v

The hauling end of this

Additionally the tackle purchase was

The solution to the most serious of the problems
involved in the bedding of balloons was now within sight.
It remained to develop these ideas and introduce them in

an operational form. 1'
of modified star (eight point) beds, central anchorages
and bollard hauling anchorages on two sites of No«, 906
Squadron (i) and after they had been in operation long
enough to shov/ that these methods offered vast advantages
and appeared satisfactory, it y/as decided to req-cest that
Balloon Command should visit the sites.

It was arranged for the installati

Subject to the

on

installation of adequate electrical "earthing" arrangements
for the central anchorage, Engineering Services at
Headquarters, Balloon Command approved the general laj’-out.

After an inspection in December, 1959, the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command directed that the arrangements
for bedding on these sites should be introduced as soon as

possible throughout the Command*

The main item of equipment which ws.s immediately
required .and vdiich was in short suj’ply was the central
anchorage pulley block,
used which was provisioned on the scale of three per flight
for use as a breakdown snatchblock*

In the experiments a block was

The design of this
block yyas reasonably suited to the job of central anchorage
block, and although no doubt a better type block could
have been designed at the time for the pmqpose, it was

thought that supplies yrould be forthcoming more rapidly if
the existing type block was accepted*

In actuxil fact, hovrever, there were many exasperating
delays in the supply of these blocks y;hich greatly impeded
the work of installing the new anchorELges.
of 1940, however, most sites were operating on the nsvy
bed.

By the summer

Bed AnchorEiges

The unsatisfactory nature of screw pickets as
anchorage points for both bed points and hauling points
has alretidy been referred to, as have the "deadman" typo

(1) In Regent's Park, London-
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of central anchorages -which were used in all the early
experiments* It Yfa.s clearly necessary to pro"vide
sites some more permanent and stable form of anchorage
than could be supplied by these methods.

At this point, Air lanistry Works Department
asked to. design suitable arichorages for the central
anchorage, octagon points, mooring circle and hauling
points. It v/as somewhat unfortunate that the development
of the bed proceeded simultaneously with the installation
by the Air Mnistry Works Directorate of permanent beds,
and consequently earlier beds installed, mainly in the
Icndon area, did not include some of the refinements which
later development prescribed. This led to rather expensive
modifications having to be carried out later - at  a time
when the -urgency of efficient balloon operations vra.s no
longer a matter of such priority. However, once the basic
problems of the balloon bed had been overcome, it was a
matter of more vital inportance to ensure that all sites
were provided with permanent bed anchorages at the earliest
moment, rather than to hold up the work of installing these
beds in order to be quite certain that all the final
refinements were included.

on

were

Earthing of Central Anchora.ge

The Air Ministry '/forks Directorate designed a concrete
central anchorage consisting of a mild steel eye bolt with
long shank and plate embedded in a 3 ft. cube of concrete

and sunk in the ground.

Below the concrete block a metal plate was sunk in the
ground. This plate was bonded by copper strip to the
shank of the eye bolt. The eye bolt itself protruded
from the top of the concrete block which was flush -with

the ground, alloTri.ng the central anchorage snatchblock to
be shackled to this eye. Aro-und the eyebolt on the surface
of the ground was placed an earthing mat of expanded metal
mesh. The earthing mat was generally laid on hard core
grouted with cement, in order to ensure that it did not

sink into the ground and that it would at all times pro-vide
suitable metallic contact for members of the crew who had
to handle the flying cable,
bonded to the eyebolt by copper strip and surro-unded by a
cement kerb to prevent its edges from lifting.

The octagon points consisted of rectangular concrete
blocks sunk in the ground and y/ere initially supplied -with
tv/o ragbolts ha-ving flop rings at their upper ends. The
ragbolts were embedded in the concrete block with the flop
rings on the surface. The flop rings carried the octagon
bed wires and the snatchblock through which the handling
g-uys vrere reeved. Later it was found ad-visable to provide
a third ragbolt and flop ring on each octagon point for
the separate attacl-inent of the bedding down block,
very oarly beds provided only one flop ring on the
octagon points to vz-hich both octagon wire and bedding
blocks ?/ere attached, and a screw picket was relied upon
at each point for the second octagon -wire.

a

The earthing mat in turn -was

Some

On the introduction, at a later stage, of the cradle
bed and the tail gvy mooring, the three flop ring design
of the octagon blocks was universally adopted, and early
beds -with only one or tvro flop rings on these points had
to be modified. In its final form, the octagon block
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carried on its inner flop ring a tail guy pyramid leg.
The middle and outer flop rings carried a bedding down
block and the octagon ¥dre respectively,
octagon vdre had been eliminated at this stage).

(The second

The 24 mooring points consisted of concrete blocks
simk in the ground mth one flop ring as did the five
hauling points,
place of rag bolts with flop rings.

In some cases "U’’ bolts were sijpplied in
For the mooring and

hauling points "U" bolts were to be preferred aiid in later
editions of the Air Ministry Yforks Directorate drawings
these were specified.

,It should be understood that the installations of
these permanent bed anchorages commenced early in I940 and
proceeded throughout the follovdng nine months at  a time
when both labour and materials vrere in great demand for all
other defence 'vvorks. A great deal of the work was carried

out by balloon crews themselves under the supervision of
Clerks of WorkO •

As nev/ squadrons were formed and barrages sited, work
on bed anchorages v/as immediately commenced,
barrages, therefore, had the inestimable advantage of
to-date beds at the outset, and did not suffer the
disadvantages of evolution v/hich was the lot of earlier
operational units.

The later

up-

Air Staff Instructions Part li

It was now necessary to ensure a great measure of
staiidardisation in the methods applied to handling and
mooring balloons,

arriving at a sound bed and sites were being rapidly
provided v/ith this standard layout,
supplied to scale and not to the whim of the Plight
Squadron Commander. The barrage had overcome its basic
teething troubles and e:xperience made it clear that the
standard scheme co-ordinated from countless trials and
ejqperiments was operationally sound and the best method
yet devised.

ib<perimenta.tion had been successful

Equipment had to b
or

in

e

Consequently a series of instimictions and drawings
describing the bed, laying down the methods to be adopted
for handling balloons on this bed, fuid generally maintain
ing balloons on war sites ¥/as circulated.

The drawings of the various experimental beds
numbered serially T.l, T.2, etc.
drav/ing illustrating the final design was T. 7 and this
became the designation of the bed.

The instructions and drawings laying down details of
balloon moorings, the T.7 bed, balloon drills,
and deflation procedure, etc-, were circulated to all
units in the Command in serial numbers,

development or improvement in handling technique
evolved, a serial instruction was circulated in order to
ensure that all tuiits v/ere informed a.nd up-to-date with
all developments, and also to ensure that standardisation
was arrived at on all sites within the Command in this
respect.

v/ere

The seventh and last

inflation

As each new

was

These instructions became knowm as Air Staff Instruc
tions Part II (Training), and at a later date, when it was
clear that a degree of finality had been arrived at in
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respect of the development of balloon moorings and handling
procedure, the serials were issued in printed form down to
siteO*

Air Staff instructions, Part II, in fact eventually
became the Balloon Operator's conplete handbook and the
basic source of information and authority in connection
with a.ll matters of balloon operation and site management
from the technical angle.

Balloon Drill

Even with the most perfect mooring equipment and methods,
the handling of balloons to and from the bed in rough weather
was a hazardous performance luiless corrplete control
maintained at every stage of the operation. The handling
of balloons can, with advantage, be likened to the sailing
of a yacht. In calm y/eather in each case the operation is
simple and can, mthout much danger, be carried out
haphazardly v/ith unti-ained personnel.

was

In high Y/inds and
especially in darkness, the picture is very different.

A well"trained balloon crew in this respect could
perform a balloon operation mth conparative safety in the
worst ̂woather. It was, ho’wever, essential in the training
of balloon crews that a definite procedure of operation
should be laid down, and that no stage of the operation
should be proceeded with until the previous stage had been
properly completed. It v/as likeYrise essential that each

member of the crew should have a job assigned to him at each
phase in order to prevent overlapping and consequent confusion
and v/aste of effort. Lastly, it was very necessary that
only the minimum number of personnel should be detailed to
form the crew. In calm weather the number of men required
was obviously less than in storm conditions. Whatever

the conditions and the number of crew, the basic principles
outlined above must always be carried out.

Balloon drill v/as in fact good teamwork controlled by
an intelligent N. G.O. i/c crevir and performed by well-trained
members,

of efficiency was essential if casualties were to be avoided.

When crew training reached a high standard at a later date,
the repetition of full sequence of orders became unnecessary.
The N.G.0. i/c crew could merely give master orders, which
in fact were those orders only involving the v/inch driver,
and the crev/ automatically carried out the intervening
evolutions vd-thout orders being given.

In bad y/eather and darkness, the highest degree

Turning the .Balloon on the T.~/ Bed

The great progress made up to the end of 1939, involving
the T.7 Bed with mechanical bollard hauling, had revolutionised
and greatly sinplified the handling of the L.Z. Balloon and

had gone far toy/ards the desired goal of enabling the barrage
to be operated and maintained in all y/eathers and conditions.

Unfortunately however, it had not yet produced a satisfactory
solution to one of the essentials of a perfect mooring, as
set out earlier in these notes,

tuuning the balloon ON THE BED in order- to allow for yri.nd

changes whilst the balloon was bedded doym and so maintain

it in the only safe position, i.e. bow to v/ind.

This was the problem of
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In December, 1.939, the Air Officer Commcmding, Balloon
Command authorised the expenditure of £100 per squadron for

experimental purposes, in order to arrive at the best means

of mooring and turning the balloon on the bed.

The trials and development of the Tc7 Bed v/ere already
far advanced at this point, but this expenditure was
authorised in order to ensure that fall scope should be

given to the inventive powers of all personnel and units,
and by this means to arrive at the best possible solution.
Also at this stage, the system of concrete anchorages for

the T.7 Bed had not been worked out, but vrould obviously
involve- considerable expenditure on sites,

ascertainirig whether there was any solution vvhich would

eliminate or materially reduce the number of anchorage points
required, or which might even reduce the number of personnel
required per crew, the authorisation of this expenditure
was amply justified.

In the course of January/Harch, 1940, blueprints,
specifications and descriptive reports covering some thirty
different schemes were received by the Committee,
assistance of ma.ny v/ell-known firms of Engineering
Contractors ha.d been sought, and niany ingenious designs had
been produced.

With a view to

The

Early in April, the Committee visited the various
experimental beds, but after due and careful consideration,
it was clear that although much hard work and ingenuity had

been displayed, none of these schemes offered the advantages
or simplicity of the T.7 Bed.
to the question of turning the ba.lloon on the bed.
schemes submitted included the germ of the idea of the Tail
Cuiy Mooring and various other forms of close-haul for mooring
the balloon in the flying position,
conplicated and either required much non-available equipment
or more Iforks Services than the T.7 Bed.

the unanimous opinion of the Committee that they could not
recommend the adoption of any of the schemes submitted as
the result of these experiments.

Much attention had been paid
The

All, however, were

It v/as, therefore.

It should not be thought thmit those experiments
produced no resuilt.
of mooring, it Y/ill be seen tha.t valuable suggestions
resulted, which were later embodied in the Tail Guy Mooring.

Purthemore, during the period January/March, two
further iiiportant developments had taken place in connection
with the T.7 Bed which influenced the Coinmittee's decision

to recommend its imiversal adoption,
developments was the promising nature of trials which were

being conducted by the Balloon Development Establishment
with Vidndscreens placed to act as a ?/ind break,
second was the ingenious suggestion submitted by
Plight Lieutenant V.E. Vincent which described trials he

had conducted with a rope cradle to facilitate the turning
of the balloon on the T.7 Bed.

When dealing y/ith close-haul methods

The first of these

The

These tvro schemes, both of v/hich were conplementary to
the T.7 Bed and to each other, required investigation as they
approached the problem of maintaining a balloon on the

T.7 Bed, from entirely opposite angles.
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7/indscreens

If a balloon securely moored on a T.7 Bed could
adequately be protected or sheltered from the mnd, turning
to meet v/ind changes i,vas less urgent and could be conducted
vcith less risk-

ejp>erimental work was conducted by the Balloon Development
Establishment at Gardington. At the outbreak of v/ar, a
few large vdndscreens as designed for observation balloons
in the last war, were issued to sites for service trials.

Failing any suitable bed at this time or any means of
safely altering the position of the balloon once bedded, it
was natixral that a clamoujr for windscreens should arise.

At least the3?‘ did, in some cases, allov/ balloons to be held
out of wind, and in the early days appeared to offer a
solution to maintaining inflated balloons in bad weather.
In view of the demand for ’windscreens, the Balloon
Development Establishment started at the end of 1939 to
ejcperiment ’.vith a more manageable form of windscreen of a
small and more portable type-
to the Scapa Barrage and later to Manchester.

In this respect, a certain amoimt of

Sets were sent out for trial

Both these barrages reported favourably on the
performance of these screens which undoubtedly did afford

some protection at a time when otherwise, bedded balloons
became certain casualties in any wind of gale force,
fact, the Scapa Barrage at the time regarded -windscreens
as an indispensable adjunct to saving balloons under gale
conditions*

In

In December, 1939, Plight Lieutenant V. E. Vincent had
submitted his suggestion for the use of a cradle in
conjunction with the T.7 Bed and Central Anchorage as a
means of permitting the balloon to be turned "in situ" on
the bed.

it constituted a single and promising, scheme, but in its

embryo form did not apperon to be capable of allowing turning
to be performed in gale condi-fcions.

Trials conducted v/ith this cradle had sho-wn that

Furthermore, although the T-7 bed represented an enormous
step forward, experience gained up to early Spring, 19^0
tended to shov/ that in extreme gale conditions, balloons
could not be held on the bed as it then existed,

the situation and taking all the above factors into
account, it vra.s decided to place contracts for  a considerable

number of the new type pjortable screens,
were placed in April, 194-0, in the hope that they would be

available for the Amtumn gales.

Re-vi e-wing

These contracts

The plein at this stage vra.s to use the Vincent cradle
in conjuinction -with the T.7 Bed and portable windscreens.
As the balloon v/as turned on the cradle, so the portable
vindscreens placed in sets at the bow and stern of the

balloon were also stepped aroimd to take up their appropriate
positions against the altered direction of the ?/ind.
Air Officer Comraanding, Balloon Con-imand therefore directed

in Ifey, 1940, that the Vincent Cradle should be incorporated
on all sites as an adj-unct to the T.7 Bed.

The

The plan above described never materialised by reason
of the fact that the windscreens ordered in April -yvere not

available in the Autumn of 1940 and actually did not begin
to come off production in any quantity until the early days
of 1941.

I,
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In the Autmm. of 1940; therefore, in spite of the
arrangements which had so carefully been planned to
ensure that sites should be in possession of a satisfactory
scheme for holding balloons in the autumn and winter gales,
the Command fotind themselves in the position of having to
face the 7/orst weather mth only half the scheme in action.
In September and October, 1940, the seasonal gales took a
serious toll of balloons which certainly would have been
mitigated had windscreens been in use.

The casiialties sustained in these gales, and the fact
that it became clear that the screens v/ould not be available

in time, led to a new development involving the incorpora
tion of the Vincent Cradle as an integral part of the T. 7
bed which was eventually to render the use of windscreens
not only unnecessary, but a positive disadvantage.

By the beginning of 1941, when invaluable experience
had been gained in the operation of the T, 7 cradle bed
throughout the autumn and winter gales, the Command were
forced to the conclusion that windscreens were no longer
necessary to hold balloons on the bed.

circumstances, it v/as necessary to take steps to curtail
to the greatest extent the manufacture and delivery of the
contracted screens, in view of the considerable quantities
of material, laboun and transport involved in their
manufacture.

In these

Accordingly at the beginning of March, 1941, the
situation in this respect T/as communicated to all Groups,
who were asked to state whether they still v/ished to
receive the long-awaited windscreens, or whether their
experience of the T-7 cradle bed appeared to them to
warrant the abandonment of y/indscreens.

Only No. 34 Group, and in particular the Scapa
Barrage, insisted that mndscreens were required, with the
exception of a few requests for screens for imidirectional
sites elsewhere. The net result of this decision yvas that

by stopping further production at this stage, it was
calculated that there -would be available just sufficient
sets to supply the stated requirements.

It was not long, however, before it was universally
established that -vyindscreens were not only' unnecessary when
used in conjunction with the T.7 cradle bed, but constituted
an actual handicap when turning balloons on the bed in high
winds. By the end of 1941, no windscreens were in use in
any barrage.

The Cradle

The principle of the cradle vra.s to provide the balloon
with a set of auxiliary rigging legs anchored at  a central
point belov/ and close to the ballonet, v/hich vrould hold the
balloon on the centre of the bed, but allow it to be
into the vn.nd.

balloons whether screened or not, must at all times be
maintained head to v/ind and provided the means for permitting
this to be done. The original cradle submitted consisted
of twelve rope legs secured by v/ire strops to the central
anchorage eye bolt, and of appropriate lengths to permit
of their attachment, v/hen the balloon was bedded, to each
of the lower ton patches.

swung
It boldly accepted the fact that bedded
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In rough weather only the cradle was attached to a
The attachment between the

s was

normally bedded balloon,

ends of the cradle legs and the lovrer ton patche
effected by means of secondary grommets and slips,
it became necessary to turn the balloon on account of a
change in wind direction, the bed slips betvreen the lower
ton patches and the bed wires were cast off and the r  ’
slips on either side of the balloon stepped round the
mooring circle points, one or tv/o points at a time
consecutively.

liVhen

moori

It will be apparent that during tuning

ng

the balloon was held, on the cradle and revolved around the
central anchorage,
and extra sandbags vrere added to the ends of the cradle

legs in order to give stability and control during the
turning operation,

balloon to move mooring slips and ballast bags, it v/as
found that balloons could be turned under reasonable
control in very high v/inds.

The bridle sandbags were left attache

With three men on either side of the

d

There were several disadvantages to the cradle in
its original form:-

(a) Serious chafe to the ballonet fabric occurred
if the cradle "was left permanently attached to
the bedded balloon,

had to be attached only -when the balloon had to
be turned, or in very bad w^eather when turning
was certain to be necessary and detached at all
other times,

(b) The attachment of ballast bags to the cradle
for the turning operation and their detachment
at the conclusion of the operation occasioned
a considerable effort on the part of the crew,

(c) The bedding slips also had to be detached from
the bed v/ires tmd affixed in their new position
after turning,

(d) Although the attachment of the cradle did allow
the balloon to be turned into wind, it still
only alloY/ed it to be bedded down in one of the

eight positions provided by the T.7 Bed, and on
many occasions it was, therefore, in^iossible,
for the balloon to be dead into v/ind.

This meant that the cradle

(e) Although it was clear that the application of
the cradle to the balloon introduced a rem.arkable

advantage over any Imown method of holding the
balloon on the bed, in that it permitted a beam
T/ind to be rdthstood to a. marked extent, no
benefit could be derived from this inroortant

advantage vri.th the cradle in its original form.
The new feature introduced by the cradle in
respect of mthstanding a beam mnd was that the
leey/ard. rigging patches on the balloon took the
wind force instead of the windward patches as
T/as the case idth the T.7 Bed. In so doing,
the leev/ard patches tended to be pulled down and
under the balloon, thereby nullifying any
tendency to strip off the patches, -whilst at
the same time, the strain on the y/indv/ard
patches (which tended to pull them off)
relieved.

was
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These conditions, however, only obtained when the
cradle was actually in position with the bed slips cast

off and with the original cradle only offered a tenporary
advantage whilst the actual turning operation was being
carried out.

In September, 194-0, L.A. C. Ferguson, a Balloon Operator
in the Glasgov/ Barrage, submitted the results of  a trial he

had been encouraged to make on his site,
a modification whereby the cradle was incorporated as a

permanent part of the mooring arrangements of the T.7 Bed.

In the trials carried out, the balloon was always bedded
on to the cradle and by a re-arrangement of slips, the
direct attachment between the bed wires and the lower ton

patches wa.s eliminated,

was immediately appreciated that this suggestion involved
a principle ?/hich, if suitably developed, should eliminate
the disadvantages possessed by the original cradle as
enumerated above.

This consisted of

Although fa.r from perfect, it

L»A.G. Ferguson had attached one slip from the eye on
the end of each cradle leg to the octagon wire, and another
from the same eye to the lower ton patch,
the lower tori patch to the octagon mre v/as eliminated.
He had in fact made the cradle part of the bed, thus
employing it permanently Tidthout altering or detracting
from any of its original principles and he had, by so doing,
produced a truly all-directional bed instead of an eight-
point bed.

The slip from

With this arrangement, in principle the balloon could
be placed in any direction on the bed with directional

stresses properly distributed on the rigging patches, as the
slip attachments to the rigging patches could lie in any
position and v/ere not limited in this respect, as was the
case with the bed slips on the T.? Bed (which could only
be suitably attached if the balloon lay in one of the eight
available positions). The rigidity of the rigging patch
moorings -which was a serious fault of the T. 7 Bed had also

been eliminated and a degree of elasticity substituted.

In this original arrangement, known as "tripod
tensioning", chafe vras still very bad and adjustments of

slips difficult to maintain. The method of attaching the
cradle legs to the octagon Ti/lres was complicated and the
pull on No. 5 rigging patch was at an incorrect angle.

The scheme was immediately handed to
Squadron Leader Vincent, the originator of the cradle, with
a -view to modification and inprovement, as it clearly
possessed great merit pro-vided it could be brought into an
operational form.

After making preliminary trials and certain altera
tions, it was decided to conduct extensive trials in
No. 959 Squadron, Falmouth, where weather conditions were
more searching and high winds could be anticipated.
Squadron Leader Vincent, in conjunction -with
Squadron leader Tiarks from Headquarters, Balloon Command,
conducted these trials d-uring which the following
alterations to the tripod tensioning arrangements were made,

(a) To the eye on the end of each cradle leg, a
nest of three sandbags Tra.s attached.
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(b) Prom the nests of sandbags, a slip v/as attached
to the appropriate rigging patch on the balloon
and from the same point another slip was attached
to the octagon bed wire,
as upper and lovrer cradle slips,
ment provided a complete cushioning effect in'that
the weight of the sandbags had to be lifted a
considerable amount before any rigid strain could

The attachment of

These slips were known
This arrange-

come on to the rigging patch,
these nests of sandbags also held the cradle leg
and -upper cradle slip away from contact ivith the
balloon and so chafe was entirely eliminated.

(c) In order to rectify the direction of pull on
No. 5 rigging patch, a cut splice was introduced
at a suitable point on Nos. 2 and 5 cradle legs.
This made the cradle completely symmetrical and
permitted No. 5 upper cradle slip to be attached
to the ci’adle at a point where the angle of pull
on the rigging patch was correct.

(d) The inner octagon wire was removed altogether,
being no longer necessary, and all lower cradle
slips Y;ere attached to the outer octagon,
simplified the turning procedure in that the
attachment of the lower cradle slips was always to
the same octagon Tfireo

This

The result of trials with this modified Cradle Bed were

so satisfactory at Falmouth that the scope of the trial -was

extended to include all the No. 32 Group area,
conditions fortunately coincided Y/ith these extended trials

vri.th such satisfactory results that in November, 1940, it
was decided to introduce -these later developments throughout
the Commnnd -under the style of the ”T.7 Cradle Bed".

Gale

Experience had to be gained and crews trained in the
manipulation of the cradle bed, but there was no doubt that

at last a bed had been designed embodying all the essential
requirements v/hich had so long been so-ught.
experience, balloons could be held and turned in Yunds of

Confidence grew and as crews realised that the

As crews gaine

gale force,

d

operation of turning balloons in high -ivinds was no longer
fraught Y/ith danger but Y/as in fact a conparatively sinrole

and safe operation, so the scale of casualties -was reduced.

The standard of balloon handling training required to be

high and steps had to be taken -to ensure that this was the
A new series of balloon drills Y/as circulated incase.

Air Staff Instructions, Part II, and as a degree of finality
had been reached, it was possible to settle do-wn to the -work

of training crews on a stai'idardised procedure.

Prior to the introduction of the T.? cradle bed,
changes and modifications to rig and drills had been so

frequent and experimental work on sites had been so greatly
encouraged, that it ?/as never possible to settle do-wn to a

basic and standard handling procedure,
balloon handling was therefore low and could only be raised

providing the rig and drill procedures could be finalised.

The standard of

The T. 7 cradle bed v/as employed on all land sites
throughout the Command from the time of its introduction in

November, 1940, until the deployment of the "Diver" barrage
in June, 1944, forced the operation of the barrage to an

essentially mobile basis, and eliminated the vast majority
of the static barrage sites.
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Apart from minor improvements and modifications to the
rig occasioned by the introduction of W.A.A. P.
Balloon Operators, and modifications to items of

personnel as

equipment
due to a shortage of essential materials, or from e3<perience
found to be desirable, the principle of the T.7 cradle bed.
rig and site anchorages remained the same throughout. The
efforts made by all concerned, the vrork done and enthusiasm
displayed in the development of this mooring, v/ere handsomely
repaid in the succeeding years of the barrage's existence,
by a great reduction in casualties to balloons,
correspondingly great increase of general efficiency in the
operation of the barrage Y/hich formed so essential a factor
in the air defence of this country.

and a

Close Haul Mooring

Having studied the lines on \7hich the T.7 cradle bed
was developed, it is necessary to return to the period
i^ediately preceding the outbreak of v/ar, in order to trace
the development of the other form of mooring, viz. "close haul"
Y/hich eventually^ in the form of the tail guy mooring,
reached a high degree of perfection, and which was enployed
on all suitable sites as a conplementary form of raoorins
to the T.7 cradle bed.

^ very early stage, it was appreciated that if a
balloon rauld be mnored in the flying position from the point
ot aotachment of the rigging v/ires, great advantages vrould
accrue, in fact:-

(a) it would permit the balloon to be moored and
released from its mooring operationally more
quickly than vras the case when bedded doYni;

(b) the balloon could'be turned into wind much
easily, and in fact would tend to t'um

more

itself;

(c) the rigid securing of the slips to the bed would
be eliminated;

(d) fin furling, always
operation, would be

a tedious and laborious
unnecessary;

(e) ^ balloon ̂ vould be more stable when paying out
^m the moored position by reason of the fact
ohat the stabilisers would be inflated which
not the case when flying from the bedded

was

position;

(f) probably less crew vrould be required;
less effort and less ground equipment;

certainly

(g) there would be less chafe
balloon.

to the fabric of the

On the other hand, the flying policy of the barrage on
deploynent in August, 1939, and the fact that the balloon
had to be bedded for inspection at least once each day,
2 haul position

It must be appreciated that in order to carry out
SaiSr^r?hfL^ inspection, which was always an essential
tST?-, ^^intenance of inflated balloons on sites,
the ba.lloon must be bedded down. Topping up accurate 

"

aajiLonts
oould only be carried out in the bedded doim position.

a
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Consequently, as the initial flying policy on the deployment
of the barrage required balloons to fly at all times except
when undergoing daily inspection, it follows that there
appeared to be no real requirement at this stage for the
close haul position. '

yhen it became apparent that the policy of flying at
3-11 times had to be abandoned due to unacceptable casualties
to balloons and loss of equipment, and Y/hen the serious
failings of the initial bedding system were disclosed, it
T,?as clearly essential to find some satisfactory method Y/hich
would permit the balloons to be held on the groiond.
of the advantages offered by the close haul form of mooring,
it v/as natural that, as soon as the failure of the "fly
tlirough everything" policy became apparent, every effort was
made to evolve a close haul that Y/culd stand up to high Yvind
speeds and to avoid recourse to beddingo

The search for, and the development of the ideal close
haul proved to be at least as long and arduous as 'was the
case with the ideal balloon bedo

considered and the difficulties to be overcome were in most
respects quite different from those Yrhich constituted the

bedding problems.

The first close haul singly consisted of hauling the
balloon down to its point of attachment where it was allowed
to fly from the winch lead off gear, steadied to some extent

tying off the handling guys on either side to nests of
sandbags.

In view

The factors to be

The next step v/as again made by No. 906 Sqimdron,
London, T/here Yf/O, Greenstreet devised a scheme ?/hereby a
wire strop v/a.s shackled to the crossover. The bow guys were
passed over blocks attached to opposite bed points and their '
ends bent on to either end of this strop,
flying cable -were paid out, and the winch driven forward a
short distance.

A few feet of

The balloon thus flev;- from a triangular
pyramid formed by the flying cable and the strop shackled
to the crossover. The pyramid was not rigid, but could

The two storm handling
guys T/ere passed through snatch blocks on opposite bed points,
and were in turn bent off to either end of a "handy-billy"
purchase tackle.

oscillate as the balloon moved.

By tensioning and tying off the "handy-
billy", the stern guys of the balloon vrere put under tension
and the stern of the balloon pulled do’,vn, thus holding the
bow of the balloon up to a greater degree,
were secured to nests of sandbags in the manner later adopted
for the "interim" close haul.

The midship guys

By this means, the balloon rode more steadily,
stronger the rand, the greater was the tendency for the

stem to lift on account of the kiting action of the stabi

lisers, but being restrained by the handling guys, a
considerable measure of stability was gained, and yav/ing
from, side to side -was curtailed.

The

This was an important step, as it formed the essential
principle of the Tail Guy Mooring, later to become the
standard and most successful form of close haul.

The lift of the balloon was distributed over the

flying cable and the t?ro vhLre strops, and by this method of

triangulation the point of attachment v/as held steadily.
This again tended to reduce the amount of yaw and represented
the first sign of the evolution of the pyramid anchorage.
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This rig allowed the balloon to sv/ing into wind,
within certain narrow limits, but larger changes of wind
direction could be catered for very sii^ply by altering
the position of the stern handling guy anchorages,
actual operation of mooring, find releasing from the mooiring,
in order to fly the balloon, was very simple and speedy.
The stabilisers remained inflated and when paying out from
the moored position, the balloon possessed considerably
greater stability than Y^rhen being raised from the bedded
position, as in the latter case, the stabilisers having
been furled, took time to inflate at a point where ground
turbulence required maximum stability.

The

The "Greenstreet" picket, as this mooring became knov/n,
never became operationally of inportance, on account of its
failiu'e to stand up to anything but very moderate winds,
but it is interesting as being the first attempt made to
design a mooring of the close haul type.

The Beam and Wheel Mooring

This scheme was subimLtted by Wing Commander Wheelwright
of No. 907 Squadron, and consisted of mooring the balloon
to a stout YYOoden spar, anchored at one end to a wire
pyramid attached to the octagon bed points and furnished
vYith a motor car Y/heel secured at right angles to the spar
at the other end. The balloon was moored from its point
of attachment in the flying position on to the boom by
extremely complicated rig. In Yvdnd changes, the balloon
and boom svYung to and fro like a vYeather vane, pivotting
from the anchored end of the boom and the wheel describing
an arc on a circular tr-acko

an

Great efforts were made to

perfect the scheme, but it suffered from serious coirplica-
tions, chiefly connected with the secm-ipg of the balloon
to the boom in rough vYeather and from other serious draw
backs, not the least of wtiich was the danger to life and
limb in high Y/inds. In gale conditions, the boom took
charge and, in spite of efforts to ballast, the vdieel
frequently left the ground, threatening the lives of members
of the crew. The result was that it was impossible for
the crew to approach the balloon YYhich had to be left until
inevitably the balloon parted from the boom, or otherwise
became a casualty.

Several sites in various parts of the couintry were
equipped v/ith this rig, but all without any conspicuous
measure of success due to the inherent faults described
above. The experiments carried out in connection with this
scheme showed, however, that an essential requirement of a
close haul rig was that in the event of any sign of the
balloon getting out of control, the orew should have a
reasonable ch^mce of bringing the balloon down to the bed
from the close haul position.

The Mooring Post

ToYYards the end of 1939, Major Spencer had been
carrying on some very interesting experiments at Cardington
vYhich were based on the principle of holding the balloon from
the stern by means of a storm rope secured to three extra
ton patches, one of which Y/as positioned betYYeen each of the
three fins. At the end of the stern rope, a snatch block
was attached and the sheave of this block YYas free to lun on
a flexible y/ire strop secured at each end ti screw pickets.
In order to all.oYY for the stem rope to be anchored in this
manner through all wind directions. a circle of screyY
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pickets Tra.s positioned around the bed.

the most satisfactory position for these screw picket
anchorages was on the circmference of a circle, radius
approximately 90 feet and its centre at the central
anchorage point of the bed.

It was found that

By moving the position of the T/ire strop secured
between these.90 feet circle anchorages, a different chord
of the circle could be provided for the running . snatchblock
at the end of the stern rope. By this means, therefore,
the direction of the balloon could be changed to conform
to the vri.nd direction. The length of the strop determined
the limits through which the balloon could turn without
altering the position of this strop.

The point of attachment of the flying rigging
anchored to the top of a 7-feet mast,
was fixed by means of a universal joint to a base consisting
of cross plates vi/hich could be firmly secured to the ground
at the central anchorage by means of pickets,
bungee support strops stayed the mast, which was itself
telescopic, so that , the upper end to vi/hich the point of
attachment was secured could move upwards against the
conpression of a strong internal spring,
mooring mast -was to give a firm but elastic siipport to the
point of attachment, ̂ ^ich could, cushioned by the shock
absorbing effect of bungee and springs, move 'within, limits
to conform to the gyrations of the balloon. By this means,
it v/as thought that the strains imposed on the lower ton
patches could be alleviated satisfactorily.

The bov/ guys on the balloon were lengthened and
secured to appropriate pickets on the 90 ft. circle,
securing of the stem rope and bovf guys to the 90 ft. circle
incorporated a length of bungee strop in order to give
certain amount of resilience and so to avoid shock loads on
the top patches of'the balloon.

The stern ro]pe could be tensioned by means of a
"handy-billy" in-order to increase the angle of flight of the
balloon by raising the bow and depressing the stern.

The lay-out of this mooring has been described in some
detail because it embodies all the features of the tail

mooring and was in fact the precursor of the tail guy.

It will also be noted that the principles of the
"Greenstreet" picket were embodied, in that the point of
attachment v/as anchored and the stern pulled down to increase
the angle of flight of the balloon. Early in 1940, a
number of sites in various parts of the country were equipped
with the mooring post and extensive trials were conducted.

I

The general result of these triads was to prove that
balloons moored in this manner would stand quite exceptional
winds for short periods, but were very lively in gusty v/inds,
and after a time, became casualties.

v/as

This mast itself

Tbur sets of

The idea of the

The

a

guy

The mooring post itself was clumsy and difficult to
secure firmly to the site, ;and in down draughts the balloon
tended to impale itself on the mooring mast,
common cause of casualties

balloon itself.

The most

however, was to be fomd in the
The stabilisers at that time being

constructed of single ply fabric and liaving a wind scoop
in each, frequently burst or were tom away, leaving the
balloon conpletely out of control.
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It was however, apparent, that providing these
difficulties could be overcome,
believe that this form of mooring vrould not be capable of
holding balloons safely through periods of gale conditions.

The stem rope (or tail guy, as it became known), gave
the balloon a remao'kable degree of stability when secured,
suitably tensioned, to the 90-ft. circle anchorages. In
fact, after a very short time, it wa.s found that the bow
guy attachments were quite unnecessary and were
discarded.

there v/-as no reason to

soon

The mooring post with the tail guy method of securing
the stern was a most valuable contribution by the Balloon
Development Establishunent.

For various
introduce this

reasons, however, it was not possible to
form of close ha.ul on a l^ge scale,

reasons can be summarised as follows:"'"^
These

(a) • the limiting factor of the mooring was first and
foremost the strength of the fabric and to
lesser degree, the design of the stabilisers.
In^the early days, many balloons were lost
vvhilst flying, due to the disintegration of the
stabilisers.

a

On balloons vdiich had flown for

even comparatively short periods, weathering
and furling had weakened the fabric to such
extent that the internal pressure built up by

ingress of air through the v/indscoops on
each fin caused them to burst
moderate winds.

an

the

even in very
Ground v/ind turbulence.  _ - - - was more

searching in this respect than steady winds at
altitude and even
stabilisers after

casualties on the

new balloons with single ply
a time frequently became
mooring mast in high Vvdnds.

As the only tyi^e of stabilisers available ^
in 1940 v/ere those constructed of single ply
fabric, this serious disadvantage could only be
overcome if and when more robust stabilisers
became availableo

early

(b) The mooring post itself was a source of trouble
when bedding down from the close haul position.
It had to be collapsed as the balloon was being
bedded dovm and completely removed if the balloon
was to remain bedded in high v/inds, other-wise it
was liable to cause damage to the ballonet.
was a

This

as an essential require-
satisfactory close haul v/as that when

necessary, it should be possible to bed down during
adverse weather conditions without undue
difficulty.

serious disadvantage
ment of a

(c) At this time,^due to production difficulties,
the provisioning of the mooring post itself on a
large scale was bound to take
time,

(d) The requirement of a second mooring circle at a
radius of 90 ft. from the central anchorage and
consistiiTg of a minimmn of 24 anchorage points
would require a considerable extra expenditure
in labour and materials at
were extremely scarce.

a considerable

a time when these
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(e) Wo running snatch block of suitable design for
the tail guy was available,

special design and production v/hich would again
take time and the problem of developing a
satisfactory balloon mooring was urgent and
could not wait.

This demanded

(f) By the time that the service trials of the mooring
post had been concluded and its limitations^ as
outlined above, had been appreciated (April/
May, 19h0), the T.7 Bed had been introduced to
most sites in the Command, and although it was,
at this stage, far from perfect, it did at
least provide a reasonably safe mooring,
conjunction with the Vincent cradle and the
prospect of windscreens, it appeared to satisfy
the requirements, which existed at the time.

In

As a result of the trials ?/ith the mooring post, a
great deal of valuable information had been obtained as

to the possibility of a tail guy controlled system of

close haul mooring.

Steps were taken to ensure that further production
of balloons would embody modifications to strengthen the

stabilisers by the substitution of tivo ply fabric for the

original single ply. The Balloon Development Establishment
had also completely re-designed the stabilisers by reducing
their size, substituting fabric curtains in place of
internal lacing and introducing airducts betvreen the rudder

and the port and starboard stabilisers as a means of
inflation instead of air scoops in each fin. Arrangements
were made for all future supplies of balloons off contracts
to incorporate these important modifications, not by reason

of the close-haul requirements but entirely with  a view to

increasing the endurance of the balloon when flying.

The satisfactory progress made in respect of a solution
to the bedding problem reduced the requirement of an
alternative method, in the shape of a close haul mooring,
to a desirable refinement rather than an operational
necessity,

this state for long.
The situation vm.s not, however, to remain in

In June and July, 194-0, immediately after the
evacixation from Eiinkirk, it became clear that the enemy
intended to make an all-out endeavour to destroy the

Royal Air Force as a prelude to an invasion,
made, therefore, for balloon protection for the more
vulnerable aircraft production plants,
formed to give barrage protection to aircraft factories at

Pilton, Yeovil, Eastleigh, Brockvrorth, Langley, Tfeybridge
and later at Accrington and Weston-super-Mare.

Calls were

Squadrons were

In the case of all these barrages, an operational
problem was imrnediately encountered, which had not
previously been met.
barrage normally grounded and only flying on receipt of a

hostile plot or air raid warning.

This ?ra.s the need for keeping the

All these factories incorporated airfields, largely
used for testing purposes. Consequently, there was a

great deal of air traffic within the barrage area. The

flying of balloons in the vicinity of these airfields
constituted a serious danger to friendly aircraft and
seriously interfered with the output and activities of the
factories.
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In the case of the other barrages -where this did
not arise, the policy was to fly balloons at all times
when v/eather conditions permitted,
protection v/as given at all times except during adverse
weather conditions when raids were imlikely and v/hen in

any case the flying of balloons v/as probably inqpossible.

Thus barrage

The aircraft factory barrages on the other hand
required to fly in a raid and remain grounded at other
times. This obviously required that these barrages
should be capable of becomir^g fully operational and armed,
from the grounded position, in the minimum amount of time,
if any protection v/as to be given,
new factor in that the bedded do-wn position did not
satisfy, the new set of conditions because the time taken

to fly a balloon from the bed was not acceptable,
the raising of balloons from the bed in adverse wind
conditions was a hazardous operation and one vdiich might
even be impossible to carry out.

This introduced a

Further,

Clearly, some form of stable close haul mooring would
be required if the nev^ conditions were to be met.

advantages offered by the close haul method of mooring as
outlined earlier in fact covered just these deficiencies
which rendered tho bed unsuitable as a normal form of

mooring for* balloons in this type of barrage.

■ Tail Guy Mooring

The Balloon Dovclop-ment Establishinent had, in the
meantime, conducted some trials at Cardington, substituting
a pyramid of four vdre legs for the mooring post itself.
These legs wore attached at their lov/er ends to flop rings
on alternate octagon points,
shackled together at one point and in turn v;hen the balloon
■was moored, this point was shackled to a strop passing
around the metallic link at the point of attachment.

This scheme had certain advantages over the mooring
post in that it eliminated the necessity for provisioning
the post itself, enployed only existing equipment and
anchorages, and provided a collapsible support for the
point of attachment ?/hich could not damage the balloon in
turbulent winds in the manner e^erienced vdien the mooring
post was used.,
remove the pyrai'nid when the balloon was bedded do\'vn,
the case -ssith the mooring post.

The

Their upper ends were

In addit'ion, it was not necessary to
as was

Moreover, a great improvement which considerably
simplified the process of turning a balloon on this

Instead of a strop being secured
between two points in the 90 ft. mooring circle, to
pro-vide a span for the tail guy block, a complete circle
of flexible wire was installed.

mooring vra,s introduced.

This was secured by
means of retaining. strops to each of the 2/f anchorage
points of the 90-ft. mooring circle,
necessary to alter the position of the tail guy block on
acco-unt of a change in wind direction, it vra.s o.nly
necessary to remove a retaining strop and allow the block

The retaining
strop was secured again by means of a "handy-billy",
this way, the operation was greatly simplified and carried
out -without releasing the tail guy block from the
perimeter v/ire.

Thus if it ^vas

to run on to another section of the wire.
In
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Goimiiencing in SepteiriDer, 1940, authority was given
to. conduct service trials on this modified mooring v/hich
at tl^s stage became .known as "Tail Guy Mooring",
sites in about t-wenty different squadrons in various parts
of the country were rigged in accordance with the latest
modifications and reports were called for.

realised that to equip all sites with this mooring woiild
entail the provision of equipment which was not at the time

available, and although in the main, satisfactory reports
v/ere received from most units as to the behaviour of

balloons in high vidnds, it was clear that the system was by
no mean,s perfect,

were not faced with the new set of operational conditions
\7hich existed in the Aircraft Factory Barrages, and for
this reason failed to appreciate to the full extent the
operational adva.ntages offered by this rig.

Balloons with tvro ply fabric stabilisers and airducts
began to come off production in August/September, 1940,
so that it becajne possible to contemplate the use of the
Tail .Guy Mooring -with some better prospects of success.
Unofficially, this form of mooring was introduced on most
of the sites of No. 912 Squadron, Brockworth, during
October/i;iovomber, 1940.
departm-'e from standard methods of bedding, it must be
stated.that circumstances in this barrage amply justified
some initiative in this respect, and that this full scale
service tria.1, although unofficial, produced some important
results.

Trial

It was

Many of the units conducting the trials

In extenuation of this unofficial

The 90-ft. mooring c.ircle points were installed by
using screv/ pickets; the ground being clajr fortunately
gave good holding poT/ers. 2|—ton rope snatch blocks were
used as the.running blocks at the end of the tail guy, and
various other irat)rovisations were resorted to.

In bad breather, certain balloons only were flown on
"Tail Guy Mooring", the remainder being bedded down,
principle, although it v/as appreciated that balloons were

safer on the bed in high winds, the operational requirements
appeared to demand the risk of higher casualties being
accepted on at least one category of the barrage in order

to remain operational,
be raised from tail guy mooring in weather conditions which

precluded flying from the bedded position.

In

It was found that balloons could

Many forms of pyrai'nid were tried oiit in the squadron.
Bottle screws or turribuckles, borix)vred from the General

Post Office and attached at the ends of the pyramid legs,
enabled the accurate adjustment of the pyramid, found to be

so necessary, to be maintained. A central safety strop was

introduced to strengthen the pyramid. Much experience was

gained- in handling balloons on this mooring, and various
other modifications were made to the "B.D.E." rig as a

result of this ejqre.ricnce.

For instance, it was found necessary to lift the
90-ft. perimeter wire off the gromd by means of short
wooden posts placed beneath each retaining strop, and to

coil the ends of the handling guys and seciore them in a

sandbag in order to prevent entanglements and fouling v/ith

ground obstacles when the balloon was moored,
attachment of the bov/' .handling guys to the mooring circle

was discarded and the balloon moored from the tail guy and

point of attachment only.

The
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Likewise it ?/as found that not only could balloons be
flown from the moorod position in high winds Y/ith conparative
safety, but that they could also be retturned to the moored
position v/ith ease in conditions which rendered bedding dovm
an extrem.ely difficult operation. In every case, operations
to and from and on tai.l guy mooring Yvere carried out rapidly
Yidth much less effort on the part of the crewo

quite severe weather and much enemy activity
calling for very frequent raising and loYYering of the barrage,
the number of balloon casualties sustained was Iovy.

In spite of

In March, 1941, as a result of the various trials
carried out, particularly those in No. 912 Squadron,
decided to introduce tail

it TYas

guy mooring officially on as many
sites as possible to.thin the Command. A modified and
strengthened pyramid design had been produced by the
Balloon Development Establislment, and a description of this
latest form of tail guy rciooring rig v/as circulated in
March, 1941. it YYas decided that the wdre pyraniid strops,
outer perimeter fittings and bungee tail guy strops should
be made up to standard measurements at Balloon Centres by
YTorkshop personnel.

In many re.^ects this YYas a sound decision as it
ensured that all splices Yrould be careftilly made under
supervision and equipment would be standard in every respect.
On the other hand, it failed to take into account that the
octagon anchorages on many beds -were not truly laid, and
that sites wrere not in all cases level.

v7hen sets of equipment made vp on Balloon Centres to
standard, arrived on sites, it Yvas found in many cases that
they did not fit, and that pyramid legs Yvere some inches too
long or too short. Exact measurements were essential for
every pyramid component if an even distribution of strain
to be achieved.

w

Adjustment of measurements of pyramid
as

con^ponents on sites Yms, therefore. in many cases necessary.

It wras initially decided to introduce the tail
mooring only on sites where
be installed.

guy

complete 90-ft. circle could

This required sites which possessed this
area of unrestricted ground around the central anchorage.
As central anchorages had been sited vrithout any suppolition
that an area of this size might be a future requirement, and
in most cases, Yvith a Y/ievY to requisitioning the minimum
amount of land; it was natural that returns from units at
this time showed that not more than approximately 50;1 of the
sites in the Command conformed to this requirement.

Fortunately the Aircraft Factory Banrages Yvhich had
deployed,since the mooring post trials, had the opportunity
of taking this factor into accoYint Y'hen.beds w'ere laid.

It soon became clear that a considerable advantage
could be obtained even though only a partial 90-ft. circle
could^be installed, particularly if that portion covered the
position of the tail guy block in the prevailing mnds.

Consequently, authority was given for sites v*iere not
less than three-quarters of the circle could be installed,
to use tail_ guy mooring, providing that the sector coveri^
the prevailing vd-nd was not in the missing portion*
Authority Yvas also granted for the installation of 80-ft.
circles on sites Y^here circles of 90-ft. radius could not
be installed. These concessions to the original policy
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resulted in a high percentage of the total number of sites

being fitted vd.th tail guy mooring. On sites where, by
reason of obstructions, it was impossible to instal the

tail guy mooring, the interim closehaul, described later,
continued to be employed.

Han^' of the innovations evolved by Wo. 912 Squadron
were in the final scheme which was circulated in Air Staff

Instructions, Part II in Hay, 194.1,

Authority was also granted in March, 1941, for the
installation of concrete blocks mth "U" bolts as anchorages
for the 90-ft. mooring ci.rcle where necessa.ry, as it Y/as
clear from trials that screw pickets -were unreliable for this
purj^ose except in certain typ>es ol' ground.

By the end of the s-uminer of 1941, the great majority of
sites in the Command on which either full or partial tail

guy mooring.could be installed had been conpleted in this
respect.

A special, hardened steel sheave snatchblock had been
designed for the runixlng block on the perimeter wire and
put into production,
accorded to the Command for tecimical equipment resulted in

serious del=ay in the supply of these blocks and inpaired the

efficiency of the mooring,

unsuitable . for the purpose and in use T/ore out rapidly,
causing many minor difficulties.

Unfortunately the low priority

The only available block was

In this form the tail gu;^’- mooring constituted the
standard system of close haul in use throughout the Command

until the mooi-'ing v/as re-designed and reinforced in 1943•

As operational control from Eighter Croups was
introduced at the end of 1941, involving the grounding of

most barrages at all times, except -»-/hen. ordered to fly by
Fighter Control Sooms, the closehaul system of mooring grew
in inpor'cance and use.

The tail guy mooring provided a safe mooring in all
In adverse wind conditions, it

permitted the Barrage Coimmander to remain in a position to

fly a portion of his barrage, by accepting the reasonable
degree of risk involved by leaving a category on tail guy
mooring, and bedding dovm those balloons vviiiGh it was not

intended should fly in any circumstances,
more iiiportant, it allowed operations to be carried out more

speedily and reduced the strain on crev/s T/hich the ever-

increasing degree of operational control would otheCTTise have
involved*

normal weather conditions.

What was even

The "Reinforcement" Policy

ABLthough in September/October, 1941, the tail guy
mooring ha.d been installed as an adjimct of the T.7 Cradle

Bed on all suitable sites, and vjas being operated with

success, the seasonable gales during the Autumn and 'Winter

of this year showed that there were many points which Yrere

inclined to give trouble, and which were capable of improve
ment. ’
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As 7/as the case mth the development of the T.7 Bed
v/here No. 959 Squadron at Falmouth was particularly
responsible for the ultimate development work which led to

so in respect of the final, development of the
tail guy mooring, No. 951 Squadron, Bristol (later
No. 927 Squadron, Bristol/Avonmouth) carried on the

Although instructions had been circulated
vrLth a view to curtailing e:^erimental vrork
Carding ton, Balloon Coimiiand

success,

ejiperiment.

except at

very wdsely turned a blind eye
to this departure from standard practice as Ion? as it did
not get out of hand.

It was realised that most of the detail development,
and the practical innovations, which converted a theoretical
design into an operational proposition, had been introduced
in deployed squadrons, where those finer points were of
necessity better appreciated, and where the best facilities
existed for practical experiments. A careful study of the
behaviour of balloons on Tail Guy Ifooring on all types of

Bristol area over a long period was made and
tne lollo’wing main points emerged:-

(a) Balloons open sites, where they vrere subject
to a true wind were much more stable than
balloons on enclosed sites
turbulent wind conditions,

v/ind did not seem to cause casualties so much
the turbulence of the -wind.

on

or sites subject to
The force of the

as

(b) Balloons ^ Tail Guy Mooring would, generally
speaking, vdthstand winds of gale force for a
time but if the

on

gale was prolonged, a high
proportion often became casualties before
bloTiT was This was due to the fact

the

that
the strain imposed on all gear due to the
buffeting of the ‘VTind tended to ■

ents of the rig. (This particularly
the bridles and tail guy attachments').

wear out comp on-

applied to

The metnod of securing the point of attachment
to the top of the pyramid v/as unsatisfactory,
particularly on the introduction of the ripping
link, and required re-designing.

(d) The stability of the balloon
depended to

in high vTinds
a considerable degree upon the

tensioning of the tail guy. In .winds of gale
force, the tail guy had to be tensioned do.vn
hard. The bungee strop, designed to give
resilience and avoid severe strains on the Tail
buy ton patches, in practice allowed too much
movement, particularly for.vard plunging on
recovery from a heavy gust, and tended to make
tne balloon too lively on the mooring,
method of tying off the tail
rolling hitch viras not

The

guy by means of a
j  . positive enough, and the

method of joining tail guy and bridles by means
01 a do-uble sheet bend seriously weakened the
strength of the assembly at this point and
rise to casualties.

gave

(e) The strength of the pyramid depended largely
Thrnv^*', fitting and adjustment.
The pyraj^d leg towards the bow of the balloontook most of the strain. Once fitted the
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pyramid -vvas difficult to maintain in correct
adjustment on account of the stretch of the

Tjire legs. The arrangements for adjusting the
pyramid were clumsy and liable to vary
considerably due to atmospheric conditions
affecting the cordage tie off of the tensioning
strops.

The outer perimeter vrire required to be maintained
under considerable tension, otherv/ise the tail
guy block tended to middle itself on the span in
use and thus jjnpose undue side tension on the
tail guy ton patches and bridles,
necessary to provide an emergency insurance in
the event of the main perimeter wire breaking.

Although a balloon coiild be bedded dovm from the
tail guy position, a proper procedure remained
to be worked out Y/hereby the balloon could be
transferred from tail guy mooring to bed and
vice-versa, under complete control the whole time.

It YYas essential t.'iat the hardlin

secured Yvhilst the balloon Yvas moored, otherwise
they fouled bed obstructions or became inextricably
tangled, but the method of securing these
unsatisfactory, causing difficulty both in securing
and releasing.

do\m in an emergency from the tail guy mooring,
it v/as essential that the hsaidling guys could be
released in.stantlj'-, for reeving and bending.

During 1942 these problems v/ere tackled one by one and
in all cases modifications were designed -vvhich offered great
improvements tcrwax-ds a final solution. The general
performance of the tail guy mooring in spite of these
inperfections Yms sc satisfactory that it stirau.lated the
Squadron to persevere Yvith its aim of perfecting the rig.
in many cases, balloons rode out gales Yvith greater success
than Y/as the case in neighbom-ing squadrons, Yvhere bedding
Y/as resorted to. The strain on cre’ws during periods of bad
YTeather was much less than when handling bedded balloons and
the operational efficiency of R.A.A.P
higher,
involving the replacement of the balloon
from deflation due to Ioyy purity) occurred on the
only after 270 flying days,
period from January‘iqAS/Pebruarjr 1943 and were on a par with
results in other units where bedding dowa v/as resorted to
much more frequently and always in gales.

The main modification evolved to imorove the standard
rig are fully described and illustrated in Air Staff

Instructions Part II, Volume 2, Section B, Serial 1, dated
1st August, 1943.

Interim Glosehaul

(f)

It Y7as also

(g)

(4) guys should beo

was

If the balloon Yvas to be bedded

crews Yvas undoubtedly
Statistics 'were taken v/hich showed that casualties

on a site (apart
average

These statistics covered the

The development and Installation of the tail guy mooring
took almost t'welve months to complete - September, 1940/
September, 1941» In the meantime, the demand for
a,lternative and more rapidly operated mooring called for some
interim measures to be adopted Y/hich would permit balloons
to remain closehauled at the central anchorage of the T.7 Bed.

some
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The "Greenstreet" picket v/as based on the balloon
flying directly from the mnch and could not be used

v/ith the T.7 Bed and central anchorage.

Accordingly, several forms of closehaul v/ere

devised to correspond to the T.7 Bed and employing the
37-ft. mooring circle. The system eventually preferred
and authorised for use throughout the Command v/as knovm,
as' the Interim Closehaul;
the earlier design,
implies, was introduced in the Summer of 1940 to fill
gap until such time as a stable form of closehaul could

be evolved. It so happened that v;hen the new system in
the shape of the tail guy mooring did materialise, it
required a mooring circle of 80 or 30 feet radius, v/hereas
the Interim Closehaul was based on the 37~ft. mooring
circle of the T.? bed and consequently could be installed
on many sites on \vhioh the tail guy could not. Thus,
not only did this mooring fill a gap pending the introduc
tion of the tail gi:iy mooring, but it also survived
sites where the tail guy could not be installed until
1943, vtien it was replaced on those sites by a modifica
tion knoim as the Midship Mooring.

The Interim Closehaul was unstable in v/inds over
20 m.p.h. and balloons had to be bedded down to avoid
casualty when this was exceeded;
never possible

of risk vrith this mooring

Tiirning the balloon on the Interim Closehaul
comparatively simple operation although it involved the
manual handling around the bed of clusters of sandbags
to T/hich the bo?/ guys v/ere attached.

this was an improvement on
The Interim Glosehaul, as its name

a

on

consequently it was

to accept anything like the same degree
with the tail guy mooring.as

was a

As with the tail guy mooring, the operation of
transferring the balloon from closehaul to bed

operation vdiich offered no undue difficulty, and could
be carried out when the surface wind speed had risen to
the limit of safety for the mooring.

was an

Midship Mooring

The enployment of the interim closehaul vjas always
limited by the fact that it was only capable of with-
stsjiding comparatively low wind speeds. In an attempt
to inprove its properties in this respect, the midship
mooring was designed.

This mooring entailed certain modifications to the
balloon in the shape of additional ton patches being
affixed to carry a catenary which formed the anchorage
for a loop of cordage assigned to control the stem of the

This loop was suspended from the catenary on
either side of the balloon,

bight of the loop and vvas itself connected by means of
an adjustable bungee strop to another snatchblock which

on a circle of flexible wire secured by retaining
strops to the 37"ft. mooring circle blocks. The point
of- attachment of the balloon, instead of being secirred by
means of an anchorage s''-rop to the central anchorage, was
held by a 4-legged wire pyramid of similar design to that
used on the- tail guy mooi-ing.
secured.

A snatchblock ran on the

ran.

The bow guys were not

. balloon.
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The midship mporing. v/as somewhat more stable than the
interim closcliaul-,, and v/as easier to handle by reason of
the elimination of the bow guy sandbag anchorages. It
did not possess the stability of the tail guy mooring and
tinder no circumstances could balloons be left on this mooring
in surface v/inds exceeding 25/30 nup.h.

By reason of the elimination of the sandbag anchorages
of the bow guys however, it could be satisfactorily enployed
oh sites which were too restricted to permit of the operation
of the interim closehaul. .

The midship mooring superseded•the interim closehaul
early in 19^<-3 and remained in use until, the final elimina
tion of’the static barrages in Septoaber, 1944*

Centre Point Kooring

(i) Various schemes for pvehcomirjg the handling
difficulties connected with reeving and bending the handling
guys v/ere submitted by personnel in squadrons. One of the
methods, submitted by Plight Lieutenant C.E. Simons of
No. 936 Squadron, Newcastle, consisted in joining together
the three handling guys on either side of the balloon at a
point from which, by attaching a single extension,
pull could be obtained on the three handling patches. By
tliis method only two guys had to be reeved and bent instead
of six. There v/ere, hcayever, serious disadvantages in that
the balloon had no longitudinal stability when hauling
paying out on the bolLard, and also that by concentrating
the strain on one octagon point on either side of the balloon
instead of three, each of the eight points of the octagon
would require strengthening. Further, the ten patches
v/ere subjected to an incorrect directional pull, and if they
were modified to suit the pull when hauling, they would be
at an incorrect angle to accept the pull when bedded.
Rather than reduce the number of anchorage points required,
this scheme tended to. increase the Works Service requirement,

(ii) Squadron Leader M.A.H. Harris, of Eng. I,
Headquarters, Balloon Command, evolved the idea of hauling
the balloon straight down on to the bed by means of a wire
attached to the ballonet of the balloon at the point of
equilibrium. This, wire was reeved through, a secondary
block secured to the central ..anchorage and then attached to
the bollard hauling tackle.
grea:t advantages, providing some suitable raethdd of attaching
the hauling wire to■the ballonet could be devised.

Not only would this scheme eliminate the operation of
reeving and bending the handling guys, but it would, at the
same time, eliminate handling guys, as such, altogether and
also eliriiinate the use of the eight bed blocks attached to
the eight octagon points.

The balloon, being held on a single wire, could be
hauled dov/n or paid out from one fixed point whatever the
direction of the v/ind, so that the movement of the hauling
tackle in accordance with the wind direction was unnecessary
and the five liauling points of the T.7 bed no longer required.
The hauling tackle could at all times be operated directly

.  ' from the bollard. '

an even

or

This idea obviously possessed
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The problem was, how to attach the hauling wire to the
centre of buoyancj^ on the ballonet. . This presented
difficulty in that the whole'lift of the balloon and

I  in the original scheme,
any

extra strain due to wind forbe had,
to be taken on a

n

small area of the ballonet.

A form of all-directional patch, similar to that
previously used on certain types of airships for the
attachment of mooring or tov/ing ropes, was^ devised,
arrangement was termed a "cluster patch", (i)

(iii). Operational Trials

The trials of a modified balloon were carried out at
No. 3 Centre, Stanmore, during J/ky, 1942, by Engineering
Ser^ces, Balloon Command. The original idea had been to
haul the balloon down on to the bed from its position at
point of attachment, or tail guy mooring by means of the
hauling vdre attached to the cluster patch and to continue
to use the T.7 cradle bed as the means of holding the
balloon in its bedded position. It was quickly realised
that this method of hauling the balloon down rendered a
certain amount of the gear used on,the T.? cradle bed
^ecessary. Eor instance, it became immediately clear
that the cluster patch attachment and the haulii^g wire
woidd, if it remained attached tb the bollard hauling wire
when the balloon was bedded, act in a manner similar to
the cradle on the T.? bed. It Would tend to hold the
balloon on the bed whilst it was turned into wind.
Admittedly, at this stage, it v/as far from perfect and by
no means as safe as the T.? cradle, but the idea was there.

This

Engineering Services therefore felt justified in
.  dispensing with the T,7 cradle g6ar and its blocks and

Slips and. recommending that the balloon should be held
by means of ballast bags attached to the bridles
fo^ . extra ton patches attached two on either side of the
balloon bow and stem. The 37-ft. mooring circle was
retained for the attacliment of slips to lines from

.  upper ton patches.

do

and to

the

wn

These additional ton patches were also rendered
necessa^ on account of the fact that the balloon, even when
hailed do^m on its hauling wire to the fullest extent, v/as
still too high up to. pemit of the attachment of ballast bags
to the bridles. The employment of four extra ton patches,
suitably positioned and furnished with suspended strops
ha\^g beckets spliced in at internals, permitted the
mShod— ^i^ed right dovm manually by the following

n
"When a balloon has been hauled dov/n as far as
possible by the hauling wire, two slips (attached
to the bed wires or to a clLister of six sandbags

(l) • The "cluster patch" consists, of four ton patches arranged
like a four leaved clover at 45° to the fore and aft line
of the balloon. They are stuck in gores P and G panels 9
aM 10. - Each patch is provided vvith a 38-cwt. G.P. wire

^  v/ith an eye-splice at the outboard end.
The four eye-splices are shackled- together at the point of
intersection. The D rings-are accordingly 2-ft.6-ins.

intersection yn.ll be on the centre
line of the balloon, slightly abaft the centre of buoyancy.

n
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bene,-.th each bedding patch) are operated as follows -
Slip No. 1 is hooked into the highest becket of the
becket strop that the opers.tor can rea.ch and is hauled
right dovm. Slip No. 2 is then hooked into a higher
becket imtil the bridles are within reach for mooring
operations to be completed in the normal way ,

Havln.;: brought the balloon down in this manner,
sandbags were attached to the bridles. Picketting lines
had been si^stituted for the six hcoidling guys, making a
total of five i;acketting strops on either side of the balloon.
These T/ere attached by means
of sandb.ags,

of mooring slips to clusters
or points on the 37-ft. mooring circle,

rudder and fins wore then furled in the normal
The

way.

.

A demonstration of handling and mooring a Mark VTI
balloon modified in thi

Centre on 13th June, 1942.
way Y/as given at No. 3 Balloon

,, ' A number of officers including
the Command Training Officer aiid Wing Commander Booth,
(H.D. Arm), Ministry of Aircraft Production, were present.
The advantages of this method of vnooring for mobile deploy
ments were no less obvious than was the saving in ground
mooring_cordage and equipment. The ease with which a crew
consisting of an N.C.O. and six airmen could handle a balloon
rig-ged and moored in this

s

manner was fully demonstrated.

of fbe teiTti "Centre Point Mooring" to describe
this scheme was first used bv Engineering Services at this
ta•ge.

On 11th July, 1942, the balloon Y/hich iiad been modified
for the demonstration at No. 3 Balloon Centre was inflated
on oite b. No. 906 Squadron, .Regent's Park, and the site
creY^ instructed in the handling methods evolved durino- the
trials at No. 3 Balloon Centre. The balloon Y/as flovm from
a mobile anchorage of the wheel tyre which was installed on
tne site.

0\/ing to the Lack of high yri.nds or rough weather, it
was. not possible satisfactorily to assess the performance
oi thc^ mooring, and the Operations Branch decided that they
coulo. not, without more reliable information, and e:xperienGe
under gale conditions, accept the mooring as it stood, for
the mobile squadrons then deployed.

The Baed

an iiiiproved mobile mooring did not,
be so urgent (July, 1942

(iv) Service Trials.

er raids had ceased and the requirement for

at this time, appear to

No. 29 Squadron

In spite of the less ungent ns.ture
for a fully mobile mooring,
centre point

of the requirement
the advantages offered by the

^  . mooring scheme were sc groat that it was
obviously necessary to proceed Y/rith further trials and
development work. It T/as particularly essential to obtain
exrqorience of the ̂ behaviour of balloons moored in this way
in high ■',/ind conditions. For this purpose, it was
necessary to conduct .further trials in a barrage more
subject to high winds than the London Barrage. B^q^eriments,
hoY/ever, continued in a somei?hat leisurely fashion, as by
reason of the guardj.ng of balloon sites, any saving of
personnel due to improvements in balloon handling methods
could not result in a reduction of crew establishments.
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On the introduction of the Pilot Balloon Scheme, early in
1943, however, the position changed in this respect and
consequently the balloon vras withdraTm from No. 906 Squadron
and sent to No. 929 Squadron, iueensferry, where it was
inflated ^on Site No. 929/40, on 2nd April, 1943. The
N.C.O. i/G Site No, 906/6, was attached to No. 929 Squadron
to instruct the new crev/ in the method of handling.

A report on the behaviour of the balloon during a
gale of about 36 hours' duration in April, 1945, shov/ed
that handling to and from the bed in high wind' conditions
still presented considerable difficulty, but that once the
balloon Vvras down on the bed and the ballast attached,
rode extremely well. During this gale, one great
advantage of the Centre Point Mooring became apparent, namely
tne ease mth which the balloon could be turned to meet
changes. The folloTri.ng extract from the report is of great
interest in this respect:-

it

v;ind

Although the vdnd veered through almost 180 degrees,
during the heaviest part of the gale, the only atten
tion needed "was to folloviT the balloon by moving the
outer mooring slips as required,
moored entirely by sandbags and the centre point
cluster, no attachment being made to concrete bed,
and it was obvious that the more flexible anchorage
was damping out the shocks and putting much less
str-ain on the balloon fabric than was the case with
balloons moored on the T.? bed. EPrther, during very
strong Y/inds, the balloon required no human
assistance in keeping head to v/ind, as the bags were
continually lifting an inch.or so and coming to rest
again in a slightly different position while the
balloon itself slowly pivotted round on its centre
point moox'ing, the whole action rather resembling
that^of an elephant sloT/ly stamping round its stall.
In lighter winds this was riot so marked and it v/as
necessary to assist turning by easing the sandbags
iTound^ but even so the labour entailed
less than that with

This balloon v/as

was considerably
a normal cradle bed.

4-u was experienced on accoimt of the tendency of
the cluster^patch conponents to peel off when subject
severe strain, and also due to a ce.rtain amount of
distortion of the ballonet fabric around the point of attach
ment of the cluster patch.

to

Authority was given to No. 929 Squadron to carry out
any exqperiments in order to overcome the handling difficulties
eriperienced in raising or lowering the balloon from the bed
“  tendency of the cluster patch to pull
off. ihe handling difficulties arose in high vlnds mainly
on account of the necessity for manhandling the balloon
down on te the bed from the lov/est point to ^^iiich it could
be hauled down by the hauling mre. At its lowest position
on tile Iiauling ware, the fins could not be furled nor could
sandbags be attached to the bridles.

No. 929 Squadron considered that if they could, by
means of the Imuling vdre itself, bring the balloon down
suf.ficiently I07/ to attach ballast bags to the bridles
secure the balloon v/ithout having to manhandle do\wi the
last few feet, and at the same time eliminate the extensive
distortion of the ballonet at the cluster patch vdien the
strain was on the hauling wire, the handling problem wroul'd
largely be eliminated.

and
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The method adopted by No. 929 Squadron was to
'  t° apply ton patches in

^  7 and 12 (i. e. two-thirds up the
ballonet). To each of these patches, a strop of KB.38

strops were brought together
and ohackled to a metallic link, to which in turn the
hauling wire was siiackled.
hauling wire in this
doTm to the

It was found by attaching the
manner that when the balloon was hauled

maximum extent on the bollard, the balloon v^as
lower on the bed than ms the case when the cluster patch
of the ballonet when the foun ton patches were o-iven a
greater spread. The addition of Wo or three cotton
gromrncts on each bridle, larksheaded together to a

ballast bag-lines to be attached with
out difficulty when the balloon was Iia.uled doym to its
lowest position on the bollard.

in M Ih conditions the fins remained inflated,
°  in ibe normal manner. Pin

hSJS^o? difficulty on account .1height of the stern. In order to allow the rudder to
to”'S''tri7^7/^ inflated, the balloon had

T  into^a position which permitted the ballonet
5 thra^n'^^' portion of the rudder to be clear
1 ft to ballonet v/indscoop approximaately
wen'up! ^^® reasonably

Wo 9pq considerable ejqjerience of the
Wo. 929 Squaaron Centre Point Rig had been gained in all
weather conditions, it was decided to ask the Balloon

Establishment at Cardington to examine and if
possible, make lurther improvements on this rig.

of the

cite i^''No'’“9pnrE’ **'=’ '>*P=rimentaloite at Wo. )29 Squadron was attached to Cardinrton in
Sept^ber, 1943, where he modified a balloon in^exLSy the
of as on his own site, ,and demonstrated the method
or hannling and mooring evolved for use mth this rig.

(v) Development of Centre Point Mnnrincr bv the
galloon Development Establishment. C^riil^ton

reaH tSJ 4 Jeyelepnent :istabliahment were quick to
090 ^ ̂ '/eakness of the rig offered by

No. 929 Squadron still lay in the method of attaching the
hauling mre to the balloon, which, although a cmSIeJaWe
SScT" if bill rSied oTci^rioir
UAO m'u I ^ estimated that in a wind speed of
33/40 m.p.h. during the operation of hauling down
out on the bollard, there ®
being pulled off.

or payipg
every likelihood of the patches

was therefore modified bv

(carr^^ring the mnch rigging
. 7 ^be attacliment of the hauling wiref

his was done in the following manner,
of appropriate lergths -were reef-berit by their up-oer eves tn
tho wire grommets on ths vrinoh rigging bolow 41 s/tS
tl^olc-s on the loT/er ton patches. These strops wei->e
of the Galloon ana brought together at their lov/er eves on
two shackles attached to a metallic'link S ^
an auxiliary set of rigging consisti'^; sif 1^'
5SS/ r/u/r" P«‘=>^-^nside the Simal winchThio auxiliary rigging foimied a second point of

was

The

Strops of KB. 32a

was
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attachment close beneath the loi/est part of the ballonet
and the hauling mre was attached thereto. The balloon’
was, hauled down to the bed by the hauling mre in the manner
previously described.

The great advantages of this modification were as
follov/s:

(i) No extra patches '.vei'e needed for the attachment
of the liatiling v/ire, existing patches beine
utilised. ■ ^

(ii) xhc lift of the balloon was taken on six patches
v/hich vrere attached to a stronger section of the
balloon envelope than the ballonet, and more
T/axlely distributed over the envelope, as compared
70.th the cluster patch or the method adopted by
No. 929 Squadron.

(iii) r.'hen the balloon was hauled do\7n to
position on the haulin
the

its lowest

wire, and ballast applied,
SIX auxiliaiT rigging legs acted as a form of

cradle which permitted the balloon to be turned
head to wind, functioning in a similar manner to
the action of the cradle on the T. 7 bed.
I'craale" action of the auxiliary rigging developed
in^tnis 'way r/as much more positive than with
either the cluster patch or the 929 Squadron
method of attaching the hauling vri.re.

o

The

The
_  position of the balloon wrhen hauled down bv 1

toln-S If ""‘f ̂furling of rudder and fins with the balloon
remained a difficulty,
the haulin.Q-

t

in this po

he

sition
The greatly increased strength of

.p 'ine attaclment to the balloon eliminated
dangei of the balloon being lost when hauling dorm to,
paying out from, the bed. The Balloon Development
Establishment suggested that the fins and rudder should

inflated, whilst the balloon was moored
manna Ballast was applied in the ’

f U strops suspendedfrom the foui extra ton patches and to the bridles. The
picketing sti-ops were attadied to the 37-ft. mooring circle
hy suggestion was madeby uht. Balloon Development Establishment of haulinr/
balloon tuiy further do7vn on the bed, or of furling'^rudder
and fins in the event of high winds. These mod^ications
were submitted to Ba.lloon Command during December, I943
nodiSfT" J Sneering Branch/insofar aotilmodifications to the balloon

g w
any

or

the

7Tere concerned.

Treint-L^^^^ ‘'stage, the modified rig was handed to the
Training Branch in order that the method of handling could
be worked out. The Training- Branch inmiediateJy SreSd

f”'-- ““W "Ot bei
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(vi) The "Curtain" Re.quirements

Since the initiail impetus the Baedeker" raids had

given to the search for a more mobile form of mooring,
there had been a long pei-iod of comparative inactivity
the part of the Luftwaffe, except for spasmodic raids on
coastal targets. These raids were successfully met by
the development of small i.’[ark VI barrages such as the
one deployed at Dartmouth. In consequence the tempo
of the development of the Centre Point Mooring, lacking
further incentive, Iiad been slow.

on

In December, 1943, however, the Com^iand was faced
with a completely now problem in the form of information

from Headquarters Air Defence of Great Britain regarding
the obvious intention of the enemy to make up for the
impotence of the Luftwaffe by means of attacking by some
form of pilotless aircraft. Clearly the main target was
likely to be London, and the Command was asked to suggest
wnat part could be played by balloons in the general scheme
of defence measures against this vreapon.

Acting on the information given, a reconnaissance
was made of an area in Kent, south of London, where it was
desired to site a curtain of balloons so spaced in depth
and frontage as to give the maximum chance of pilotless
aircraft launched from sites on a sector of the French
coast colliding mth balloon cables.

The constitution of balloon crews for this operation
depended entirely upon the form of mooring to be adopted.
In the first place the manpower available Vidthin the Command
precluded the normal establishment of a balloon crew of
nine airmen which was the minimum nuiaber of crev/ acceptable
for operating balloons on the T.7 cradle bed.
essenti,al tiiat crews for this operation should consist of
a smaller number of men if the required n\amber of balloons
was to be deployed .and maintained,
the construction of 500 T. 7 Beds v/ould be out of the

question in the time limit imposed,
ment for a completely mobile form of mooring which could

be operated by a much smaller crev/ had crystallised in a
most urgent form.

It v/as

ft'orks Services for

Clearly the require-

Prom preliroinary ejperiments with the modified
Centre Point Mooring, the Training Branch had already
concluded that the simplicity of this form of mooring would
allow many of the handling precautions, which had always
been considered essential when dealirg with handling
procedure on the T.7 cradle bed, to be discarded,
instance, the N.C.O. i/c crew could become a working
member of the crew.

For

The v/inch driver could, at an early
stage in the mooring operation, leave the winch and assist
¥/ith the attaclmient of ba.llast and the use of the megaphone
could be Y^tiived during the actual operation of handling the
balloon on the mooring,
straightfoimvardness of the rig, allov/ed a handling
procedure to be vrorked out v/hich permitted the balloon
to be efficiently and speedily handled by a basic crew
of three airmen.

This, combined with the general

All the pi-obleras presented by the
curtain barrage requirement could, therefore, be met if

Centre Point Mooring Tra.s adopted, but not otherwise.
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The situation was. presented to the Operations Branch
in tills manner. In deciding the form of mooring to be
adopted, careful consideration had been given to all factors,
not uhe least of lyhich was the risk of adopting  a new form
of mooring. The Training Branch pointed out their
apprehensions about the mooring in winds of over 40 m.p.h.
but also the great advantages which it offered for the
special nature of the requirement. There was, in fact, no
alternative if tlie requirement for balloons stated by
Headquarters, Air_Defence_of Great Britain was to be met,
and the Centre Point Mooring became an operational reality.

In January, 194if, instructions were given to proceed
with all necessary Yfcrks Services and to implement the plans
for the curtain barrage. Balloons wG.re not to be deployed,
but everything was to be in a state of readiness for the
im-aediate deployment and operation of 500 balloons by
20th February,

(vii) Dead Ifen Central Anchora.o:e

The Engineering Branch devised a form of "Dead Man"
Central Anchorage suitable for installation in the type of
land in the curtain area and alno suitable for the

This consisted of tvro crossed
sleepers sunk to a depth of about 4 feet.
Centre Point liboring.

,. ^ , Around the inter
section of the sleepers, a length of KB 85. flying cable
passed twice and its free ends secured by a 6 bolt clanp.
A large thurible was seized into the bight of this wire ^vhich
protruded from the ground to form an eye to which the central
anchorage block and the auxiliary block could be attached.
To prevent a crater forming around the central anchorage
strop eye, this v/as secured in position bv passing Wo screw
pickets cross-v4.se beneath the eye Just below the surface
of the groind.

was

The first 500 sites v/ere furnished v/ith Dead Man
Central Anchorages of this type. YVlien deployment took
place in June, I9ZJ+, it was found that the anchorage strop
required reinforce.nent and in Miter anchorages the strop
v/as formed^ by taking four turns of KB 85 cable
sleepers, instead of the original two turns,
anchorages proved to be completely satisfactory.

Handling on Centre Point Mooring

^  ■the early part of January, 1944,
the Training Branch of Headquarters, Balloon Command were
engaged in working out a procedure for handling balloons
Centre roint Mooring.

around the
These latte

During December

on

r

It v/as found necessaiT to tidy up the rig and ground
mooring equipment in order to reduce the essential items of
equipment for this mooring to the absolute minimum, and to
ensure maximum simplicity and ease of handling.

This development work was carried out by the Balloon
Training Sections at No. 3 Balloon Centre, Stanmore,
No. 11 Balloon Centre, Fuckleohurch and at Cardington,
the direction of the Trai.ning .Branch of Headquarters,
Balloon Command. ^The great need for the elimination of
all complications in drill procedures and in the balloon
and ground mooring cordage was kept fully in mind durinfr this
development irork. It was realised that sinplicity must be
the xeynote for the purposes of (a) training of personnel,

under
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(b) modifications to the balloon rigging, (c) items of
cordage and equipment, to be made up by ̂ rorkshops or by
crev/s, (d) site requirements, (3) ensuring efficiency from
a minimum operational crev of three airmen, (f) speed of
deployment and possibly re-deployment in other areas,
(g) ensuring the mininiuia requirement in ground equipment,

(ix) Service Trials

and

the Centre Point Rigon

Although all preliminary work on sites,
headquarters and balloon

s quadron

centres for the curtain barrage
of 500 balloons had been conpleted by 20th Pebruar^r, and
units had been formed, equipped and trained, no order to
deploy xms received aintil l6th June, idien the flying bomb
attacks commenced.

It \ms fortunate that immediate dej>loyment did not
occur, because the intermediate period allowed service
trials on the latest form of. centre point mooring to be
continued. A full-scale trial was conducted by converting
balloons in the Chelmsford barrage, 911/13/5 Squadron, to
Centre Point Ivlooring. This barrage was chosen because it
nad originally been deployed as a "Crittall" squadron and
no Works Services had been carried out on the beds,
fore, it was possible to make a trial in this unit under
conditions similar to any curtain deployment. Central
anchorages at ChePmsford were of the'portable type.

There-

In an attempt to overcome the objections raised by
the Training Branch, due to the lack of a storm bedded
position Y/hich could be relied upon to hold the balloon in
a full gale, the Balloon Development Establishment, in
conjunction Y/ith the Engineering Branch, produced a modifi
cation of the auxiliary wire rigging forming the centre
point attachment. This consisted of shortening the
auxiliary rigging legs and introducing a running block on
one^ side of the centre point, over which the closehaul
pemant ran, attached to the rigging legs on the opposite
side. Tne advaiitage of this arrangement v/as that after
Having stopped in the noriml position when hauling down
by means of bollard and closehaul pennant, the balloon

further dowm, in fact, hard down on
to the bed so that the rudder and fins could be conveniently
furled ana extra ballast added, without leaving to resort
to man hauling. With the normal rig the balloon was still
2/p ft. tram the bed at its centre point when the metallic
link on the closohaul pennant
block. was hard against the pennant

Only manhandling could bring the balloon loY/er.
Another advantage of this scheme was that the closehaul
pemant could be maintained under tension even v/ith the
balloon h'lrd dovm on the bed, and so vrould tend to hold
the balloon centrally on the bed. In the case of the
normal rig, having pulled the balloon do-wn on to the bed
by marjhauling, the closehaia pennant was completely slack,
allowing the balloon to move airund the central anchorage
to some extent. This new rig was kno-wn as the "B" rig.

After a short time, it became clear that the "B"
rig possessed an insuperable disadvantage in that it was
liable to cause severe damage, to the ballonet, xYhich
persisted in being^ drawn into the block. Also severe
chafe from the auxiliary legs occurred v/hon the balloon
Y/as pulled doYm into its lovrest position,
was distorted preventing; the ballonet
YYith air.

The balloon

^  from properly filling
Inals v/itn tnis rig xrero abandoned in

Kay, 191+14-*
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Progress v/as, however, made in devising a fairly
satisfactory procedur'c for hauling the. balloon hard do-vvn
on the bed by attaching more ballast and furling rudder
and fins. It was foimd that by attaching nests of sand-

2, 3 and 4 lower ton patches on either side of
the balloon by means of "purchase" slips and by the
Judicious use of "purchase" slips on the ballast bag strops,
it was a reasonable proposition for a crew of three or four
men to storm bed a balloon in this way.
slip 'was merely

The "purchase
simple form of hand hauling tackle.a

■ bags to Nos.

The a.rrangejrnent ?/as not ideal as it involved the
etirployment of upv/ards of 100 ballast bags and rendered
turning operations somewhat of a ballast—heaving Job.
Experience in Tvd.nd conditions during the service trials,
however, went to show that the "storm bedded" position with
the addition of a nest of six sandbags by means of a
purchase slip on No. 4- lower ton patch provided  a very
stable mooring which would, if the balloon was maintained
head to rdrid,, v/ithstand surface winds of up to 40/4-5 m,p,h.
It iTas therefore decided that although the low bedded
position Td.th rudder and fins furled wa.s by no means ideal
for the reasons described above, it did provide a safe
mooring in high winds ^uad failing any suitable alternative,
must be accepted.

The service trials also disclosed one or two essential
in particular that the ballast and not the close-

haul pennant was the
points.

main factor -in holding the balloon
down on the bed and that the trimraing of the balloon to
ensure that this

element in the success
was the case foimied an all-iraportant

of the Centre Point Mooring.

During the service trials, no really severe weather
conditions were e.merienced, but sufficient knowledge ^vas
gained to shov/ that Centre Point Mooring in its latest
form_T/as a speedy, sirrple and labour saving method of
mooi'ing L-Z. balloons and that what extra risks may be
involved T^dth the large-scale employment of this mooring,
they could be freely accepted. At the same time it
aecided to continue to employ the standard T.y cradle
bed^in conjunction with tail guy mooring in all static
ujiics, and to reserve centre point mooring for the curtain
barrage commitment and. for any other mobile operations
which mig-hf arise. The claims made for its mobility

justified in the initial deploirment.

I^ter Develoim-ents during the 0-oeratinn nf f.h^
Barrage

was

v/ere

■C.urtdiR

(i) Rigging Normally on static barrages, the
making irp of ground mooriixg cordage and, in the majority
of cases, balloon cordage also, had in practice become the
_ esponsiLility of the crev/. The nature of the present
operation, however, rendei'cd it virtually impossible for
each crew to be responsible for producing reserve and
replacement coi'-dage. PurtherTaorc, the old system of
giving crews a roll of cordage for the numufacture of
slips, etc, was v-usteful and uneconomic.

■filth 1,750 balloons deployed in the field, the
consumption of cordage equipment was high, psrticul.-rlv

^  bomb was liable to
result in the complete loss of the balloon aiad its attachedcordage and vri-re rigging, =Ai.oacnea

as
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It was decided, therefore, to turn over the Balloon
Repair Section at No. 6 B.alloon Centre, Yfythall, almost
exclusively to the production of cordage and vd.re rigging.

I\to types of "pack-up sets were produced:-

(a) A conplete set of cordage foi- a site, including
both made-Up ground mooring cordage and balloon
rigging cordage. This pack-up was for issue to
sites on initial deployment.

(b) A complete set of balloon rigging cordage only.
This pack-up was for issue to sites vdiich had
lost their balloon throxigh breakav/ay.

lYire Centre Point Rigging(ii)

In the initial stages of the operation, sets of v/ire
Centre Point Auxiliary Rigging v/oro only available for
initial equipment balloons mth a small reserve held at
Plight and Squadron Headquarters. This involved the

removal of the auxiliary mre rigging legs whenever a
balloon was deflated and returned for inspection or repair,
and their attachment to the new balloon to be inflated.
This was an inconvenient and unsatisfactory method, as the
rigging legs suffered damnge each time they were removed
and transferred.

As soon as sufficient sets of rigging legs had been
produced to supply all balloons, instructions Yiere given
by the Engineering Branch that auxiliary centre point v/ire
rigging legs were to be treated as part of the balloon and
were to be dealt with, when packing, in the same manner as
the winch rigging,

auxiliary rigging legs ";vhen jjassing through v/orkshops, as
v/ere balloons returned from the curtain barrage for repair.

All new balloons vyere fitted \7ith

The 40-ft. hauling v/ire (or closehaul pennant) strop,
complete i/ith metallic linlc and/or shackles, vras not
supplied as part of the balloon, but was included in the
"pack-up".

The shorta.ge of metallic links made it necessary to
substitute a shackle, fitted to connect with the auxiliary
centre point rigging and closehaul pennant. In practice
this shackle attacliment was found to be sinpler and in
every way, more convenient than the metallic link and two
shackles originally eirployed.

On proceeding vdth the modification of American D.8
balloons for centre point
number of these balloons were fitted with a different fom
of ton paten terminating in cordage passed through a ring
instead of the normal webbing and sector thimble. These
"finger" patches v/erc not. attached to the balloon in the
same position as the normal sector type patch, viiich meant
that the normal D.8 auxiliars^ centre point rigging would
not fit balloons mth "finger" type patches. Balloons of
this type were supnalied with "tailored" aujciliary centre
point v/ire rigging viien passing through workshops.

mooring, it was found that a
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Service Trials at TOHPOINT

Although the Centre Point Moorii:ig used in connection
lvith the 'Diver' barrage proved such an enormous success,
its employment was restricted to the summer months of 1944.
The simplicity, operational speed and mobility of the moor
ing were amply demonstrated but its efficiency under adverse
weather conditions had yet to be proved. Ralloon Command,
before it was fimlLly eliminated, v/as anxious that clear-
cut conclusions, should be reached as to which of the
ty]TC3 of balloon moorings was the most efficient,
end, the Air Mnistry v/as asked to sanction
under what was hoped would be
ditions.

various

To this

service trials

very exacting -weather con-

Early in February, 1945, having received the necessary
authority, Headquarters, Bal3_oon Command decided to prepare
eight sites at Torpoint, Cornwall, ^
No. 964 Balloon Squadron,
balloon barrs- -

lately operated by
time, the United langdom

vages vrere non-operational and had been largely
At this

buj various balloon units were standing by
against sudden unforeseen commitments. One of these -
No. 978 Squadron - was selected to carry out the trials
and provided^a normal balloon flight to operate eight L. S.
balloons. Each balloon crew consisted of two Coroorals
and 7 iiC Balloon Operators, In addition, certain selected
teclinical personnel v/erc sent to the trials as technical
observers from the Balloon’ Technical Training Unit and
the Balloon Development Establishment,
to No. 13 Balloon Centre for
which were to

disbanded,

All were atta.ched

the period of the trials,
commence on 1st March

KBC/358768/
Org. Enc.lii
24th February,
1945

, 1945, and continue
until cancelled by Headquarters, Balloon Conmand.

In a letter sent to all milts concerned. Headquarters,
Balloon Command outlined ,the scheme and stated: -

If it^can be proved that this mooring is as
reliable in bad weather
in conjunction with the'tail

ciS the standard T.7 bed usedr> .c

,  . guy mooring - without it
being necessary to introduce modifications which mil
detract from its simplicity of operation
the case for adopti

and mobility -
_  ■fche G.P.M. as the standard form

01 balloon mooring, to the exclusion of all other
schemes, is clear."

in

The trials.  wei-e carried out beWeen 7th March and
17th April, 1945, mth four balloons
four balloons moored on "B" moored on "A

rig.
" rig and

20th April, I945, a meeting was held at Cardington
o aisGUss the results, the minutes of this meeting beingreproduced below:- ^ ^

A^4^A. 766077
Enel.20A "Minutes of a Meeting hold at the Balloon Development

Establishnicnt, Cardington, at I4OO hours on Friday,
p April, 1945 to discuss the results of Service Trials

bv SlloTn ° Balloons carried out1?; at Toipoint, Plymouth, from 7th March,1945 to 17th April, 1945.

Present: S/Ldr., Anns
WCdr, Thomson
W/Cdr, Tovm, D.F.C,
WCdr. Bellhouse
F/Lt, Gibson
F/Lt. Hayo
F/Lr., Sod-lilt
F/Oo Vra-d, M.B.Eo
Mr., Purves
Mr. Long

R.D, Ann, 7. (In the chair)
Balloon Cor.inand
Balloon Coi.mand
B.D.E,
S.M.H)
3.T;T,U,
B. DjE.
B.T.T.U,
B.D.E.
B.D.Ec
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1. IIT&X)m:[ATIOK

(i; The trials v/ere carried o^lt at Torpoint, Plymouth
between 7th March, 1945,
with 8 balloons.

and 17th April, 1945,

(ii) 4 balloons Y-rere moored on

4 balloons were moored on "B

tl II

rig.

rig.

2 balloons on each rig were permanently moored at
Storm Close Plaul throughout the trials,
of 942 hours in all.

ii

a period

(iii)

(iv) The remainipg 2 balloons on each rig were Storm
Bedded in vvind. speeds greater than 2b m.p.h.
Each of these balloons was storrn bedded for
period of 40 hours and at Storm Close Haul for
942 hours.

a

(v) On tho Gonclusion of the trials, the balloons
v/ere returned to Cardington for technical
tion. ■

examina-

2. DELIBERATIONS

(i) The Committee, 'after inspecting the returned
balloons which had been re-inflated for the
puiTose; examining the weekly teclmical reports;
hearing ¥/Cdr. Thomson's reviev/ of the developmentnearing

of C.P.M. and his conclusions follomng several
visits to the Balloon Sites during the trials;
and following full discussions, during ̂ diich it

stated that the period the balloons had been
moored represented cpprojcimately the average time
'which i ■ • - -

to remain at close ,b

agreed that C.'^.i
under the weather

the trials and noted the folio

T/as

exj^erience had shown a balloon was likely
-T--- haul throughout its entire life,

on both rigs proved satisfactory
onaitions exoerienced during

'^-wing defects:-

(a) The distortion of the balloon caused by the
resbriction of the .auxiliary rigging wires
resulted in chafing of fabric on both rigs,
lathotigh the■ distortion of the balloon is
greater on "3" rig than on "A" rig, the

B" rig is, if anything,
rig, and in both

amount of chafe on
less tlaa.n on n  u

cases IS

restricted to the air fabric of the ballonet
envelope only.

(b) ' The running block on "B"
i* on the close haul pennant.

Sere?/ pickets

rig ca
v7C .3.

unseat i s fac to ry.

used excessive

(c)

See paragraph 4 (vi).
peculLar to Centre Point Moorins
been a constant
typ

Note:

of* moorirjgtes

This is not
but has

source of trouble in all
O ^

(ii) Further considerations of the two rigs
established:-

(a) Rather less chafe on "B

(b) "A" rig simpler in princ

rig.

iple.
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(g) Mechanical hauling from the Close Haul to
Bed on "B

and safei’ bedding of balloon in stoimiy
ireather.

.assures quicker operationri.

(d) Maximum number of men required to operate
a balloon on other rig under any weather
conditions is one N.C.O. and three men.

This is the actual number required
to handle a b.alloon at any time O-nd must
not be confused with the establi-slirnent of

persorjiel for an operational balloon site.

Note:

(e) Fully trained men a.re essentia.1, but the
amount of time needed for training is less
than for other forms of mooring.

3. CONCLUSIONS

(i) The Committee, ha.ving re
considerations, are satisfied that C.P.M.
superior for operational deployment to the
T.7 Cradle Bed or any other form of Close Haul,

Tail Cruy or Iviidship Mooring.

Reliability in high vririds

.■-;ard to the follovdngO

IS

1. e.

(a)

All e:qperience so far during the "Diver"
development service trials at Torpoint,
and experimental work at Cardington goes
to sho'w that balloons moored on C.P.M. in
the Storm Close Itiul position stand up to
high v/inds to the same extent as balloons
moored on the reinforced Tail Guy Mooring,
.and that the G.P.M. Storm Bed represents
the same degree of reliability in high
winds as the T. 7 Cradle Bed.

(b) Speed and fety of operationsO Oh.

Balloons can be operated to or from the
C.P.M. Storm Close Haul at least as quickly
as when Tail Guy Mooring is employed;
to or from the C.P.M. Storm Bed quicker than
when the T.7 Bed is employed,
can be operated from the C.P.M. Close Haul
position in at least as unfavourable
p-eather conditions
The C.P.M. Storm Bed on

and

Balloons

uas on the Tail Guy Mooring.
B" rig permits

operations to be carried out under
weather conditions

worse

than does the T*7 Cradle
Bed.

(g) It is more mobile.

(d) Equipment cost is lov/er.

(e) Norks services for installation or
reinstatement of sites are negligible.

Pack-up is considerably less.(f)

(g) Manpo¥/er required is less.
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(h) Less space is required than for any other
form of mooring, i.e. it can operate
restricted sites. . .

on more

(ii; The advantage of mechanical hauling on "B" rig
outvreighs the complications introduced by the use
of a running block,
preferable to the slightly simpler "A

.and therefore makes "B rig

rig.

RECOMiBNDATIONSA.

(i) That the C.P.Ii. “

practicable form of
B" rig, which represents the most

,  . mooring for L.Z. balloons yet
devised, be adopted for any future operational
deploymentO •

(ii) That B.D.E. investigate forthwith the possibility
ot re-designing the Running Block for the Close
Haul peimant.

That B.D.E. design a suitable protection patch
for the belly of the balloon to prevent damage by
the Ruiining Block.

(iii)

(iv) That B.P. E. in co-operation -with the Balloon
Training Unit, Cardington, produce standard
drav/in^s, dimensions and handling instructions
for the "B" rig. (li^ this respect, the amount
of sandbag ballast required for the "3" rig
Storm Bed needs to be finally settled).

(v) That chafing patches to meet requirements be
applied by the cre-w on sites as they become
necessary.

That B.D.,E. explore the possibilities of
producing a substitute for the screw picket.
(A stake driven in at ,an angle, similar to those
supplied for Sommerfeld Tracking, might serve

starting point for experimentation). "as a

(vi)

It is clear that Centre Point Mooring will revolutionise
bal^oon^operations. The ease of control afforded, the
saving in personnel plus the increased safety of the bedded
balloon in the most.  . adverse \veather conditions, are factors
that cannot be ignored when planning for the future. Had
the scheme been introduced early in 1942, the vast amount of
work involved in W.A.A.E. substitution might have been
avoided, as the number of men per site could have been
much reduced as to make the policy of W.
most unprofitable.

so

A.A. E. substitution
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Text Revised. l,7.ZfZ|..

CENTRE POINT ■ivI00RIN&

1. OTTRODUCTION

(a) The principle of the Centre Point Mooring is to
attach a set of' aujd-liary wire rigging to the
balloon forming an additional point of attachment
at a centre point of suspension close under the
ballonet. A wire pennant secured to the Centre
Point enables the balloon to be hauled down by
the mnch bollard into its moored position, which
is some^rfiat higher than the normal bedded position
on a T. 7 Bed. The auxiliary rigging is suspended
from six of the lower Ton Patches on the balloon
and is connected to the 7idre pennant by means of
two shackles and a metallic link. The free end
of the pennant which is eye spliced, is reeved
through a block shackled to the Central Anchorage
eye bolt and then attached to the bollard hauling
T/ire. Ha.uling in or paying out on the bollard
thus lowers or raises the balloon from or to its
normal point of attachment.

(b) With this rigging the operation of reeving and
bending handling guys on to the spider, as is the
case with the standard method of bedding is
eliminated.

(c) The Central Anchorage forms the only necessary
hauling point on the site, as against the five
hauling points required in the case of tiie T.7
Bed. '  In view of this fact, it will be seen that
this type of mooring lends itself with advantage
for mobile operations, as the quantity of ground
equipment and the number of anchorages required
are considerably less than is the case with the
normal T.7 Bed.

(d) The essential principle of this rig is that when
moored, the balloon is held on the bed by ballast
and NOT by the close haul pennant,
balloon is close hauled in either the normal
stormi position (see para. 5 and dra-wings T.29
T.29c) the close haul pennant should only
under sufficient tension to allow the bollard
purchase block to be lifted just clear of the
ground. When the balloon is storm bedded (see
Drawing T. 29H) the pennant is of course normally
coirpletely slack and the bollard block resting
the ground.

7/hen the
or

or

remain

on

2. BALLOON MODIFICATIONS

Balloons to be used with Centre Point Mooring will
normally-.be modified in Station workshops, but it may on
occasion be necessary to carry out these modifications in
the field. The modifications to the balloon consist of:-

(a) The attachment of the auxiliary rigging,
consists of six legs of K3.32A wire (Stores
reference 44/932) which'are suspended from
Nos. 2, 4 and 5, lower ton patches on either side
of the balloon.

This

These legs are brought together
londer the balloon and attached permanently to a
4C ft.Tpennant of one inch circ. G.P. wire
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(stores .Reference 29/2072) by means of a
metallic link and tv/o shackles.

Reference Shackle and Linlc Croup it4/l630).
dimensions of these six legs are given on
Dravdng T. 29G.
ends of the le,o'=--

(stores

The spliced eyes at the b

The

ottom
are seized -with -wire and soldered

as for ordinary rigging legs. The upper eyes
are of the standard type and are reef bent to the
existing lower ton patch buckets of patches No. 2,
4 and 5. The close haul pennant is spliced
around the metallic link and the three legs
either side of the balloon are shackled to the

The loTrer end of the close haul pennant
IS furnished mth a four-inch eye splice.

on

link.

(b) The attachment of 1, ton patches (Stores
Reference 44/l0l) which carry the forward and aft
ballast bag strops,
in accordance mth Drawing
side of the balloon.

These patches are positioned
29E, two on either

The two forward patches
are furnished ?/ith ballast bag strops of No. 4
line 12 ft. in length overall, -with beckets (or
marline spike hitched grommets) at 2 ft. 6 ins.
and 4 ft. 6 ins. respectively from their upper
ends. The tvro stern patches are like7ri.se
fL;rnished 7ri.th ballast bag strops of No. 4 line
having an overall length of 14 ft. with beckets
(or marline spike hitched grommets) at 4 ft.,
and 10 ft. respectively from their upper. endL
These ballast bag strops are double sheet bent to
the ton patch strops.

i. •

, 8 ft.

NOTE;

on the s
The grommet at 4 ft. from the upper end
tern ballast bag strops is not shown in

This grommet is used for attach
ing the, purclyise slip-hook when ST0.RI'./I BEDDING.
drarri-ng T, 29D.

(c) Six chafing strips-  approximately 8 inches
'wiae, (200 m.m. j are positioned and stuck to the
balloon after it is inflated so that they cover the
area of the ballonet which is shown to be chafed
by the auxniarj- rigging legs. The position of
these chafing strips is approximately as illus
trated in DraTriLng T. 29 F,

(d) Ttto locating patches (Stores Reference 44/125O)
to position the tw forward rigging legs are
affixed to the balloon after it is°inflated.
The^position of these patches being
as illustrated in Drayd.ng T.29 p.

app ro xima t e ly

(e) The handpipp guys and picketing lines are removed
and substituced mth, or modified to, 10 picketing
strops eacn 22 ft. long of No. 4 line with standard
eye splices at each end. The picketing strops
on Nos. 1 upper ton patches are furnished ^vLth
beckets at 16 ft. from their upper ends, and the
.  . - ^ , 2 upper ton patches are

furnished vri.th beckets at a point
19 ft. from their upper end

(f) Suspmsion Strops of No. 5 line substitute are to
be attached to each bridle line' as Illustrated

,  in Drawing T.29. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 bridles are to
be provided yyith strops 2 ft. 6 ins. in length,

picketing strops on No

o •
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and Nos. 4 and 5 bridles ’.vith strops 3 ft. 9 ins.
and 6 ft. respectively. These suspension strops
are attached to the bridle lines in the follomng
manner:-

A grommet is larksheaded to the centre of

each bridle line and the Suspension Strop is
reef bent on to this grommet,
patch is also provided vd.th a 3 ft. 9 ins.
suspension strop which is reef bent on to a
grommet larksheaded around the throat of the

eyesplice of the rising leg belov/ the sector
thimble.

No. 4 lower ton

4 i

(g) The balloon will be provided with a tail guy of
the unreinforced type and cotton extension piece,
for handling when close to the ground, and for
attaching the close haul jeennant when the balloon
is flying. , ' '

3. MOORING

The balloon,having been hauled down as far as possible
by means of the close haul pennant is held on the bed by
the application of ballast in the form of sand bags. The
amount of ballast applied ;3nd iis method of application is
governed by the vfind speeds in force at the time,
are three progressive stages of mooting as follows;-

(n) CLOSE HAUL (normal)(Drawings T.29 and T. 29A)

In norma.1 weather, it is sufficient to add nests of

six sand bags to the ballast bag strops which are suspended
from the extra ton patches on each corner of the balloon

and also to attach purchase slips to the bow picketing lines,
which in turn are anchored to .screw pickets on the mooring
circle.

There

(b) CLOSE HAUL (Storm) (Prav/lng T.29C)

In v/indy conditions, two or three ballast bag
attached to each bridle and the remaining 22 ft. picketing
strops are made fast by means of slips to the mooring
circle of screw pickets. Additionally, if necessary, a
nest of six sand bags may be^ attached to No. 4 lower ton
patch on either side of the balloon.

s are

The method of attach

ment of this nest of sandbags.is bv means of a purchase slip
(as used on the ballast bag strops) which is hooked into the
3 ft. 9 ins. suspension strop attached to No. 4 lower ton
patch.

NOTE:- IN EACH OP THE ABOVE POm(S OP MOORING, THE RUDDER
AND THE PINS ARE NOT FJRIED AND REEvIAIN DfPLATED. THE CLOSE

• HAUL (storm) DESCRIBED AT (b) ABOVE SHOULD BE SATISFACTORY
FOR SURFACE' TffND 'SPEEDS . UP TO .APPROXB’IATELY 45 M. P, H.

(c) STORM BED (Pramng T. 29H)

In extremely high vnLnds viien balloons are grounded, and
it is unlikely that they mil be required to fly, the follow
ing action may.be taken. , The balloon should be pulled down
onto the bed by tensioning the purchase slips and mooring
slips and adding extra ballas't bags as described below,
until it asstimes a position as shoym in Drawing T.29H. The
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extra ballast bags are attached progressively up to the
follov/ing maximum amounts:-

4 Bags to each ballast bag strop, making
maximm of 10 bags to each.

(i) a

.(ii) Nos. 2 louver ton patches on either side, 4 bags.

Nos. 3 lower ton patches on either side, 6 bags.(iii)

No. 4 lovrer ton patches on either side, 6 bags
(if not already attached).

(iv)

The method of attaciiment of the nest of sandbags to the
loT/er ton patches is by means of purchase slips hooked into
grommets larksheaded around the throat of the eyesplice of
the rigging leg belov/ the sector thimble.

No. 4 patch, the grommet to T/hich the suspension strop is
attached (see para. 3(b)) is used.

In the case of

GROUID EQUIH-IEIiT

The folloTdng Ground Equipment is required for Centre
Point Mooring - all cordage being No. 5 line substitute
(Stores Ref. 44/5059).

(a) 8 standard 25 ft. mooring slips vdth metal
tensioners. If slips have to be made they should
be 16 ft. in length.

(b) 2 purchase slips for the bow picketing lines,
36 ft. long, with hooks ground'mooring large at
•either end.

(c) A number of ballast bags filled to a weight of
40 lbs. and seized at the mouth with normal
suspension lines.

(d) 4 ballast bag grommets 2 ft. in circumference with

heart shaped thimbles seized to form a loop as
■illustrated in Drawing T.29D. These are required
for fastening together the nests of sand bags
which are. attached to the ballast bag strops.
(6 Extra ballast bag grommets mil
the Storm Bed position is used,
attachi:^ the nests of sandbags on tJne lower ton
patches).

be required if
These are for

(e) 4 ballast ba.g purcliase slips, each 16 ft. in
length vdth hook ground mooring large at one end,
as illustrated in Dravdng T.29D. These are used
for tensioning the balloon do\m to the nests of
sand bags on the balla.st bag strops.
Storm Bed position is used, 6 more of these
pTxrchase slips are required for attaching and
tensioning nests of sand bags on Nos. 2, 3 and
4 lower ton patches.

If the

(f) 10 bridle hag lines each 7 ft. long with toggle
at one end (for attaching bridle bags),
ends of these bridle lines should be whipped only
(not back spliced or knotted) in order to permit
of quick release v/hen removing these lines from
the strops or grommets.

The
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(g) Three standard balloon ground sheets (Stores
Reference 44/5012),.
ground sheet should be laid diagonally under the
rudder and one folded under the ballonet

When close hauled one

scoop.

When storm bedded an extra ground sheet should
be draTO under the balloon.

(h) A Central Anchorage of the portable "deadman
screw picket and crow bar type, (as illustrated
in Drawing T.26, A.S.I. Part II, or Eng.
Drawing KBC/l494/+4/Eng.) is to be installed
the site and suitably earthed,
be positioned at a distance of not less than 60 ft.
from the Central Anchorage and in-line with the
C.A. eye bolt or strop. The bollard hauling
wire (approximately 150 ft. of one inch circ. G.P.
Wire (stores Reference 29/2072) eye spliced at
each end) is run out and reeved through a single
sheave block. (Stores Reference 4 1/2000
44/5064). Its outboard end is passed over the
chassis tOTd.ng hook, There available, or may be
shackled to a strop passed around the
member 01 the winch, behind the fairlead trunnion.
The Central. Anchorage' Block is shackled to the
Central Anchorage eye bolt or strop and in
addition, a block (Stores Reference 44/5064) is
also shackled to the same strop or eye bolt.
Tills, block must be shackled to the Central
Anchorage so that it.is nearer to the winch than
the Central Anchorage block, thus permitting the
C.A. block to lie away from the direction of pull
when the pennant is in use.
shown on Drawing T.29B.

A mooring circle of 24 screvir, pickets placed at
equal distances around the circumference of a
circle having a radius of 32 ft. from the Central
ilnchorage is to be installed.

or

on

The winch should

or

cross

This'’is clearly

(i)

5. MOORIN'G A BALLOOIi ON CMITRE POINT MOORINC

The balloon is los^ hauled on its flying cable in the
normal manner, leaving the lower 6 bolt clamp about
18 inches from the C.A. block. The close haul pennant,
which- when the balloon is flying is attached to the tail
guy (see para. 6 and Drawing T. 29B) is detached and reeved
through the pennant block at the Central Anchorage,
free end of the C.H. pennant is shackled on to the bollard
purchase block. The rip linlc is switched off, the rip line
unbent and manned, the mnch disengaged and the bollard
engaged.

The

The v/inch driver now hauls in on the bollard
■until the metallic link on the close ha'ul pennant is as
close as possible to the pennant block. On the order
"STOP BOLLi'iRD", the winch driver, having applied the
bollard brake, switches off the engine and is available to
assis-t .in the operation of ballasting the balloon. The
rip line is cent on to a suitable anchorage consisting of
a screw picket (or three sandbags).

NOTE:-. The closehaul pennant is always to be reeved and
unreeved through the block.and the snatch arm of the block
is not to be used for this purpose other than in an

Prior -to each operation a check should be made
to ensure that the jockey pin is located correctly and that
the wing locking nut is screwed firmly home.

emergency.
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(a) CLOSE K/iUL (Nomal) See para. 3(a)

To bring the balloon into this position, the 36 ft.
purchase slips are attached to the grommets on Nos. 1

, picketing strops on either side of the balloon and tensioned
to bring the ballonet scoop into its correct position as
indicated belovf.

(b) Nests o.f ballast bags are then attached by means
of the l6 ft. purchase slips to the lov/er grommets on the

The lift of the balloon is then

taken ‘on the ballast by suitably tensioning these purchase
slips. The correct position of the balloon is as follows

•  L ballast bag strops.

:-
Ballonet wind scoop - lower edge 21 inches from the ground,
bottom of rudder inflated 18 inches from the ground.
(These measurements are based on the balloon being normally
inflated a.nd vi/ith ballonet, rudder and fins filled vidth
air). Drawing T.29 shov/s the balloon moored in this manner.

(c) CLOSE fl/iUL SrOILM MOORING See para. 3(b)

Having moored the balloon as above,.mooring slips are
then attached to the remaining picketing strops, and two or
tlrree sand bags are attached to each bridle suspension strop.
These bridle bags are secured together by means of a bag
line and toggle through their suspensions in the same manner
as for the T.? bed and attached to the eye splice at the

end of the bridle strops by a half hitch on the bight.
Drav/ing T.29C shov/s the balloon moored in this manner.

(a) Extra nests of 6 sand bags may, if required.
a.ttached to Nos. 4 lower ton patches as described in

para. 3 (b).

(b) In gusty weather the picketing strop grommets or eye
splices should be attached to the hooks on the mooring slips,
by means of a blackwall hitch, in order to prevent the hooks
becoming detached by the movement of the balloon.

NOTE:-

be-

6. TO ELY FROM TIlE CLOSE ii/lUL POSITION

The sequence of the procedure for carrying out this
.operation is the reverse of that described in the preceding
paragraph. The mnoring slips and ballast bags are cast
off in the manner indicated in Appendix H. 'A'. The rip
line is unbent and manned and the bollard paid out until"
the balloon is flying from its flying cable. The :d.p line
is benu on, the rip link sv/itched on, and the close haul

• pennant unshackled from the bollard purchase block and
unreeved from the pennant block.

The 8 iiich
The bollard is disengaged

,  ■*^a-il guy is
reeved^ through the eye of the close, naul pennant .and locked
in position by a "Boston Hitch" formed by a bight of the
cotton extension (See Drav/ing T. 29B). The tail guy is
manned at this point until it' is clear of the gromd
the balloon is paid out on its

and the ?anch engaged'.

as

flying cable.

THE DRILL AND PROCEDURE FOR' PLYING FROM, OR MOORING TO THE
CLOSE HAUL POSITIONS aCFLOYING 1 N.C.O. AMD TWO (OR THREE)
AiRJ/iEN IS L/lID DOTOI GLSiiRLY AT ATENDI2 H. 'A' A\i) YiTILL BE
CONFOHI'IED TO AT jILL TIlvIES.
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7. TUHTING THE BALLOON M TTIE CLOSE HAUL POSITION

This operation follows almost exactly the method laid
dovm for turning a b.alloon on the T.7 Bed.
given are the same.

The orders

The mooring slips are moved one or
two points at a time .and tensioned in accordance T/ith
instructions contained in A.S. I.
Section B, Serial 3*
the vidnch driver

Part II, Vol. I.,
crew of three men,

will move the ballast strop bags as the
mooring slips are .moved, commencing with the leeward bow
bags. Bridle bags, if attached, need not be moved until
the turn has been comgjleted. Balloons moored in the close
haul position are very sensitive to changes of wind direction

,  and must be kept exactly in to, v;-ind.

•Pith the normal

8. STORiVI BED (see paraa 3(c))

The balloon v/ill alvirays be storm bedded starting from
the close haul (Storm) position. This will be done by the
applica.tion of the extra ballast and the tensioning of
purchase slips progressively from bow to stern. Thus,
firstly the extra bags are added to the bow ballast bag
strops, the pxxrchase slips are tensioned down and tied off,
(having re-positioned the purchase slip hook in the upper
grommet, op the ballast bag strop if necessary the bridle
bag lines on Nos. 1 bridles, are removed from the bridle
suspension strops, reeved through the bridle grommets,
tensioned down and tied off. 4 sandbags .are attached to
Nos. 2 rigging' patches and tensioned, and so on progressively
as indicated in para. 3(c) to the stern ballast strops
the balloon should have assumed the position shown in

Lower edge of ballonet wind scoop a
few inches, off the. bed .aiid jimction of rudder and ballonet
2/3 ft. from the ground,
furled and tied off in the normal manner, employing the
rudder protection sheet,

storm bedded position by detaching Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5
mooring slips in that order a;nd then by detaching all
ballast bags, ivorkipg from stern to bow.

when

Bravoing T. 29 viz. :

The rudder and fins are then

The balloon is raised from the

Lastly, detach
Nos. 1 picketing strop purchase slips and unbend the rip
line. .The balloon can then be paid out on the close haul
pennant*

9* AlIEPJGIbN MK.VIII D. 8 TIPE BALLOON

This .balloon is modified for.use on Centre Point

Mooring by the attachment of auxiliary rigging legs of
KB 32A mre (Stores Reference 44/932) which are attached
to Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 lower ton patches on either side of
the balloon in exactly the same manner as illustrated in
Dravidng T. 290.

The measurements of these rigging legs are as follows;-

For attachment to No. 2 Lower Ton Patches - 2 legs 15ft.4ins.
"  " " No.3 " " " - 2 legs 13ft.6 Ins.

No.4 " " " - 2 legs 14ft.6fins.
No.5 " " " - 2 legs 18ft.2|ins.

The 4 ton patches for the ballast bag strops are attached in
similar positions to those on the MK.VII British Type balloon.
The attachment of these patches is not to be carried out on

sites, all D.8 b.alloons for use on Centre Point Mooring v/ill
be supplied with Ballast bag strop patches already affixed.
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Otherwise all rigging measurements and ground equipment for
use T/ith D.8 balloons on Centre Point Mooring, is exactly
as described and illustrated in these notes, and the method
of handling is the same in every respect.

Bridles (liandlines) on the 'D.8 balloon must be keptNOTE;-

adjusted to:-

No. 1 (bow).
No.. 2

No. 3

No. Ij-

No. 5 (stern)

.  8 ft.
8 ft. 6 ins.

9 ft. 6 ins.
10 ft.

12 ft. 6 ins.

10. M/miTEN'MCE OP CORRECT IvIEiiSUilSIvIMTS OF BALLOON
RIGGING

It is of considerable inroortance to ensure that the

measurements of picketing strops, ballast bag strops and
the position of the grommets in' the b.allast bag strops
correctly maintained as described and illustrated in these
instructions.

are

11. The provisions of A. S. I. Par't II contained in the

following serials are to be observed when using Centre
Point. Mooring, insofar as they apply:"

Vol. I Sec. 3

Vol. I Sec.

Vol. I Sec. A. Serial 3

Serial 1

Serial 2

Inflation Procedure.

Deflation Procedure.

•  I'P'Pping up “ Conservation and
use of Hydrogen.

Method of Topping Up - Purity.
Vol. I Sec. B. Serial 3>*«. Procedure for Turning the

Balloon.

• • • •

• • 0 •

Vol. I Sec. A. Serial 4• • • •

Vol. I Sec. C. Serial 1 Action to be taken -v/hen the

.Balloon is paid out or hauled

V • • *

in.

Vol. I Sec. G.' Serial 2 Precautic.as against danger due
to electrical conditions.

Use of Metal Tensioners.

Method of Securing Bollard
Hauling Cable.

• • • *

Dra-wing T. 25
Drawing T.lOA

« « t t

• • • •

Drawing T. 23 and
attached instructions

Drawing T. 19A and B-
Appendix to Vol. II, Item I ’'//inch Notes for Balloon

Operators.

Use of Emergency Rope Bt « « •

• 9

rake.
. . Fin and ..Rudder Purling.
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DRILL MD PROCEDURE EOR BEDDING DOM - CENTRE POINT MOORING

Basic Procedure Duties of Lth Man

i/c Grew and 3 men

Bedding Dovm(\5

i/c Cre7/ and 2 men (i/c Crev/ - Starboard
(Mate - Port)

M

M

H

Stop Winch,
Prepare to Moor
Disengage YiTinch
engage bollard

W.D. - Repeats order and stops -vd-nch
l/c Crew - S?ri.tches off rip link
Mate - Detaches close haiLL pennant
l/c Crew and Mate - Reeve and shackle c.h. pennant
Mate - Mans P. of A. R^ort "Port Ready"
T/.D.'- Repeats order, disengages vanch and engages bollard
l/c - Unbends rip line

o

Rth man - detaches

pennant and mans tail

-guy.

Haul in bollard W.D. - Repeats order and hauls in bollard
I/c - Mans rip line and watches blocks
Mate - Mans P. of A. and v/atches blocks

I-th man — mans tail guy

l/c - Bends on rip line.Stop Bollard
On Slips

Vn
Attaches No. 1 M.Slip

Mate — Attaches No.l M.slip reports "Port Ready
*W.D. — Attaches both stem

VD

■4-th man - mans tail guy
, ballast slips reports Stern Ready

l/c and fete - Tension Nos. 1 M.Slip
l/c and Mate - Attach and tension boT/ ballast slips
W.D. - Tensions stem ballast slips

Tension Dov/n
Check

■4-th man - tensions port
stern ballast slips

On Storm * W.D. - Attaches and tensions bridle bags irking from bow
starboard

l/c and fete - Attach and tension M. Slips 2, 3,  A and 5 in that
order and then assist VLD. if necessary

Slips and Bags 4-th man - attaches and tensions
bridle bags working from bow Port

!? Only given when the
close haul (Storm)
position is used.

*YLD. does not leave winch until all brakes are firmly
on and the engine switched off.

19.6.44.

Ylhen the Balloon is to be Storm Bedded it vd.ll be moored in the Close Haul (Storm) position, using the above procedureand then brought down to the Storm Bed position with fins and rudder furled in the manner described in para. 8 of the
acconpanying notes.

w
NOTE:- K

bd



DRILL AND PROCEDURE FOR BED TO POINT OP ATTACHf/IERT OR PLYING - CENTRE POINT MOORING

Basic ProcedureH
Duties of ifth man

Bed to Point of

Atta.ciament
■P-

i/c Crevr and 2 men ±/c Crev/ - Starboard
Ifete - Port) i/c and 3 men

Prepare-to fly ¥.D. - Starts vTinch - reports in full
l/c Grev/ and iLate - detach slips and bags in the follovnng order: -

slips 2, 3, 4 and 5
Stem Ba.llast Slips

(3) Bridle bags 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1
(4) Bow Ballast slips
(5) M. slips No. 1.

Ifo.te - Mans P. of A. reports "Port Ready"
l/c - unbends rip line

(1)
(2)

7 T
Ivi* •

o
N)

4th man ~ detaches
Storm ballast slips

l/c - lians rip-line cind -i^atches blocks
“ Mans P. of A. and ■vsra.tches blocks
- repeats order and pays out bollard

Mate
',■7. D.

Pay out Bollard
CTn

4th nmn - mans tail g^y o

Stoj) Bollard
Disengage Bollard - '
engage Y/inch

D. ~ Stops bollard repeats order
l/c - Bends on rip line rnd switches
Kate - Unshackles close Kaul pennant
l/c - Unreeves c.ji. pennant rnd connects tail
■;VD.

'on’ rip

“  Disengages bollard, engages

link
4th man ~ mans tfiil guy

gw

ivinch and reports in full

Pa.y out Uinch - Repeats order
Inte - Mans storage Drum
1/c - Clears tail guy ond pennant from ground

17. D.
4th man - cleans
tail guy and laemant from
ground

NOTE: v.hen flying from the STORM BED position. - on the order PREPARE TO PLY
all slips and bags
manner described in pana,. 8 of the accompanying notes.

are detached and the fins and rudder mfurled in th
19/6/^-

e

) <■ ) ) )
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Annex II to Appendix H

16th August, 1944»

SUFPLBJM'JTAEY NOTES TO CEIITRB POINT MOORING PAIvlFHLET

Note 1

/unerican D.8 Balloons The measurements given in
paragraph 9 of the Centre Point Mooring Pamphlet for the
aiixiliary wire rigging legs for iunerican D.8 balloons
apply only to this type of balloon when fitted with normal
ton patches having sector thimbles,
type of balloon has finger patches mth rings in place of
ton patches vath sector thimbles. On this type of balloon
the finger patches are fitted liigher up, which consequently
necessitates longer auxiliary rigging legs than is the case
for the sector type of patches.

A variation of this

_  . jU-1 balloons having
finger type patches will be fitted vri.th wire rigging legs
of KB 32 A v'h.re, having the following dimensions

No. 2 rigging legs - 15' 11^” overall from croT,vn to crown.
No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

13' 11"

14' lli"
18' lol"

do.

do.

do.

Note 2

The aioxiliary Centre Point vri.re rigging legs on all
types of balloons mil not be removed from the balloon after

These balloons returned to workshops for repair
and inspection are to be packed mth the auxiliary rigging
legs carefully coiled and parcelled in exactly the same
manner as for the winch rigging legs,
arriving on sites will either be fitted v/ith rigging legs,

accompanied by a set of legs for fitting on sites.
The upper eyesplices will not be whipped in the case of
those sets of legs which are not fitted,
are

the balloon.

fitting.

All balloons

or

These eyesplices
to be carefully idiipped immediately after fitting to
' -11 ■ Close-haul pennants, metallic "V" and

shackles are to be retained on sites £ind not returned with
balloons sent in for inspection and repair.

Note 3

The shortage of metallic links necessitates the
eirployment of .an alternative method of securing the close
haul pennant to the auxiliary wire rigging,
links T/ith shackles are not available the follomng rig will
be used: -

Yfhere metallic

The eyesplice on the inboard end of the close haul
pennant will be furnished wdth a heart shaped thimble
(Stores Ref. Vf/l53).
be attached by their lower
shackle (Stores Ref. 16H/123").

The auxiliary rigging legs will
yesplices to the bov/ of a

The eyesplices will be
threaded on to the shackle bow alternately from the port
and starboard side in the correct order, so that in the
case of Iferk VII balloons the shackle bow will hold 6
rigging leg eyes and in the case of D.8 balloons the
shackle bow v/ill hold 8 rigging leg

e

eyes.

The thimbled end of the close haul pennant is passed
over the shackle pin, ̂ Aich is screwed home tightly,
shackle should be positioned bovf to stem with°the head of
the pin nearer the bov/.

The

Drawing KBC/l566/44.Sng. refers.

DM 12471/1(103)
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Note 4

The approved forra of Central iinchorageCentral imchorage

for centre point mooring sites consists of two crossed
sleepers simk to fom a "deadimpa".

A length of K.B.85 vd,re is given four turns around
the intersection of these sleepers to form a loop, the top
of which is flush T/ith the level of the ground. The two

■ends of the K. B.85 cable are brought together and secured
tightly by means of a. 6 bolt clamp. The 6 bolt clamp
should be positioned at a point about half way between
ground level and the sleeper
four thicknesses of K.B.85, is seized together mth x-.'ire
seizing romd a metal thimble (Stores Hef. 161^^300). The
point of seizing may be reinforced by means of a shackle
(stores Ref. 4hA/206l). Just below the groimd two. 3
screw pickets: are . crossed at right .saigles so that the point
of intersection of these pickets is Just below the seized eye
and sep.arates the fo'iir thicknesses of K.B.85 on each side.
These screw pickets .are so pl.aced to prevent the K.B.85
70-re from pivoting from its anchorage and so forming a
crater round the -anchorage. 1.70'trenches a.re dug in the
foiTfi of .a cross not less than 4/5f“t. deep. A sleeper is
placed in each of these trenches so that they intersect at
right .^'.ngles. Each trench should be under cut laterally -
so that the sleepers Ccan ec-ch be turned a few degrees to
ensure that their ends a.re beneath 'undisturbed ground.
(Drawing KBC/l5b5/-Mi-/Eng. refers).
Sites on deployment 7/ill normally find a trench dug, the
sleep'crs in position -with K.3.85 7n.re placed four times
round their intersection. ■ It will be the Job of crews
arriving on sites to complete the canchorage by securing
the 6 bolt clamp, the metal thimble, the ty/o screw pickets
■and filling in the hole.

The loop, consisting of

6"

Crev/s arriving on

Position of ¥inch in relation to Central /mchorage

The thimble eye on the central anchorage should be in
This means that a line drawn from

the central anchorage to the winch w'ill bisect to the
right angle formed by the inter-section of the tm sleepers.
On sloping sites the 7/inch should be positioned doTm-hill
if possible.

line vTith the y/inch.

Note 5

Earthing of Centr.al /inchorage
the type described above must be earthed in the folloyying
manner:--

ilLl central anchorages of

T'/vo msits slatted, large (Stores Ref. 14/483) are

placed one on either side of the thimbled eye of the
central an.chor.age strop. One end of a length of y/ire
earthing, tinned copper (Stores Ref. Z1A./1348) or K.B. 20,
is . secured by two bulldog grips (Stores Ref. 44-/483) to
each, e.arthing mat, thus bonding the tv-fo mats together.
Care must be taken to obta.in a good metallic contact
be tyre en the yri.re and the ms.ts. In addition a 2' 6
length of earthing y/-ire is attached
of the earthing mats by bulldog grips in the manner
described above, and the other end of each of these
lengths is secured (also by bulldo
turns of the K.B.85 strop forming the central anchorage

.1-

one end to each

grips) to one of theP"
a

DM 12471/1(104)
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strop. These 7/ires should rixn underground from the mat
to the Central Anchorage strop. In this manner both mats
are bonded together and each in turn is bonded to the

Bulldog grips should be
examined regularly for tightness and bonding mres replaced
if strands become broken (Dramng T. 26 Appendix to A.S.I.
Part II refers).

Note 6

• central anchorage strop.

Boll-ard Ha.uling Pennant The winch should be positioned
.  from the centralat a distance of not less than 56

anchorage and it is advisable to keep as near to this
position as possible. Bollard hauling pennants should be
cut to a length to suit the position of the -winch,
should be determined by positioning the bollard hauling
block at its maximum pay out position and leaving  A or 5
turns (not more) of the pennant on the bollard,
most inportant that the bollard pennant should not be any
longer in length than necessa,ry^ in order to avoid building
tp on the bollard and consequent kinking.

This

It is

Note 7

?/inch warning bells as described in E.S.S. I.

Wffi/GEN/17 are optional on all Centre Point Mooring Sites.
Where held they may be used but where not held they should
not be demanded.

Note 8

Use of Megaphones Megaphones are provided as a standard
item, of centre-point site equipment and are to be used by
the i/G crew on all occasions to give orders to the v/inch
driver when hauling do-vm the balloon either by means of
the Tidnch or the bollard.

Note 9

Inflation Procedure on Centre Point Mooring

The balloon is rigged in the nomaal manner and
the auxiliary legs reef bent to their respective
ton patches, if not already attached,
pennant - is reeved through its block and coipled
to the bollard cable.

The

(a)

(b) The balloon must be positioned head to ivind
■ground, sheets prior to inflation,
p-urchase slips and the mooring slips are hooked
into the

on

The 36 ft.

mooring circle pickets , and hooked
into Marline ^ike Hitches at a conveniait
position on the picketing strops, altering them
as the inflection proceeds .and reaching the
final- position with the mooring slips hooked
into the eyes or grommets of the picketing
strops.

(c) Bridle Bag Lines are, in the first instance, to
be attached to each bridle grommet, starting
■at No.,5- On completion of inflation these bag
lines will be attached to the bridle suspension
strops.
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(d) The 16 ft. Purchase Slips are attached to
the upper .gromniets of the ballast bag strops
and on conpletion of the inflation are then
attached to the lower grommets.

As the balloon is inflated the auxiliary legs
are shackled to the pennant.

llhen inflation is conplet.ed the balloon yd.ll
then be in the close-haul sto:m-moored position.

The yd.nch rigging legs are then uncoiled and
shackled on the metallic link on the flying
ciDleo

(e)

(f)

(g)

Note 10

Suggested Methods of Releasing; 3hit.angled Balloons

Station 3 or 4 men between the sites to
Pay out the upwind balloons as far as

u.3lng the 7d.nch engine to pay out if necessary.

Saiul i 1 the down7d.nd balloon not more than 5,00 ft.
4ith luck this should separate the balloons.

Method A

relay orders,
possible,

very slowly.

Method 3

following action should be taken if the lie of the land
between the two Sites permits the balloons to be
transferred.

If the above method is unsuccessful the

(i) .Station 5 or 4 men between the sites concerned
to relay orders,

(ii) Pay out both balloons until all lift is lost.
At least 5000 ft. should be paid out on the
do\TO.wind balloon, if possible,

(ill) Attach a carpenter's
the downwind b-allooh above the central

anchorage. Attach a 200 ft. rope transfer
leg by middling and larksheading to the
shackle on the carpenters stopper,

(iv) Cut the flying cable at the vinch lead-off
,  gear and walk the balloon to the upyPLnd site,

using the transfer leg to negotiate obstacles
viiere required,

ballast if necessary.

stopper to the cable of

Sandbags may be attached as

(v) The length of cable between the central
anchorage and the vinch may be used as a
trailing e;irth, but if this is not long
enough a suitable length of G.P. ivire must
bo used instead. Under no circumstances

must the flying cable or the trailing earth
be handled by personnel during the transfer,
but must be allowed to trail in good contact
vrJ th the ground.

I

(vi) Secure the winch end of the fly,ing cable and
drive the T/inch to the upward site,
positioning it alongside the other mneh.
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(vii) Connect the cut ends of cable in the normal
reeving majiner and haiil on to the drum.
Reverse the v/inch lead-off
'kTinch.

gear on the doYmv/ard

(viii) Haul in both balloons together slowly. It may
be found necessary to transfer the upwind balloon
from the central anchorage to the vri.nch lead-off
gear during this operation,
are

When both balloons

sufficiently lov/ to see hov/ they are entangled
drive one •winch aromd the other to disentangle
or handle the one balloon around the cable of
the other. The up-tvind balloon should then be
moored.

ix) The doYmYo.nd balloon should be close-hauled
■fco examine its cable and then transferred to
its ovm site. The method of transferring
depends largely on the obstacles v/hich may
exist be'tiYeen the t\vo sites.

(x) If the cable of the doYmwind balloon is, on
examination, found to be undamaged it Yd.ll not
be nece ary to reeve on a fresh cable -
providing that at least 5000 feet have been
paid out before cutting.

(xi) This operation must only be attempted in calm
weather and vfhen the lightning
non-existent.

risk is low or

N.B. These instructions are to be inserted
in the Centre Point Mooring Pamphlet.
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AVPtNDIX HIO
HEART SHAPED

THIMBLE 16H/300SEIZED ON WITH

suitable wire H

CENTRAL ANCHORAGE

SUNKEN DEAOMAN

(REVISED PRC, No KB.C/I494/44ENC)SCREW

PICKETS

2 STRANDS
PLATES CLAMP

WIRE K. B. 85 6 BOLT 44/107

I

f  /

Non-s.

THE CROWN OF THE

EYE TO BE FLUSH

WITH GROUND LEVEL
))

IV/(M// //
Ur'"Vi'7 FIC. I.

H£A3ISjjA££P
THIMBLE I6H/300/,

SEIZED ON WITH

SUITABLE WIRE.

SCREW

PICKETS

NOTE-.-

THE CROWN OF THE

EYE TO BE FLUSH

WITH C ROUND LEVEL

4 STRANDS
PLATES CLAMP

6 BOLT 44/107
WIRE K.B. 85

CENTRAL ANC HORACE

SUNKEN DEADMAN

RE-INFORCEP

AHBJ DIAG. N ISI.
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APPENDIX HA 2.

THE "WHEELWRIGHT" MOORING, showing the system of attachment.

THE WHEELWRIGHT" MOORING.

A.H.B.l DIA.I53
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AFFENDIX H.13.

CENTRAL ANCHORAGE showing copper earthing strip.

CENTRAL ANCHORAGE ("DEADMAN" TYPE)

Showing lay-out of Anchorage and Balloon Bed.
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WIND SCREENS AT SCAPA.
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COIoLISIONS - EIMIY AIRCRAET AM) BALLOON CABLES APPENDIX "I

DATE AND

. TBCE

TIPE OP

AIRCE/iPT
BAPR/IGE RESULT

Lth June, 19L0
(0035 hrs. )

Le Havre JU.87 ? Crashed

20th June, 1940
(Night)

Billingham Heinkel Crashed in sea

- 18th July, 1940
(0011 hrs.)

Hanvlch Proceeded (Porce
landing in Prance)

Unknoym

3rd Sept., 1940
(2235 hrs.)

Bristol Uncertain (pieces
of Yfing found)

Unknown

13th Sept., 1940
(0330 hrs.)

Newport Heinkel III Crashed and burnt

out

16th Sept., 1940
(2358 hrs.)

Coventry JU.88 Crashed and burnt

out

I6th Oct., 1940
(2235 hrs.)

Harwich Heinkel III Crashed in flames

24th Oct., 1940
(0150 hrs.)

Liverpool Unknoim Crashed in Estiiary

9th Nov., ],940
(2000 hrs.)

London Unknovm Proceeded

I

18 th Nov., 1940
(2050 hrs.)

Uncertain (^un
round by collision,
last seen losing
height

Thames Unknown

19th Nov., 1940
(2205 hrs.)

London Heinkel III Struck trro cables

and crashed

23rd Nov., 1940
(2100 hrs.)

Southanpton Unknown Uncertain

24th Nov., 1940
(2251 hrs.)

Plymouth Domier 17 Crashed and burnt

out

Plymouth30th Nov., 194C
(1938 hrs.)

Unknown Uncertain

15th Dec., 1940
(2150 hrs.)

Sheffield Unknown Uncertain

5th Jan., 1941
(0048 hrs.)

Southanpton Unknown Proceeded

8th Jan., 1941
(1510 hrs.)

Coventry Unknown Proceeded

Hull5th Peb., 1941
(2230 hrs.)

Unknovm, Proceeded

16th Peb., 1941
(0025 hrs.)

Newcastle Heinkel III Crashed
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DATE AM)

TIIvIE

TYPE OP

AIRCE/iPT
B/kRR/'.GE RESULT

22nd Peb., 1941
(1412 hrs.)

Avonmouth Heinkel III Crashed

24th Peb., 1941
(0010 hi>s.)

Hull Unknovm Proceeded

6 th March, 1941
(1910 hrs.)

Bristol UnJcnovm. Proceeded

11th March, 1941
(0205 hrs.)
(0222 hrs.)

Crewe Unknoivn Uncertain - believed

to have proceeded
after striking two
cables

11th March, 1941
(2315 hrs.)

Bristol Heinlcel III Crashed

12th March, 1941
(2212 hrs.)

Runcorn Unknown Crashed

22nd March, 1941
(2000 hrs.)

Hull Heinkel III Crashed

Palmouth31st March, 1941
(1914 hrs.)

Unknov/n Crashed

Palmouth•31st March, 1941
(2119 hrs.)

Unknown Crashed

10th April, 1941
(0145 hrs.)

Birmingham Heinkel III Crashed

Plymouth23rd April, 1941
(2359 hrs.)

Unknown Proceeded

4 th May, 1941
(0010 hrs.)

Liverpool Heinkel III Crashed

8th May, 1941
(0335 hrs.)

Barrow UnlcnoTia Crashed in sea

8th May, 1941
(0015 hrs.)

Yeovil Unknovn Uncertain

Palmouth15th May, 1941
(0415 hrs.)

Unknovm Crashed '

20th May, 1941
(0420 hrs.)

Harwich Unknoiwi Proceeded

29 th May, 1941
(0120 hrs.)

Hull Unknown Proceeded

19th June, 1941
(0315 hrs.)

Ho.rwich Unlnown Proceeded

12th Sept., 1941
(0403 hrs.)

HajWirich Unknown Proceeded
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appendix "I II

DATE Ail® TBS TIPS OP

AIRCEAST
BARRAGE RESULT

lifth J,an., 1942
(2151 hrs.)

Harivich UnknoAvn Proceeded.

15th Jan., 1942
(.1810 hrs.)

Billingham Dornier

DO 217
Crashed

17 th Aipril, 1942
(0243 hrs.)

Southanpton Unkno-ivn Proceeded

1st ¥m.y, 1942
(0240 hrs.)

Tyne UnknoTvn Proceeded

9 th kiay, 1942
(0120 hrs.)

Normch Dornier

DO 217s
Crashed

20 th Ivlay, 1942
(0001 hrs.)

Himber Unknovm Proceeded

20 th Kay, 1942
(0030 iTTS.)

Hull Unknown Crashed

28th June, 1942
(0130 hrs.)

¥eston-Super-
Ivlare

Unlno'vua Proceeded

8th July, 1942
(0158 hrs.)

Billingham Unknown Proceeded

26th July, 1942
(0122 hrs.)

Billinglaam Unknown Proceeded

27th July, 1942
(0801 hrs. )

Derby Dornier Struck two cables
Proceeded

31st July, 1942
(0305 hrs.)

Birmingham Unknovm Proceeded

31st Oct., 1942
(1708 hrs.)

Gant erbury i^bcke-i^oilf Crashed

14th May, 1943
(0220 hrs.)

CheLnsford Unknown Proceeded

30th May, 1941
(0049 hrs• y

Falmouth Unknown Crashed in sea

18th July, 1914
(2330 hrs.)

Normandy JU.88 Crashed
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COPY WO.

SUEPLEMEWT WO.2 to

■AEAF/ms ,686/A(3mi n.

OPERATIOW OVERLORD ”

aIxLied expeditiowmy air force

ROYAli AIR FORCE AXMIWY3IEATIVE FLAW

PLAN FOR BRITISH BALL00W"ER0TECTI0W OF BEACHES JVIULBERRYi •

AWD PORTS

LIST OP APPENDICES:

J(a) - Chart sheaving craft sailing with R.A.P.
Balloons.

J(b) - Schedule showing anticipated number of
Balloons flying on the Continent.

INTRODUCTION

The object is to provide V.L.A. balloons on the
Continent flying at 2,000 ft. for the protection of:-
1.

(a) A^ssault Beaches and beach maintenance areas.

(t) IvTuLBERRY B,

■  (o) Various ports as the Operation develops.

METHOD OP PROTECTION

Beaches

2. Beaches v/ill be protected from D Day and crev/s will
bring in their balloons flying as soon as possible after
the Assault and deploy forthwith^

MULBERRY

3. Although it will be j>ossibIe in the early stages to
provide a limited degree of protection from beach resources
the main iPULEERRY protection cannot be brought in until
D + A, v/hen a Coaster -will carry across -uninflated balloons,
ancillary equipment and hydrogen, so that a barrage of 60
Balloons can be dep3.oyed immediately by personnel who have
been brought in on D.+u3, .

Ports

A. Port protection will be provided as the Operation
It will be the respon_sibiIity of 21 Army

Group to request balloons on the scale required from
A.E.A.F. through Second T.A.P.
igned so as to be self-contained, and port balloons will
alwp^ys be tra.nsported deflated in craft arranged for by
21 /urmy Group together with the necessary hydrogen, '
ancillary and administrative equipment and personnel.

progresses.

All port units are des-
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BEACI-I Biin.OON 3QUAIR0WS

Requirepents

3 Squo.drons of 60 Balloons each under a S/Ldr. will
be tr;insported to the Continent on D Ds.y,
allocated

5.

These will be

f ollo¥/s: -as

Wo. 976 "3" Balloon Squadron to ITo.l Beach Squa.dron.
No* 97^ "W" Balloon Squ.su.lron to No,2 Beach Squadron.
No. 98O "E" Balloon Squadron to NoUh Beach Squadron.

Administration

6. Balloon Squsidrons will be adninistered by their
appropriate Beach Squadron and Second T.A.E. will arrange
for their rationing a.nd necessary medical services from
the i'jrmy. ,

Method of transporting balloons

7. . It is not possible, owing to Radar objections, to fly
balloons on D Day on any craft reaching the lovrering posi
tion before.H-13 mins,
cannot'be flown aero

Eurthenriore, on that day balloorjs
at a height of more th?.n 100 ft. .

until an increased height is authorised by A.N.C.X.P. (i)
through W.C.E.T.P.(2) As L.G.T. and L.S.T. are the onCy
available craft on which balloons can be transported
flying, the total nuiaber of balloons which o^m be carried

over on D Day is 199 allowing for the Radar restriction^
comprising 95 on the first tide and 104 on the second. ,

This is sufficient to provide 180 ba,lloons 'together "with
their crew' of 2 and one light piorta’ble v/inch per balloon
plus 19 unmanned balloons flying crew shore stay v/hich w/ill
be used to replace some of the anticipated casualties
the voysige. . Second iirmy has undertaken to detail 2 men
to each of the 180 balloons carrying winches to assist in
•the loading and unloading of the-winch and the transfer of
the balloons from disembarkation point to site.
A.N.G.X.P. h.as instructed N.G.E.T.E.

00

on

that L.S.T. vnill carry
a R.li.P. balloon in addition to the Naval balloon v/hich is
carried for their oiyn protection.

Build-up

8. iif ter D Day R

cha,nnel to replace casualties on every L.S.T.
of the L.G.T, sailing .'from"this country.

P. balloons will be flavn across

and on 2/3rds
It has been

decided by A.N.G.X.P. that the. remaining l/3rd of the
.L.G.T’s must carry a Naval balloon for 'their own protection
on the homewF-rd voyage,
howing the total nuruber of craft a.vailable for deployment
and build-up, together with their dates and ports of
sailing as .far as

these dates and ports are not expected to be material.

At Aijpendix "A" is a chart
s

is known at. present. The variations in

V '

(1) jLLlied Naval Commander Expeditiomry Force.

(2) Naval Coriinander European Task Force.
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APPENDIX "J"

Casualty Rate

It is estiiiiated that casualties to balloons are
likely to occur on the follom.ng scale

(a) Y/hile flying during transit,

(b) l(Vhile deployed during first seven days 30</o daily

(g) While deployed thereafter.

At Appendix "B" is a' schedule shoT/ing the number of
balloons which can be expected to be flying up to the
time when the full extent of Beach and kULBERRY protec
tion can be built up by the sole process of flying
balloons across channel, allowing for the fact that 60
Balloons for MULBERRY are being brought in uninflated on
D + A (para. 16 refers).

Implications of build-up rate

9.

.20^

,15^ daily

10. Inflated BaAloons. It will be apparent from a study
of Appendix "B" that the full nuriber of 180 balloons

the beaches cannot be built up by the ferrying method by
D + A, .and that there v/ill be times when the number of
balloons flying is reduced to about 100.

on

There is no

method of obtaining a greater supply of balloons before
D + A, and this reduced protection at times in the early
stages will therefore have to be accepted,
ever,

the minimum extent shovm at Appendix "B", the barrage
'ivill bo sufficient to provide an adequate deterrent
effect to lowr flying aircraft.

It is, how-
considered tha.t if balloons can be maintained to

11. Uninflated Balloons,

the barra.ge to the full strength of 180 balloons for
beaches and 60 for "MULBERRY

It is most desirable to

as rapidly as possible

raise

, and
Second T.A.F. will therefore arrange the "phasing in"
D + A and thereafter as necessary of sufficient packed
balloons and hydrogen to raise the daily total frcm that
shown in Appendix "B" to 2A0.
responsible for estimotting requirements of balloons and

hydrogen for inflation and topping-up ptirposes, and in
forming Air Ministry who will make the necessary provi
sioning arrangements with Balloon Command,
necessary for the Balloon Staff Officer on the beaches to
make m.ost c,areful arrangements for the return of empty
hydrogen cylinders to this country, as the entire success

the hydrogen supply chain depends on this being
carried out efficiently.

on

Second T.A.F. will be

It will be

of

Vfith a viev/ to increasing further the rate of build
up, tvro further possibilities are being explored by 21
iirmy Group, A.N.C.X.P. and Balloon Command:-

Y/hether it is practicable to carry over a
balloon inflated and flying from short stay in
addition to the one already flown for craft
protection on Mercha.nt vessels which will be

sailing from this country to the Continent.

Y/hether a quantity of hydrogen and packed
balloons can usefully be carried over on block
ships. In this connection it is to be remem

bered that packed balloons can only be carried

12.

(a)

(t)
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where c3ry storage space can be guaranteed and
that the supply of■ hydrogen cylinders available
for the Operation is lirated so that umiecessary
loss of cylinders by sinJcing or daiaage by pro
longed iionersion should be avoided.

hs both these possibilities are uncertain, they have
not been taken into considera.tion when estijnating the
hydrogen and packed balloon requirements mentioned in
-par Cl. 11 above.

Vehicles

13. Pour 3 - ton servicing vehicles per "B" Balloon
Squadron will be "phased-in" on the second tide of D + 1
a.nd two additional 3 ” tonners per Squa.dron on  D + 5 or as
soon thereafter as i^ossible.

MULBERRY BALLOOW SQUADIV)N

Requirements

Ih. 60 bfilloons are required for' protection of MULBERRY B
and these will be supplied by N0.99I "B" 3qua.c!ron which
combined Nos, % and 57 "3" Balloon Plights of 30 balloons
each.

Administration

15.
squadron ctin be attached No. 99I "3" Squadron H.Q. has been
esta.blished for the x^urposes of a.dministration.

As no R.A.P. 3ea.ch Squadron exists to which this

Method of transporting MLiLBERRY Units

16. The Balloon and Squadron Headqiuu’ters personnel, to
gether v/ith the Unit vehicles, will be "phased-in" on D + 3.
Packed balloons,, hydrogen, rear party personnel and
ancillary equipraent to the scale agreed between Balloon
Corrmand, SecorU T.A.P. and Second iimy, will be transported
on a suitable Coaster sind unloa.ded tlirough the MULBERRY
organj.sa.tion on D + 4.

Casua.lty Ra.te

17. As for Beach Balloons, see pcira. 9 above.

CONTROL OP E/ILLOONS

18. Control of balloons will be vested in the A.A.D.C. of
the area protected and all a,pplications in respect of con
trols will be ma.de to^him. Lancs for airc.raft ai;proaching
Landing Strips will be arra^nged as necessary by Second
T.A.P. when the detailed siting of balloons is being
decided, ■ It must be realised that controls can only be
irfqDlemented o.n a x)re-r.rranged jilan. Inter-site communi
cations do not exist except by runner and the bedding of a
barrage by hand v/inch cannot be accomplished in less than
an hour from the time of receipt or orders at sites.
Control by hand winch T/ill be necessary on the night of
d/d + 1 and xpossibly D -f 1/D +2. As soon as xjracticable,
control by powered -vTinch v/ill be instituted oTang to the
labour involved in hand wincMng and the fact that it may
be impossible to ha^^l down the balloons by hand winch in
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APPENDIX "J

high TO.nds,

ha.uled down hy power provided hy the servicing tenders
which nove fron site to site 'foP the purpose,'"one vehicle
servicing 15 halloons.

h.arrage v;ill vary bet^veen 1-g- and 2^ hours according to
the difficulty in getting the vehicle round the circuit
of sites.

The nomad method is for the balloons to be

The time ta.ken to ground a

Balloons cannot be bedded when flown from

craft, and it has been acceTJted‘by Second i'onay that
badloons on Phoenix and Block Ships can be considered
close-hauled when flying at a height not exceeding 100 ft.

Responsibility for Eiddirg

19. The "phasing-in" of all balloon equipment, hydrogen
and personnel will be the responsibility of 2nd Amy in
consultation with Second T.A.P.

Density of protection

20. Theoretical badloon siting ha.s been carried out for
the Beaches, Beach maintenance and MULBERRY areas, and
the full scaale of protection involves a distance of 300
to 350 yards between each balloon,
this country that siting of balloons at intervals of 500
or more yards provides an aaequate deterrent to low fly
ing, but the difficulties of maintaining a barrage at
anything like full strength under the conditions antici-
pa.ted have been talcen into consideration v/hen the rather

dense siting mentioned above was reconmended.

It has been found in

Balloons on Phoenix and Block Shins

21.

protection of MjLBERRT and GOOSEBERRIES,

will be supplied from the 240 balloons provided for Beach
and MULBERRY protection',

bility for ferrying irMlated balloons and balloon personnel
from the beaches to provide for initial deployment and

subsequent casualty replacements,
made betiveen 21 /ohny Group and Balloon Coimand for the

installation of a light portable vvinch on each of the 36
Block Ships,
taken out from the shore and installed on the Phoenix at

the time the balloon is dexiloyed on to the vessel.

Balloons will be flown on Phoenix and Block Ships for
Tliese Balloons

The Navy h accepted responsi-a.s

iiTrangements will be

In the case of B'hoenix a v/inch mil be

Establishment of Units

22. Beach and MULBERRY Squadrons are at present estab
lished on Balloon Command and will be transferred to the

establislment of Second T.A.F. to Squadrons entering
the concentration area.
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I  •

PffiT UMTS

Requirements

25. 21 i'irmy Group have estimated requirements for port
protection as follows:-

No. of BalloonsApprox, date of disembarka-tion

D + 8 (to he confirmed h.etvireen
R.A.P. and Second A^rrny)"

23

15D + 20

45D,+ 50

10D + 70

15D + 70

D + 80 50

D + 90 50

210

Not only must .the dates mentioned he considered

highly speculative and subject to very material alteration,
hut it is anticipated that the requirement will almost
certainly he increased as the Operation progresses.

Existing resources

24. Balloon Corimand have formed for overseas ports require
ments 5 Squadrons containing 11 flights, totalling I90
balloons. In adrlition 3 Squadrons, comiDrising 9 flights
and 165 balloons are being deployed to ports in this
country for protection during the early stages of the
"OVERLORD" Operation. Any balloons, therefore, in excess
of 190 required on the Continent can only be provided in
the foilcw/ing ways:-

(a) By withdrawing balloons deployed at home ports.,

(b) When the stage has beexi reached at v/hich Beach
Balloon Squadrons

withdrawing them and re-forming them on a Port
basis provided the necessary. additio.nal equip
ment is available.

A.D.G.B. will be requested by A,E.A.P. a.t the appro
priate time to consider and .report on the priority of
withdrawals from this country and the estimated time at
which such v/ithdrawals can be carried out. >

Organisations of resources

Port Units are a.ble to operate in multiples of 5
balloons. In viev/ of the impossibility of giving
reliable estimate of the tasks or the dates of deployment,
it is necessary that Port Balloon Formations be maintained
on the most elastic piossible basis, so that they may be
Qnployed at short notice on any task in any required
nimibers.

.no longer required, byare

25.

a
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ResponsiTjility for Ifoninating Fort Requirements

21 Army Group mil pe responsible for requesting from
ii-.P. through Second T.A.F. port protection as it is

required, and for prox’-iding suitable transport to carry the
Port Balloon organisation overseas,

Adminis tration

26

27. All port Squadrons and flights are provided with
sufficient personnel to be self-contained except for
medical services. These services, petrol, oil and all
normal''maintenance equipment will be supplied i-
by Second T.A..P,

Hydrogen supplies

arrangIS ed

28. It is impossible to transport Port Balloons from this
country inflated, owing to the imijracticability of carrying
inflated balloons to their deployment area from points of
disembarkcition For port protection tnerefore, it is
essential to bring- hydrogen cylinder
and deflated balloons,

cylinders and hy-drogen plants for Balloon Port Units^of the
va.ri.ous sizes have already been supplied to 21 Army Group,
^7ho vmll be responsible for £srranging through Second T.A..P,
mth Balloon Comiriand for initial supply of hydrogen cylin
ders to ports and for tran.sport Of hydrogen plants and
necessary chemicals when it is considered desirable to pro
duce .hydrogen in deployment areas and provided that suffi
cient chemicals can be made cwailable .at the time.

or a hydrogen x:>lant
LoL\ding schedules for hydrogen

Control of Balloons

29. Control will be vested in the A.A.D.C. of the protected
port. The measure of control which v/ill be possible is:-

(a) Grounding of balloons from 2,000 ft. Tliis will
take 1 - l-g- hours apiaroxiiiiately

(b) To fly balloons from grounded position to
2,000 ft. will take 3/4 to 1 hour approximately.

In cases where balloons are flovffi from Breakwaters,
piers or buoys, it is probable that in some cases they
could not be closehauled within any period acceptable to
the controlling authority.

Casualty Rate

Balloon casualties tre in the main caused by A.A. shell
fire and bre:ikav/ays through weather Gondi.tions, Very
little reliable da.ta. from active ojierations in ports is
available, but it is reason£ible to assume that casualties
¥/ill be highest and replenislmient most difficult immediately
after deployment, and that casualties may decline sharply
thereafter. The following estimate is ba.sed on the above
factors:-

NOTE.

30.

50^ daily )

20';;? daily )

12-^? daily)

j/o daily )

5:^ daily )

X + 1 to X + 3

X + 4 to X + 9

X + 9 to X + 17

X + 17 to X + 31

X + 31 omvards

y/here X is date

of capture of
port
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EstaElishme nt

31. Port Units are at present estaiblished on Balloon
Comiand and will be transferred, prior to anbarkation, to
the establishment of Second T.A.P

is in control of the base area at the time the Unit is

embarked from this country.

or 85 Group, whicheve• > r

SUIvaUiRY OF RESFQIiSIBILITIES'

32. Detailed planning covering the "phasing-in" of Beach

and Port balloons, hydrogen, equipment and personnel, to

gether with their dei^loyment on the Continent, v/ill be
GEirried out betv^een Second T.A.P, (until such time as this
responsibility is assumed by 85 Group) and initially
Second iirmy, thereafter 21 Army Groupi,

33. (i) Detailed planning covering organisation and re
quirements in United Kingdom for jiroducing in
flated balloons, their equipment and hydrogen
for'all x^urposes at the piorts as required will
be G-arried out by Balloon Command in consultation
with Second T.ii.P

Second Aiiny, thereafter 21 iirmy Group,

(ii) A.E.A..P. will give Balloon Comma.nd the maxim-urn
notice for the transfer of "B" Balloon Squadrons
and "B" Units to Second T.A.P. v/ho will arrange
for the movement of these Units from their

sent locations to the concentration areas,
togxether with the^ equi]3nent I.E, and I.R. excepit
as detailed in (i) above.

W.C.E.T.P. and initially• }

pre-

3A. Estimates of overall, requirements, such as balloons,
balloon equiiarient, hydrogen and transport, are the
responsibility of Balloon Corrmmnd who will make arrange
ments with the axDproiDriate departments of Air Ministry.
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L.S.T, and L.C.T. available for carriage of R.A.F. Balloons

These fip;ures must be treated as approximate
and liable to alteration

Arriving on 1st Tide Loads at Loads on Force

L.C.T. 20

L.C.T. 30
L.C.T. 20

L.S.T. 3

L.S.T. 9
L.S.T. 5

L.S.T. 3
L.S.T. 5

Gosport or Stokes Bay
Wev/hayen
Shorehfom

Southarnjjton
Southampton
Go sport
SouthamiJton
Southampton

D - 2

D - 2

D - 2

D - 3
D - 2

D' - 4
D - 4

D - 3

J

S

S

J

J

S

G

G

95

Arriving on 2nd Tide

L.C.T. 50

L.S.T. 12

L.S.T. 1
L.S.T. 11

L.S.T. 12

L.S.T. 18

Tilbury
Southampton
Gosport
Gosijort
S outhampt o n
Tilbury

D - 2

D - 2

D - 4

D - 3
D - 3

D - 3

L

J

S

S

G

L

104

Arriving on 3^^d Tide

D - 2

D - 3
D - 2

D - 2

SL.S.T. 5 Gosport
Tilbury
Tilbury
Felixstov'/e

LL.S.T. 2

LL.S.T. 5

L.S.T. 22 L

34

After D Day Sailings of craft carrying
R.A.P. Balloons v/ill be roughly as follows

Type

L.S.T.

No. Loads at

14 Gosport

No.Ty^e

L.C.T.

Loads atDay

Southampton

12Nev/haven

Gosport

D + 1

997

21111

6Tilbury
Gosport
Southaraj)ton 13

12

Nil L.S.T.L.C.T. NilD + 2

31

632 L.S.T. Tilbury

Gosport
Southampton 12

12
GosportD + 3 L.C.T.

30

6Tilbury
Gosport
Southampton

L.S.T.32D + 4 L.C.T. Gosport
12

10

28

Thereafter as D + 4
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160 E.A. 48 11239D 199

34 98D + 1 27 139 4-1/

26 106D + 2 132 204 61 •14*3 -

6D + 3 31 16825 11850

D 4 4 62 12 68110 228 160
+ 60 for

MILBERRT

D 4 5 60 146 ■12 48 208 62

D 4 6 60 12 h8 19^ 58 136
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OPERATION iuTTI-DIVER

NOTES ON LIGHT- SUSPENDED 7/IRE i-RIvEENG

1. IThen considering the ixaplication of balloons as an
Anti-Plying Bomb barrage, it was appreciated that the
Plying Bomb could be;made to crash in four ways,

(a) By ca.using a yavr beyond the ability of the
.  fiutomatic control to rectify and thus rollin_g the
bomb into a, dive.

(1^) By applying a drag on the flying bomb v/hich will
reduce its speed belovif the stalling speed,
which will be sufficient to prevent height being
maintained a.lthough it ms^y not be sufficient to
cause, the bomb to stall.

or

(c) A combination of both the above fa,ctors.

(d) Direct impact of warhead of the flyirg bomb ¥ri.th
ba.lloons or cable causing it to explode in
mid-air.

Evidence of impacts on KB5B cable went to show that
with a normal or direct inpa.ct the aiaount’ of yav/ caused \vas

insufficient to crsish the bomb for reason (a),
oblique impact however, there were greater chances of a

roll being developed sufficient to crash the bomb.

Ti/'ith an

All the evidence v/ent to prove that lighter wires
would have less chance of causing a lethr,l yaw on impact.

On the other hauid another factor required considera-
The critical impa.ct speed of a. wire depended to some

The

main balloon cable being subject to the lift and pull of

the balloon was therefore always liable to be under con

siderable tension, but light wires suspended from the
balloon would be subject to no such tension and would,
therefore, bo more likely to withstard an impact v/ithout
breaking.

2.

tion.

considerable extent upon the tension of the wire.

Prom this it m,ay be deduced that the chances of killing
an P.B. by method (a) were somewh<o.t slim.
T/ire had the best chance providing it did not shear due to

the speed of impiact on the cable under tension,
wire Y/as much le

produce the necessary amount of yaY/.

Method (b) therefore seemed to offer the best chance
of success.

3.
Tha.t the heavier

The light

likely to shear, but equally unlikely toc< c*
o o

The amount of drag which could be applied to a flying
bomb depended upon

(i) The breaking strain of the vd.re employed,

(ii) Tine size of parachutes employed,

(iii) The speed of the bomb,

(iv) The point of impact in relation to the centre of
gravity of the bomb.
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(i) aM (ii) v/ere, of course, inter-related and it
folloT/ed therefore, th,a.t for all speeds and types of in-

pa.ct the greater the hrea.kihg sti’ain of the wire the

greater the drag which could be imposed.

To obtain the naocinum efficiency in this respect vdth
any Vvire, the pairachutes must be carefully designed to

give a pull in relation to the breaZcing strain of the wire

and the a.vera,ge speed of the bomb.

5. It T/as a .funther factor to consider, that each type
of wire used would, on account of the different breaking
stra.ins which determined the axacjunt of drag T-hich could
be applied, taie a period to reduce the speed of the
bomb of its stalling speed in exact proportion to the
breroking strain of the wire.

As the , object of the Diver Baa-rage was to destroy by
crashing flying bombs before they reached a built-up area,
there wc.s obviously a limit to tiie time (distoJice) which

een the point of inip)act and the
point at -which -fche speed v/as reduced to stalling. This
clearly limited the types of wire which could be used.

7. Of the wires available, I9 .S.W.G. vras a doubtful
starter on account of its low breaking strain.
Experiments proved -that the drag ?/hich I9 S.W.G. was

capable of imposing in conjunction with appropriate parar-
chutes was urdikely to stall a flying bomb v/ithin 20 miles.
15 S.¥.G. T/as, from experiments c;arried out by the Royal
Aircraft Establisbuent, Parnborough, thought to be capsible
of bringing dovm bombs within a distance of 6/9 miles from
the poi'nt of impact.

KBIA 7/as, likewise, considered by the Royal Aircraft
Establislnneiit -bo be capable of s-balling a flying bomb after

In this case it was thou^t
ight even he slightly reduced, on account

of the yaw imposed, on the flying bomb ca.using rudder drag
in the attempt to counteract.

The point at "^^hich ;lmpact took place in relation to
the centre of gravity of the bomb vfas al.so of great im
portance when conxsidering the distance which the bomb was
likely to travel o-fter impact.

An impact at the wing tip would, if thx3 wire got a
grip a,nd did not slide off the v/in^f, certainly cause a
crash within a shorter distance than r/ould be the case if

the same \wire iaipa.cted at the point of Junction be't'.veen
wing and fuselage. In the first case the drag at the
outboajrd end of the win^ has a much .greater turning move
ment than the same drag applied further inboau-d; to
correct this turrdng drag, the automatic control of the
borab must impose opposite rudder. This adds considerably
to the total amount of dra,g imposed on the flight of the

In the second case the turning moveraent imposed is
almost negligible a.nd the cirag which wire and parachutes
are capable of imposing is the only hindra.nce to the
ma-chine. On the wires a.va.ila,ble in sufficient qua.ntity
more exha.ustive experiments were conducted by Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Parnborough, -v/hich resulted in the

),
‘-T-*

6.

could be accepted bet

it had travelled y/4 miles,
that the distance

8.

bomb.
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folloiv'ing data being accepted.

15 Gauge Schaiie.

pended 15 S.Jl.Cr. with appropriate parachutes,
333^ -could be expected to cause the flying bomb
to crash v/ithin 3/A miles niiilst the balance
would be likely to cause the flying bomb to crash
within

although, for various reason_s, a proportion of
this balance may be to all intents and purposes
totallj’- ineffective.

(i) Out of 100 impacts on sus-

distance of not less than 9/l2 miles -

(ii) Out of 100 impacts, 66.2/3rds^KB 1/1 Scheme.

could be expected to crash the flying borab witliin
2/3rds miles from impact, whilst the balance could
be expected to cra.sh within an acceptable distance,
althou^
be ineffective.

proportion for vanious reasons wouldcl

Other things being equal, from the above it would
apj^ear that the KBIA Scheme should be the only one to be
considered as being sufficiently lethal for use in dealing
v/ith Plying Bombs,
which an LZ Balloon could lift to a reasonable height in
addition to its own cable obviously affected the choice of

v/ire in a very, material degree.

On the other hand the amount of wire

In considering the types of ’sires available which
possessed any acceptable degree of lethality, viz: 15 S.W.G.
and KBIii, the fa,ct tha.t 15 3.W.G. wei<^s 14 lbs. per
1,000 ft. a.nd KBl/1 28 lbs. for the same length, had a large
bearing,.

9,

In fa,ct if it could be o.rranged for a balloon to lift

a suspended assembly of the KBIA Scheme to 4,000 ft, the

same balloon v/ould clearly be capable of lifting two such

assemblies of the 15 gauge Scheme to the same height.

10.

mth the 15 Ga.uge Scheme would give the same crash proba
bility as one chance v/ith the KBIA Scheme, but in addition

to this it w'as also possible that ?/ith tT/o 15 S.W.G,
assemblies, double the number of crashes might be obtained
within distances of up to 12 miles from point of hnpact than

T/lth one KBIA assembly.

Prom previously quoted fi.gures t\vo separate chances

Thus if the twin 15 Gauge Scheme sites v/ere positioned
at a sufficient distance from the built up target area to

allo^T the drag imposed by this assembly’' and its parachutes
to take full effect, it should be possible to obtain a

larger number of kills before the target is reached than

T/ould be the case if these same sites vrere equipped mth

Single KBIA Scheme.

The Toroblems to be fared are:-

(i) To obtain the maximum impact probability,

(ii) To obtain the maximum percentage of crashes within
an acceptable distance (i.e. before the built-up
area is rearhed) from these impacts.

In other words, it is one thing to obtain an impact,
but an impact was useless unless it could be converted into

a crash before the target was reo.ched.

11.

A ̂
V
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Tlio solution to (i) vrns to sasi)end in the track of
the Flying Bonb the niaxiiiiurn nuiaber of obstacles in the

shape of v/ires and. (ii) to ensure the naxinum lethality of
these suspended.obstacles.

Unfortunately, the limiting factor to both these
larobleras v/as the lift of the balloon,.

Balloon could in addition to its ovm mooring cable only
c,'.xrry a limited extra itmount of weight to a height which

v/as acceptable v/hen deeJ.ing with Flying Bombs.

12.

Thus an L.Z.

It was a matter fo.r de

using this available ̂ extra lift -./ould prove more advanta
geous and produce the m.,aximum number of crashes.

ion as to v.-hich method of- O

13. IvEETKODS OF SUPFORTIMG LETIUL WIRE ASSLViBI^IES

Out of a large number of suggestions, three main ideas
Two of these methods were advocowted by the Boomemerged.

Defence Section of the Royal Navy <?,nd the third was .a pro
duct of B.D.E. Codington.

The two Naval Schemes v/ere a.s follows

(i) The Curtain Scheme.
between the Ccibles

wire from which was

assemblies of 1,5 3.W, G.
prcrachute

at the foot by a second wire also attached
between-the cables of the -tv/o balloons,
siderable trial was made in this

operational and handling difficulties
great.

employed for the lifting of the curtain seriously'
interfered with the raising and lowering a,nd in
fact on the g.re,a.t m

area made it quite impossible of operation apart
from -the operatioml t:hao factor and the l.arge
■number of personnel required to handle each
curtain.

This consisted of atta.ching
of two adjacent balloons, a
suspended a 'number of 1,000 ft.

each complete T;dth
Those assemblies were controlled

Con-

s cheme, but
\were very

Ground obstacles between the tvro balloons

jority of the sites in the

(ii) The Acimiralty Vfcisker.
series of 500 ft. J5 S.U
chutes being attached by
at intervals of 250 ft.
assemblies flew loose,
handling difficulties were great"with this Scheme.'
In oaLm weather with no vri.nd, the ''Yftiisker"
assembly hung straight doa
tiround the flying cable.

This consisted of a
r*

.assemblies with para-
clips to the flying cable
The lower ends of these

Again opera.,tional and

and became twisted
This gave no extra

Impact Cha-nne and' caiused much trouble to disen
tangle -when lo-wdring.
T/ere not reeled u^j but allowed to coil down loose.
Kinks and entainglements cansed a veiy high per
centage of assemblies to be rendered unservicea,ble
on each operation. '
in raising and lowering a
under the best conditions bairely unacceptable and
under ba.d w/eather condhtions the scheme 'was
operationally impracticable.
with

The 500 ft. assemblies

Hio operational time taken
set of ''Ydiiskers" was

One or two impacts
"YYhiskers" were hovwever obtained and one

crash substantia.ted.
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100 Sites T/ere set aside for the triad a.nd develop
ment of those tvro Schemes and work y/'as continued until the

■  final deflation of the barrage, but it cannot be said that
either scheme ever showed any proidse of developing into a
pra.ctical operational proposition,
and experience gained are presumably held by the Admiralty.

ji.ssemblies.
Tlie "Crossbow" Scientific Sub-Commit tee decided
to hand the responsibility for dovelopaent,
production and even putting into operation
"Diver" Sites of their suspended light mre

Statistics of results

(iii) The B.D.E. Suspended Lipiite'ire Lethal A

on

schemes in toto to B,D.E, Cardington.
a.greed to by the Ops. Branch, Headquarters,
Balloon Con'imand,

Basically, the B.D.E, Scheme consisted of suspending
either directly from the balloon or by m.eans of attachments
from the balloon flying cable one or more assemblies con
sisting of 2,500 ft. of KBIA or 15 S.'/if.G. fixrrdshed at each
end with Trealc links of 5 civt/S.¥.R. in parallel vmth which
a paracan containing the appropriate size of parachute was
attached.

This was

In order to ensure that each suspended assembly would
give an extra impact chance, it was necessary to suspend
each assembly at a distance from the main cable, or any
other assembly of at least the vmng span of the Plying Bomb
viz. 16 ft.

In practice, it was found that an L.Z. Balloon of
normal v/eight, purity and gas content vrould lift one KBIA

or two 15 S.k.G. assemblies to a hei,ght of 5,500 to 4,000 ft.
This height v/as considered to be the minimum operational
height acceptable.

14. Development g.nd Installation of B.D.E. Suspended Light
Wire Schemes

The respoxisibility for the development and operational
installation of Light Wire assemblies was given to B.D.E.
who were given complete powers to operate and experiment on
all sites of P. Pli^t, 958 Sq\iadron.

B.D.E.

at P, Plight Headquarters/, 958 Squadron, Riverhead.
production of Light Y/'ire cable assemblies to designs worked
out by B.D.E, and given a first trial at the Experimental
Field Headquarters, was carried on at B.D.E. Cardington
where special reeving machinery and asseiably lines were
installed,

after such trials, was produced by B.D.E. at Cardington and
distributed, to sites through the Field Headquarters at
Eiverhead,

established a Field Experimental Headquarters
The

A.ny Scheme or modification thought worth while

The Superintendent, B.D.S., requested the loan of a
number of 'li'aining Officers and N.C.O’s who were required
to demonstrate the use and handling of the Light Wire
assemblies to crews. The method adopted was rhat as the
equipment was received from Cardington at B.D.E. Field
H.Q, Riverhead, the training staff, having assisted ¥;ith
the assembly of the various components, took' a set of
equipr.ient to each site supervised the installation and gave
the crew instruction on the method of handling and main
tenance of this equipment. Tliis involved a great amount of
v/ork, as eventually 1,450 Sites were equipped with single
131A emblies and 200 Sites vfith 15 SO Q o .Yf.G. tvi/in assemblies.
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The main concern of the "Crossho¥/' Scientific Suh-

Caanittee v/as to ensiire that the nnxiniira number of light
T/ire assemblies vrere floT/n and it v;as, therefore, necGssa.ry
to proceed without dela.y v/ith the installation and equipping
of as many sites with some form of extra lethal assembly,
although experiments to improve the Scheme were by no means
completed,

and improvements continued' tliroughout the wiiole pjeriod of
the Anti-Diver barrage operational existence,
develoiament and improvement was embocJi.ed as it Viras produced.
This, of course, led to considerable confusion and difficulty
as far as both the production of assemblies, their installa
tion on sites and the training of cre-ws in the manipulation
of the a.ssem.blies.

keep pace with the Experimental Branch of B.D.E.
of modifications and alterations,

problem v?as, however, inevitable,
experimentation have to go hand, in hand with the actual
operation of a new de\dce, a certain amount of confusion and
even exasperation is umvoiu,.ihle.

one a.nd it was vital that each development shoul.d be given
a clnance to prove its efficacy as an Anti-Diver device,

'liie development of Light wire assemblies proceeded
mainly on -tvv-o schemas :-

(a) Single Suspended KBIA Scheme,

(b) 'Cwin 15 S.W.G.

15. SING-KE SUSFEEDED K.B.IA. SCHEivffi

In fa.ct experir.ients involving nodifica.tions

Each

In fact, it became very difficult to
in respect

This aspject of the
Vdien development and

The problem was a new

Scheme,

The simplest method of' suspending a single assembly
and ensuring a distance of at least 16 ft. betv/een the
assembly and the flying' cable at all times,
this to the balloon Itself at a

the point of attachi-iient.
satisfactory to attach this to a shackle on a No.A line
bight slung between the two stern ballast bag strops by
means of a safety hook,'

was to attach

convenient point astern of
It ’vva.s found convenient and

The complete senibly wo.s wound o.n a druni.
of frarae and control for the Liglit h'iro Assembly Drum had to
he obtained.

Qas ome formO

jirray Signals b;arrows, used for laying field
telephone uvires, which wore in good supply, consisting of a
detachable wooden drum controlled by a hand bralce and hand
wi.nding crank, were found to be suitable for the
a large nmber were obtained, - ■

|3urpose and

The upper end of the cable assembly having been
n-ttached to the balloon in the-manner described above,
vifinch v/as paid out, vvhilst an operator controlled the speed
of pay out of the Light './ire assembly by means of the brake
on the barrovT. The end of the aissembly Gonsisti-iag of a
50 ft. P.S.vAE. strop belCTvv' the lovrer p.arachute wa,s secured
to^the flying cable by means of a triangular "Bolas" cable
grip, ai'ter which the Balloon vras paid out to oisersitional
height. The amount of "spread" or "Bight" on the Light
Wire assembly could be adjusted by the brake on the barrow
and required to be canefully controlled,
fouling local Site obstacles.
Electric Power ;7ires, etc.

the

in order to avoid

such, as telephone or overhead
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Likewise, v/hen hauling down, a drum strop which
remained attached to the harrow drum vms connected to the

end of the Light Wire asseiribly and as the balloon v/as

hauled in, the Light 7tire assanhly v/as wound in manually.
Skill Y/as required to co-ordinate the speed of pay out or
haul-in of the Light Wire assembly and the balloon,
high wind conditions, the tension on the Light Wire assembly
due to w-ind drag v/as very considerable and manual hauling
a heavy Job.

In

It is to the great credit of the men concerned that

upY/ards of l^i^DO sites operated Single Light Wire
assemblies in this ma.nner v/ith very few accidents during
the latter period of the "Diver" barrage's existence.

This system was by no means ideal and is capable of
further imrjrovement, but it was operated and successful
results were obtained.

The nuTiiber of impacts obtained on Suspended K.B.IA.
assemblies was 4-7 the number of confirmed and credited
crashes 38.

In fact, from the statistics, it appears that sus
pended assemblies of KBIA possess at least equal lethality
to the main balloon flying cable armed v/ith EP/k and D.P.L.
when subject to the tension imposed by the balloon.

16. TiYiri 15 S.W.G. Assemblies

The problem of suspending and operating more than one
assembly presents considerably greater difficulty than the

single suspended assembly, for the following reasons

A "spread" of at least 16 ft. (i.e. the ?/ing span
of the flying bomb) must be obtained at the point
of suspension, between the two or more li^t Ydre
assemblies and the main flying cable, in order to
ensure the full benefit of the "extra" impact
chances,

(a)

(■b) The synclironisation of paying out and hauling in
a single assembly Y/ith the speed of pay out or
haul in of the balloon by the main winch was
sufficiently difficult Yvith the manually operated
barrow; with a, tv/in scheme it v/as virtually im
possible to synchronise the control of the cable
assemblies and the balloon,
cal form of hauling could be introduced, wiich
would deal Y/ith both assaablies at a speed regu
lated to that of the main flying cable, the
system was operationally impossible.

Unless some mechani-

(c) The man power for manual maniiaulation of more
than one barrow was not available.

(^) The single scheme with the assembly attached to
the balloon Yvas liable to serious handling
difficulties v/hen the balloon was close to the

ground in gusty weather conditions,
.scheme ivith two assemblies attached to the
balloon doubled this disadvantage.

The twin
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(e) The tendency of the balloon to rotate in calm
v/eather when paying' out or hauling in and so
twisting the light mre around the main cable,
could in some measure be checked when operaiting
the Single Wire Scheme, by moving the mobile
barrow around the Central Anchorage to conform
to the moArement of the balloon. With a twin

assembly, this twisting was Infinitely more
difficult to avoid. A Light Wire a,ssembly
tv/isted around the'flying cable was for obvious
reasons worse than usele and might just as well
not be flown at all.

To overcome these difficulties took some time and

much hard ezperiraental vrork under difficult conditions.
The Training Branch' at Headquarters, Balloon Command gave

.  valuable assistance to B.L.E, in the development vrork
required to jirrive pt a method of flying a twin suspended
assembly v/hlch could be considered to be ca.pabl0 of
operation.

17. The fiml Scheme as developed, is described at
Appendix II.

Briefly the problem was solved by -

(a) Using the main flying cable to drive the drum
barrow both when hrailing down and paying out.
This wros done by passing the -flying cable over

a driving pulley secured to the axle shaft of the
drum. The barrow v/as fixed in position on ad
justable legs immediately behind the winch,
amount of

The

drive" given to 'the pulley on the drum
could be controlled by a lever which operated ,
jockey pulley runnd'ng on the top of the flying
cable. The some lever also controlled, v;hen
oj)erated in the opposite direction,
bearing on a channel on the surface of the drum.
By operating this lever, the borrow op>eroitor
could very simply control the speed of hauling in
or paying out and so synchronise accurately with
the speed,of the balloon. The amount of "bight"
on the suspended assemblies in this manner was
capa,ble of being satisfarotorily controlled.

a

a band brake

(b) By increasing the diameter of the barrov/ drum to
20 inches,
assaiibly on to the one drum

the ■ neces3a.ry amount of "overdrive" was provided.
Overdrive was obtained b^' designing the diameter
of the barrow drum and the driving pulley opera
ting this drum in such a marmer that the* speed
of wind on the barrow drun
than the haul

it was both possible to ■wind a twin
! and also ensure that

v/as slightly greater
As the ■speed of the winch,

flying cable :i.tself drove the barrow drum, this
difference in speed of v/ind betv/een the light
vfire assembly a,nji'the flying cable remained
stant.

con-

v/hatever the hauling speed of the vdnch.

Conversely, when paying out the difference in speed
of^pay out of the Light Idire assembly and the flying cable
still remained a constcint factor.
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By this means, when hauling in, the Light YI±re
asserablies tended to he wound on at a greater rate than
the flying cable - this ensuring that the "bight"
Liglit Wire assemblies v/as maintained at a miniinura.
was highly desirable in order to avoid slack reeving on
the drura. Likewise, when paying out, the Light Wire
assemblies tended to pay out at a greater speed than the
flying cable, thus producing a "bi^t" which was desirable
in order to give the necessary spread.

on the

This

hhien hauling in, if on account of the over-drive, the
tension on the light 7/ire assemblies became too great, the
flying cable slipped in the groove of the barrov/ druiTi
driving pulley and so allayed this tension to relax.

It was important to ensure that the flying cable would
slip on the driving pulley groove before the tension became
too great in the light wire assemblies,

were in danger of being fractured,
adjusted by raising or lowering the barrow on its adjust
able leg

as otherwise the

This wasweak link

^ •

Wnen paying out the amount of bight could be simply
controlled by means of the hand brake,
hauling in the brake could be used to control the tension

on light X7ire assembly caused by overdrive; but in this
case it wa.s desirable to ensure a correct adjustment of

the barrow for "slip" on the driving pulley so that the
ojperator had his hands free for reeving.

Suspending the light v/ire ca.ble assemblies from
either end of a trapeze boom v/hich in turn was
suspended from a "Bolas" grip fitted to the fly
ing cable at approxima.tely 206 ft. belcw the
balloon. The suspension between the bolas grip
and the trapeze boom consisted of a suitable
length of wire v/hich bifurca.ted to support the
tv/o ends of the boom. Any tendency for the
balloon to revolve in most cases resulted in the

tv/ists being taken on this booju suspension wire
and not on the light //ire assemblies themselves.

By attaching the assemblies at a point 200 ft. below
the balloon the whole system could be removed before tur
bulent ground wind currents caused the balloon to plunge
and yaw.

Like-p/ise when

(c)

By providing a compensatory pulley at the point of
bifurcation of the trapeze suspension over which the wire
supporting either end of the trap>eze could run, any differ
ence in tension bet'-veen the two light v/ire assemblies could
be taken.up and automatically adjusted,

(d) Providing a pair of bellmouth fairleads positioned
one on either side of the central anchorage and
slightly nearer the winch,

■  ATnen flying, the lov/er ends of the two light v/ire
assemblies v/ere .in turn secured to bracket grips attached
to the flying cable,

prevent the light assemblies tr>//isting around each other,
it 7/a.s necessary to introduce an extra strop i+0 ft. in
length belov/ the lower parachute can on one of the

The assembly having this extra strop was
alwa.ys attached to the lov/er of the tv/o bolas clips.

In order to ensure "sprea.d" and

assemblies.
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Y'ilnen hauling down and paying out the asseiiblies v/ere

each led through one of the fi<orleads on to the bed .and

thence to a drun strop on the harrow drum,
leads ensured that the harrow could at all tines remain in

its fixed position behind the v;inch ■which v»'as, of course,
essential if the mechanical driving power was to be ob
tained from the balloon 'flying ca.ble.

■These fair-

It v/ill be seen that the a,rrangenent described above
ansv/ered all the requirements and enabled the t?/in v;ire
assembly scheme to be operated by a normal Diver Crew of 3
men v^'ith reasonable operational efficiency.

10. Tow,ards the end of the active "Drver" period B.D.d
emblies.made some experiments i/ith,triple Ip

These assemblies.had to be somewhat shortened if the re
quired operational height was to be reached. It was, hovf-
ever, proved that the manipulation of 3 such assemblies by
meo.ns of mechanical hauling on to one drun as described for
the ■tv/in assembly schame, was not an operational ii'apossibi-
lity, and in fact,
ties.

■  q ':rr .c. 8.SS

offered distinctlj^ possibili-
The cessatn.on of the Plying Bomb attacks jpnevented

the'operational developr.ient of the Triple Susi^ension Scheme
from being completed, although experimental trials v/ere
continued by B.D.E. ,at Cardington. '

19. . eicopress

No record of the light wire auto-dive schemes would
be complete without reference to the "Nicopress" method of
swaging wire eyes.

For some years the American Balloon Barrage had em
ployed "lacoijress" ferrules for producing eyes in wire in
preference to the laborious method of splicing in the
of flexible wire,

case

or soldering in the case of solid drawn
piano ■fc^mre, which were employed in the British barrages.or

The ijriority a.ttached to the Diver Brurage embled
stifficient supply of nicoprers ferrules
It T/ill be ca;[jpreclcated tha.t the number

of vrire eyes required in the rnanufaccure of seme thousands
of light wire assemblies was astronomic. The old splicing
£ind soldering methods vrere hopelessly slov; and 7/ould have

Nicopress" ,
fe to s,ay that had this

method of making v;ire eyes not been avadlable the light ?d.re
assemblies which accounted for a nimiher of the Plying Bombs
could not ha.ve been operated on the sca-le called for.

B.D.E. to obtain a
and swaging tools.

been entirely umble to cope with the demand,
provided the answer and it is C3. POCX

Details of impacts on S.b.G, Scheme are somewhat
con-fused on account of the single . '
being employed in the Anti-Diver Barr

20.

and 'twin schemes, both
-ivage, but the following

figures can be talrcn as an approximation of the results
obtained:-

Total impacts on 15 S.V'.G. Scheme
Total confirmed and credited crash

40
23.es
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The folloT/ing remarks vrere made by the Balloon

Cammand Armament Officer when stimmarising the analysis of

results obtained for the first 300 impacts betvreen Plying
Baabs and Balloon Gables,

G. A\axiliary Piirachute arraed wires have not15 S

provided sufficient experience upon which to base any
reasonable conclusions, but examination of detailed
incidents indicate that even when the apparatus
functions correctly, the Plying Bomb tends to pro
ceed for long distances before crashing, a.nd in con
sequence, it can probably be most effectively
employed on the Southern Perimeter of the Barrage,

II

Crashe's caused by impacting KDIA. Scheme assemblies,21,

on the average occurred much neaLrer to the point of impact,
than was the case ¥/ith the'15 S.W.G-. Scheme, and results

in this G.ase follcu'/ed very closely the calculations made

by R.A.E, Parnborough referred to in Par

o

7.o
C*. •
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FLYING BQAffiS GLAUvIED A Q DESTEOYED BY MTI-DIVH^ ExiERAGE

Results obtained fron flj^ino;'from ASO Balloons to 1,0CX) Balloons

Percenta.ge of
Collisions

clndned

Destroyed

«.«.o

Pinal

assessment

of claims

(A.VAA.S.)

Through
Ba rrage
Iben Balloons

Operational

Collisions Claims

June 17/23 ) 79/39 31 2

24 ) 50/12 1

25 ) 100524 4
26 ) 406?

27
28 )

33.3/29 5 1-L

30 80/5 4 1

15aJuly 1 ■  -7^021 12

56|-406 7h- ?6.3/ 21

P.esults obtained from I'lying from 1,000 B.rdloons to 1,750 Balloons
plus 265 Mark VI Balloons

July 35 505?2 10 5 9
3 73 100/1 1 Ly.

4 29 57 3
5 70 20/ !/■5 1
6 622 16.6/

100/
100/
100/
100/

81.2/
10052
100/

1 1

457 2

26 1 1

9 27 2 2 1
10 19 2 2 A
11 36 6 6

6|-12 45 8 6
13 17 1 1  ' 1
14 12 1 1
15 A27 90/5 4 1
16 27 4 25/

50/
3X

17 17 6 3 4
18 32 610 3
19 33 4 75/ 5A
20 45 8 50/L 1
21 62 92.8/

100/
50/
60/

14 13 17
22 40 8 2
23 19 4 6i2
24 17 c

A 3 2
25 11 4 3 2
26 11 6 83.3/5 5
27 37 5 6a/3 2
28 42 83.3/5 2b

29 23 1 1 100;: 46
30 24 4 rf.3 75/ 1
31 16 66.6553 2 4

939 68.^/149 102 100

m 12471/1’(134)
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Results obtained fran flying 1,750 Balloons

Flying Bombo

Through
Barrage
’/vhen Balloons

Operationa].

Pinal

assessment

of claims

(A.W.A.S.)

Percentage
Collisions

claimed as

Destrojred

Collisions Claims

55.5^
62.5^0

60^/>
57.1/?
76.3??

34August 59 3
82 95 5 7

2l,i263 58 31

4 39 610 6
265 4 37

lU 14|6 33 19

50??20 47 2 2

8 57.1?'
100??

21 47 3
29 27 2

40/110 13 5 2 1

11 7 2

6i80^12 22 10 8

16 6 33.3??13 2 2

66.6??614 12 4 3
415 21 3 75? 5

75??16 628 8 6

17 15 2 2 lA2
18 1 1

100??

64.3??
42.9??
14.3'??

19 4 447
20 7
21 37 14 9 9

2722 3 27
23 10 7 1 1

24

25
26

100?^
100?1

8 1 127 1

28 7 2 2 2

80??28 5 4 429

33.3??30 3 3 1 1

31

120-1 65.5^602 184 112

I

Results obtained from flying an average of 1,354 Balloons Daily
for 81 days

June 17/30
July
August
Sept. 1/6

564- 76.3??
68.4/
65.5/

406 2174
939 149 102

1204
100

602 184 112

64.5/ 2331,947 4L7 279

It will be noted that, apart from the first two weeks of the anti-

Diver Bourrage, the claims made for flying bombs destroyed varied
little from the final assessment.

Destroyed" totals that the val^ie of the balloon barrage was esti

mated at the time,

is for compscrison only,,

It was from the "Claimed

The final assessment of flying bombs destroye

NOTE.

d
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APPENDIX "L”

.  CENTRAL ELECTRICITY BOARD

Notes on the Constinjction of the Board *s Overhead

Lines and the effects thereon of the Balloon Barrage

The following describes briefly the salient features
of the Board*s main and secondary overhead transmission
lines and reviev/s the effects of damage to these lines
resulting from the operation of the balloon barrage during
the war#

(l) Constructional Details •

The Board*s overhead lines are normally of single or
double circuit constmction and are carried on steel

latticework towers, the single circuit coup rising three
conductors and ah earthwire, and the double circuit six
conductors and an earthwire common to both circuits#
earthwire carries no current and.is strung above the
conductors, being clamped at each.tower at or near its
apex#

The

The normal operating voltage of the primary lines is
132,000 between any two conductors and 76,000 between any
one conductor and earth. The secondary lines operate
for the most part at 33,000 volts between conductors
(19,000 volts between conduptors and earth) but other
voltages ranging from 66,000 to 6,600 are also in use.

The construction of the primary lines is fairly closely
standardised and the technica;L details of the normal
construction are shown in the second column of Table I
below. More varied types of constamction are adopted for
the secondary lines, concrete and wooden poles being used
in addition to steel towers, but the'predominating type
is- the 33>'000 volt line on steel towers, and particulars
of this construction are shown in the third column of
Table I. It should be noted that the height of tower and
length of ̂ an is liable to considerable variation to meet
local conditions, contour difficulties and special crossings.

TABLE I

Primary Lines Secondary Lines

Normal .operating voltage
between any two conductors
between any conductor and
earth .

Type of conductor normally
; enployed (a)
Conprising core of steel
wires and outer

aluminium wires

Diameter of., complete
conductor

Ultimate strength of
complete conductor

• 30

132,000

76,000

33,000

19,000

Steel-cored Aluminium

1-0.161" dia., ,
6-0.161" dia.(^)

7-0.110" dia.
-0.110" .dia.

0.77 0.483

5,870 lbs.
(2#1 tons)

17,700 lbs.
(8 tons)

Notes« (a) -The earthwire is nomally of somewhat
■ smaller section than the conductors, and
•may be of galvanised steelwire only#

' ; (b) Lajrger oonductbrs (i5> to the 132 CT. size)
are also en^loyed on'secondary circuits#

EM 12471/1(137)
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TABLE I (Contd.)

Primary Lines Secondary Lines

Max#- Working tension 8,000 lbs.
(3*5 tons)
900 feet

2,900 lbs.
(l#3 tons)
9-700 feet

1,830 feet
Normal span length
Maximum span length enployed 3,060 feet
Maximum ■ tower height

.  enployed
Minimum clearance to

ground (Height of lowest
conductor in mid-span)

Outline of normal type of ^
stra,ight-^line. tower
Single circuit. Dwg. No.
Double '» " ’•

487 feet

22 feet

1.354A and B
1.392A

362 feet

20 feet

1,348D
I.35OJ

•Route miles of overhead

lines in service at end

of 1944' ■  3,381 1,295 )various
)voltages

(2) Nature of Overhead Line Faults

'  ' fey ̂ y means, metallic contact is made between any
two conductors or between the conductors and the earthwire
or the ground, abnormally high currents flow in the path
thus provided which, if not pronptly out off, would cause
serious damage to the lines and to the generators and

•  transformers sip)plying them. ’This constitutes  a "fault"
on the line, and protective equipment is provided at each
end of the line which detects the abnormal currents and
switches out or "trips" the affected line,• normally within
less than a secgnd. It is not necessary for conplete
metallic contact to be made as, on high voltage lines, a
v/ire in contact with ono conductor coming within, say,
18" or less of another conductor or the earthwire may allow
an arc to strike over the intervening space and
fault.

cause a

It is readily seen that the wire cable trailing from
a breakaway barrage balloon can cause a fault when it fouls
the overhead line; faiolts may also occur when balloons

flown in proximity to the line are brought down by lightning,
gunfire, etc., so that the tra.iling cable falls across the
conductors. Instances have occurred of the balloons them

selves colliding with overhead lines and forcing conductors
into contact, and of the various devices such as piano wires
trailing from certain types of balloon fouling the lines.
A few cases have occurred of balloons towed by ships fouling
lines at rivor crossings; ■this is usually a serious matter,
since repairs are very difficult at these crossings on

' account of the height of to7/er and length of span enployed
•  and the -interference Y/ith traffic on the river when

conductors have to be loYTcred.

(3) .Damage resulting from Barrage Balloons

The damage usually resulting from the contact of
balloon cable with the line took the fom of biumiing at the
points of contact by the heavy fault currents. Such
damage varied in extent from the burning throi^gh of a few

. strands of the alumini-um to complete severance of the
conductors or the earthwire. Unless severe burning took
place, it Y/as found difficult in many cases to detect the
damage from gro-und level, unless the point of damage

a

was

DM 12471/1(138)
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knovm froan other evidence and the conductors lowered for

close inspection. Hence the damage to lines from many
knoY.n, balloon faults has not been discovered and it is
quite possible that many faults during the war classified
as "cause unknown" were actually due to balloon cables, the
damage being too slight to be detected by a ground patrol.

■Apart from burning, severe mechanical damage was
ccasionally caused by the trailing cable becoming entangled

vri.th the conductors and even, on occasion, anchoring the
balloon thereto,

dragged along the conductors,
and dramng them into a tengled bunch, or "bird-caging
them.

o

In other cases, the cable has been
severing the aluminiimi vri.res

In the event of.a conductor being severed or the earth-
v/ire being severed and fouling the conductors, or of the
trailing cable itself remaining lying across the line, the
circuit was out of commission until the damage could be
located and repaired. ¥here, ho\Tever, no major damage
was caused and the trailing cable was clear of the conductors,
the circuit could usually be put back into service forthwith.
In the latter case, it was, however, still necessary to
patrol the line at the first opportunity to ensure that
there were no .conductors in a dangerously weakened condition.

(4) air of the Damage

I'-'llnor bums to the aJLuminium only were normally dealt
with by taping vri,th alminium tape or inserting  a joint or
repair sleeve at the point of damage,
or conductors in which the steel core itself v/as exposed
necessitated the jointing in of a. length of new conductor
to replace the damaged portion,
and vibration danpers would also be damaged and these would
require replacement.

Broken conductors

In some cases, insulators

The time necessary for repa,irs varied considerably with
the magnitude cand ease of location of the damage and also
vri-th the accessibility of the site,
usuaily entailed a loss of use of the line for at least six
hoiars and often for as much as twenty-four hours.

(5) ether Effects of Barrage Balloon Faults

A broken conductor

Apa.rt from the .actual d<amage to the lines and any loss
of supplies occasioned directly or indirectly by the tripping
of lines duo to balloon faults, there are tviro further
aspects in T,vhich the indirect effect of barrage balloon
damage was very noticeable.

The first T/a.s the consequential damage to Grid equip
ment by the passage of frequent heavy currents resulting
from faults, of virhich some were attributable to balloons.
Ooiiductor joints in the overheo.d lines of certain types
were often so damaged by the repeated passage of fault
currents that they subsequently failed in service,
certain ca.ses, mnjor damage to transformer windings occurred
which were attr.ibuted to the repeated overstressing by
fault conditions.

In

The latter WS.S a particularly serious
matter since irmsformers weighing up to 100 tons are in
use and to remove these to the'Maker's Works for repair
and replace them with spares (if available)
considerable undert.aking.

w,as a

The additional duty on the
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switches (or oil circuit-breakers) also necessitated
considerable increase in maintenance work on them since

it is desirable to overhaul an oil circuit-breaker when

ever it has had to operate to clear a fault.

The second aspect was the effect on the protective
gear employed to detect and,isolate faults,

times, faults between one conductor and earth (earth
faults) predominate and faults between conductors (phase

• faults) or bet’.veen more than one conductor and earth are
relatively infrequent,
protective gear used by the Board are designed to take
advantage of this fact and are arranged for separate
detection of earth and phase faults,' v/ith provision for
making the earth fault equipment more elaborate auid
sensitive in action.

In normal

Certain of the various types of

-Balloon faults, however, not only
presented the protective gear vdth every possible type of
fault, including an unusixally high proportion of phase
faults, but the type of fault often varied as the cable
was dragged' across the conductors. In these circumstances,
the accuracjr and speed of the protective gear were often
affected with the result that in some cases, not only the
faulty line, but, other' lines a,lso would be 'unnecessa.rily
tripped, making, the effects of the fault more widespread
than they should have been.

15 th 'January, 1946
DMC/OT
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CENTRiiL ELECTRICITY BOARD

South Yfest Enp:land iirea

*1^- .- .^mg.ge due to Breakaway Barrage Balloons
2ifth/23th April, 1943

The folloT/ing sets out the sequence and effects of
damage to the Board's overhead lines in the South West
England Area by escaped ba.rrage balloons which occurred
during a gale on the night of 2Ath/25th April, 194^. This
particular series of incidents is described rather than
others much more widespread ■and disasterous in result as
being a case in Y/-hich the source and number of breakaway
balloons may be most easily ascertained and in which the
v/hole of the incidents occurring were attributable to these
balloons.

The effect on continuity of s'upplies v/as much less
serious in this particular case than might have been,
the whole of the incidents took place during an Easter
weekend v/hen the deimnd for electricity was at a minimum.
Had the incidents occurred during a normal weekday, the
loss of supply would* tiave been four or five times greater
and the effects on the operation of the Grid systan
much more serious.

Description of Faults

The incidents began at 22.45 hours on the 24th April,
1943, after a report had been received of breakaway balloons
from the Plymouth region. At the time a southerly gale
vrith gusts iip to Strength 9 ''aqs bloT/ing, and shortly before
the breakaways were reported, air-raid warnings had been
given in the Plymouth district.

as

very

The fa,ults which occurred subsequently are tabulated
in chronological order in Table O.D.2/1039 which shows the
lines affected, the damage thereto and the loss of supplies
resulting. It v/ill be noted that, in all, seventeen
faults occurred in a twelve-hour period and that the total
estimated loss of units supplied amounted to 8,048.

It will be observed tha.t loss of lines occurred due
to maloperation of the protective equipment simultaneously
with the loss of lines affected by balloon faults,
due in part to the nature of the faults caused by the
balloon cables for which the protective equipments were not
primarily designed to cater, ,and in part due to the small
amount of generating plant running at the time, which
reduces the fn.ult currents; under these circumstances,
the protective -gear is liable to be less accurate in
operation and lines i,^ich were not actually affected by
balloon cables were incorrectly disconnected.

Diagrams

This is

„10. shows the geographical
layout of the Board's transmission lines in the South West
England .Ajrea.
by interruptions of supply during the incident are shown
washedyjalho^on the drawing, -while those of the Board's
lines which actually suffered damage from balloon cables
■are marked in blue.

The attached drawing §
The approximate areas vdiich were affected

DM 12471/1(143)
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The attached diagram j!0i.'iGl/lA shov/s the ma.in

132 kV. connections in diagramma.tic form in the condition
existing prior to the incident,

Diagrams ̂
evening of
^ SHOT/ these2hth April, 1%3-

connections at four stages during the follov/ing twelve
hours. In these five diagrams, the stations generating
to supply the Grid system at the time are shovm dn red,
the other points not^ coloured drav/ing their sijpplies from

these stations over the Grid lines shoYvn. red, being those
Tiiich were "alive" and'in cominission, at. the various stages.

The lines v/hich , tripped out, or were laid dead by the

tripping of other lines are shoYci in green, the solid
colour indicating that the line in question was reclosed

before the' end of the period shoYwi on the diagram; the'
broken colour indicates tim.t as.a result of damage or for
operating reasons, the line in question was not

recommissioned at the end of the pei-iod to ivhich the
diagnam relates.

The. number shovrn in yol-jrow against a line denotes the
fault numb.er under v/hich the ' tripping of the line is
dcscz’ibed in Table O.D. 2/1039.

It will be noted that where the tripping of any line
or lines isolates a supply point on the Grid from all
running generating stations, the supply.at that point is
interrupted until a connection with a generating station
can be restored. The points at which intei-ruptions of
supply ocGuhred are shoym. green,on the diagrams, and the
duration of the interruption, at that point is also shown
in green.

It is normally the Board's practice to arrange for
each point at which they give supply to have at least two
alternative lines of supply over the Grid system, and the
diagrams show that y/ith .a number of faults in quick
succession, as many as three lines are inadequate, .and
interruptions follovy if the faulty lines cannot be reclosed
very promptly.

It vri.ll also be observed that the Grid in South Vfcst
Engl.-.ind was on this occasion broken iro by the faults into
several indq.:)endent sections. on which the local generating
plant was .sufficient to cover loca.1 demands, and interruption
of simply did not therefore ensue. ’ During normal working
hours, however, several of the sections yrould not have had
sufficient generating plant available for the local demand
(inflated as a result of migration of war loads to the
West country) and severe restriction if not complete failure
of supply would have resulted in some sections had the
incidents occurred on a normal weekday.

1.1.46

dmc/np
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A,H, PAIvIEHLET ^k.

'  ' Ath Edition, Eebrmiy, 1939

•  BiULOON SQU/J)RONS OF ̂ JE- AUXILI.\RY illR FCECE

I'lotes for the Information of Candidatos

1, Balloon squadrons are organised to provide a defence
against attaclc hy hostile aircraft in a defined area.

They form part of the Auxiliary Air I>brce and are
3rec2ruited and administered by the Territorial Amiy and Air
Tbrce Association responsible for the county or area in
\7hich the unit is located.

Conditions of Entry and Service

Applicants for appointment .to comnissions or for
enlistment in the ranlcs T/ill apply to the commanding
officer of the unit they wish to join (see para,19)#

3# Ago Limits

(i) Officers,
32pd birthday but must not have passed the age of 50, hut
special consideration my be given to the application of any
candidate who is over the age limit at the time of
application^

(ii) Hen, . Candidates must Imve attained their 25th
birthday but must not normalljr have passed the age of 50,
except that men under the age of 25 may be accepted
provided they arc not physically fit' for ordinary enlist

ment in the Auxilia:^ Air Eorcc but otheri'/ise attain the
medical standard laid down.

2,

Candidates r.iust have attained the±r

4# Nationality

All candidates must be British subjects and of pure
European descent. They must also be the sons of parents
both of v7hom are (or, if deceased, v/ere at the time of
death) British subjects and
only be made on the authority of the Secretary of State for

(Candidates who possess foreign, as vz-ell as British
nationality may, in ceriain cases, be-regarded as ineligible
for entry), \7here there is doubt of nationality or descent,
the burden of proof will rest upon the candidate.

a departure from this male will

Air,

5* Hedical Standard

A candidate for appointment to a commission or for
enlistment iTill be required to undergo a medical examina
tion, and must attain the follovTing general standards of
physical fitness:-

(i) He must be of* a fair musoialar development and
able to imdergo a considerable' degree of
physical exertion of a nature not involving
severe strain,-

(ii) He must'not be suffering from any progressive
organic disease or from any disability liable to
aggravation on exposure.

m i247iA(i^7)
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(iii) T|ye sight. nThe wearing of glasses vd.ll not
necessarily debar a candidate, but he vd.ll be
required to reach the standard set by the
Bedical board.

A candidate for enlistment who is under 25 years of
age v/ill not be accepted for service in a balloon squadron
if he is physically fit for ordinary enlistment in the
Auxiliary Air Three,

6, : Classes Ineligib.le for Entry

(i) Registered medical practitioners (except for
medical duties), dental surgeons, medical
students, dental students and members of police
forces, prison services and fire brigades.

Candidates who have been discharged from any of
;  • the regular or reserve forces of the Crown or the

Royal Irish Constabulary

(a) for misconduct or inefficiency; or

(b) V7ith a character of "fair" or below,

(iii) Candidates vrho heive been convicted of a serious
offence by the civil power, •

(iv) Candidates in receipt of disability retired pay
or disability pension,

7» Period of Engagement

(i) Officers -will be appointed for an initial period
of five years to be follawed by five years in the Auxiliary
Air Tb27ce Reserve of Officers, Extension-of Service on

the active list may be granted for periods not exceeding
five years at any one time,

(ii) Hen v/ill be engaged for a period of four years,
re-engagements being allov/od for 1, 2, 3, or H years at a
time^

re- ■

8. Rank on Entry and Promotion

(i) Officers v/ill normally?- be entered in the rank of
acting pilot officer, and 'the5r will be confirmed in the
rank of pilot officer after twelve months^ -satisfactory
service and on the recommendation of the commanding officer,
A pilot officer is eligible for promotion to the ranlc of

•flying officer at any time after completing 18 montlis*
satisfactory service from the date of confirmation as pilot
officer. Promotion to ranks above flying officer ‘vvill be
made within establishment from among officers who have
passed the appropriate tests.

(ii) Hen will be entered in , the rank of-aircraftman,
2nd class, and will be promoted, v/hen qioalified, as
vacancies arise,

n9. Obligations'-.

(i) Officers and men on appointment or enlistment
accept the follov/ing obligations:-

To be called out and to serve v/ithin the British(a)

DM 12471/1(12,8)
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Islands against actual or apprehended attack,
on embodinient of the Auxiliary Air Ibrce when
the Air Force Reserve has been called out by
Royal Proclamation in a tirne of national danger
or great emergency,

or

(b) Not to leave Great Britain
without first'obtaining the written permission
of the group commander,

(o) To attend for training.

To attend for medical examination v/hen so required,

(ii)^ Officers of the Auxiliary Air Force are subject
to the Air Force Act at all times, and men are so subject
v/hen called out for training,or service.

or Northern Ireland

(<i)

(iii) If at any time v/^hen the period of
officer or man in the Auxiliary Air Force would nornially
expire, a national emergency exists or appears to be
iiraninent and he has been called out for service, he may be
retaxned, if an officer, until the emergency has passed, or
if a man, for a further period not exceeding twelve months,

10,

service of an

Service v/ith a Foreign Power

man of the Auxiliary Air Force may not
ervicG of a foreign po’vor during his period of

rvice or for five years after his service expires, with
out the consent of the Air Ministry,

Termination of Appointment or Discharge

(i) Candidates for service in the Auxiliary Air
Force sliould be prepared to serve for the full period for
which tliey engage.

An officer or
enter the

SO

11.

(ii) The services of an officer or man of the

Auxiliary Air Force may be terminated at ani'- time;

on account of ipdical unfitness,

(^) on account of unsatisfactory conduct,

(c) if it appears unlikely that he will become
efficient in his duties,

services are no longer required,

serving in the ranks may obtain his dis-
. charge on giving three months’ notice, on delivering up
in good order all public property in his possession and on
paying such sum, not exceeding £5.,

Training

(a)

or

(d) if his

(iii) A man

as may be required.

(i) Officers and men are required to carry out
annually 30 hours’ training and attendance at annual
for 15 days,

(ii) The performance of obligatoiy training set
above is not sufficient to attain the standard required
to enable Auxiliary Air Force squadrons to function as

and the training of personnel is laid
dovm in a progressive syllabus involving, apart from the

12,

cam

out

designed in war,

p
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■  15 days continuous training in camp, regular attendance
throughout the year for Iwo hours «n one evening  a week
and for one weekend in three (Satujrday and SLinday) .

13. Failure to carry out Training

A man of the Auxiliary Air Force who, except mth
leave from his commanding officer or on account of sickness
duly certified, or other reasonable cause, fails to carry

out the training prescribed in para.I2(i) will be liable
to a financial penalty.

Financial Provisions

14. Pay and AlloY/ances

(i) Officers, Subject to the conditions laid doT/n
in the regulations for the Auxiliary Air Force, officers,
when carrying but annual training, courses of instruction
or other training necessitating continuous attendance,
receive pay at the rates set out below, and alloTirances at
the current rates laid down for officers'of the same rank
in the Royal Air Force.

For the purpose of allowances officers are regarded
as unm£irried: -

Daily Rate of Pay

£  s. d.
10 0Acting pilot officer

Pilot officer 10 0

Flying officer 11 10

Plight lieutenant 19 0

Squadron leader 61 8

Yfing Commander 61  13

(ii) (a) Men, Subject to the conditions laid down

in, the regulations for the. Auxiliary Air Force, men, when
carrying out annual training, courses of instruction or

other training necessitating continuous attendance,
pay at the rates set out belov/, and allov/ances at the
current rates laid dcwm for airmen of the same rank in the
Royal Air Force.

receive

Men under training-will receive group V, R.A.F
rates of pay. Y/hen trained, drivers petrol and 'v^/inch,
will continue on Group.V rates, plus drivers' bonus of 3d.
per day, and. balloon riggers and balloon fabric v/orkers
will receive group III rates of pay.

• >

A man who qualifies
in all four trades will be eligible for Group II rates.
Skilled men classed as hydrogen v/orkers vnill, on trade
qualification, become entitled to group III rates for
hydrogen workers (2nd class).
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Daily Rates of Pay of Airmen of the Royal Air Force

Group Group
III

GroupRank
II Y

s. d. s. d,

3  0

s. d.
2  06Aircraftman, 2nd class 3

3  6Aircraftman, 1st class 34 3  9

Leading aircraftiian 5 0 4 3 4 0

Corporal 6 6 4  604

Sergeant 8 6 6  6 6  0

Plight sergeant 10 0 8  0 7  9

Warrant officer 12 6 11 6 11 6

(b) Panily alloY.'ance at the rates and under the

conditions laid down for'the regular Air Porce
is issued for the benefit of the wives and

children-of married men of the Auxiliany Air
Porce who ha.ve attained 21 years of age, for
the period of annual training, and for approved
?/hole-time cotirses of instruction, if these are
instituted, subject in each case to the comple
tion of a minimum period of, attendance and the
saiisfaction of other conditions prescribed by
regulations.

(c) Good conduct i3ay in resp)ect of badges avj-arded
under the regulations is issued under the same

rules as for the Royal Air Porce, for periods
of service for which ordinary j)a.y is issued.

Bounties are payable to men for each training
yean at the following rates jind under the
conditions specified in detail in the
regulations:-

(a.)

(1) Gcmpulsory training bounty of £3 a year
Y/ill be paid to all airmen, whether re
cruits or trained men, subject to the com
pletion of 30 hours' training (outside the
10 specified week-end camps mentioned in
(3) beloT/-) and in addition 15 days'
attendance at annual camp.

Recruits will, in addition, be eligible
for an efficiency grant of 10s. on passing
the prescribed tests v/ithin the first year
of service.

(2)

(3) Trained men ¥/ill, in addition to the
comj)ulsory traird.ng bounty, be paid a
voluntary training bounty of £2, subject
to attendance at 10 v/eek-ends (Saturday
and Sunda.y) to be specified by the C.O.

(iii) Time increased of' i^ay are governed by R.A.P.
rules, but only service given in the regular Air Porce or
in the Air Force Reserve v/hen mobilised cr Auuciliary Air
Porce when embodied is allov/ed to reckon as qualifying
service for such increases.
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(iv) Training allowance will be paid for attendances
for non-continuous training, such a
T/eeh-end training, at the follomng rates:-

Officers

evening, vireekday and

Is. per hour

Sergeants and above 9d.

Corporals 7d..

Aircraftmen 6d, It

Payment mil be made in respect of each hour of useful
attendance devoted to training (excluding jtravelling time
but including meal times) subject to a maximimi payment in
respect of 8 hours on any one day,

■  (v) On embodiment, the rules for issue of emoluments
v/ill follow generally those for the regular Air Porce,
subject to whatever regulations may be in force at the time,

(vi) A gratuity of £5 v/ill be issued to each officer
and man of the Auxiliary Air Eorce at that time serving
the strength of a unit of the Auxiliary Air Porce v/ho is
called up under the obligation referred to in para,9(i)(a)
provided he is then fit, and is actually retained, for
service.

on

15. Travelling Expenses

Actual and necessary travelling expenses from the
place of residence or business, if v/ithin the County (or
Riding) to VThich the squadron belongs, to the place of
training (or assembly for training) v/ill be allov/ed for all
attendainces for training, subject normally to a limitation
of 50 miles in respect of journeys extending beyond the
County (or Riding) boundary.

Uixlform16.

(i) Officers

(a) The oril.y obligatory urdform. for officers is the
regulation R.A.P, service dress, and the items of
uniform v/hich they are required to provide
follows:-

Cap, field service

Cap, service dress

Jackets, service dress

Trousers

are as

1

1

2

2 pairs

1 pairBoots, ankle

Gaiters

Shirts, .blue .

Collars

Gloves, leather

Ties, black

Haversack

Vfater bottle

Greatcoat

1

h.

12

1 pair

1

1

1

1
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(b) A grant of £A0 for the provision of the
articles of uniform referred to above is made to

an officer who has not previously held a
commission in the Royal Air Force, or its
reserves or auxiliaries, and to officers whose
previous service in any .of these forces v/as
terminated at least three years before the date
of appointment to the Auxiliary Air Force,
Officers v;hose previous service in any of the
above forces was 'terminated Ti/ithin three years
of appointment to the Auxiliary Air Force, and
retired R.A.F, officers v?ith a recall liability,
are not eligible for the above-mentioned outfit
grant,
stances be issued in these cases,

attending for training or other duty will be
allowed a deduction of £7.10s. on account of
upkeep of uniform, in the assessment of their
pay to income tax for any one year.

A modified grant may in certain circum-
Officers

An officer may be required to refund the
above grant if he fails to complete satisfac
torily his initial period of service retaining,
hovever, l/3rd of the total grant for each
comx^leted year of satisfactory service on the
active list of the Auxiliary Air Force,

(ii) Men are supplied with uniform free of charge.

17. Medical benefits

Subject to the conditions laid dovm in the regulations
for the Auxiliary Air Force, officers and men when present
for training are eligible for treatment by a R.A.F.
medical officer or by a civilian medical practitioner
engaged for attendance on Air Force persomel.
tain circumstances they are also eligible for pay for a

limited period, if the disability is attributable to Air
Force service.

In cer-

18. Compensation for, disability or death

Provision is made for the award, subject'to certain
conditions, of disability retired ]pay to officers and

pensions and gratuities to men invalided in consequence of

vround, injury or disease directly attributable to the

conditions of service and of pensions or allowances to the

v/idows and children or other depenjdent relatives of

officers aiid men who die as a result of v/ound, injuiry or
disease directly attributable to the conditions of service.

The rates and conditions are laid down in the regulations
for the Auxiliary Air Force.

Location of Squadrons

The location of squadrons and of the respective
County AssociaPions are shovm in the subjoined table.

19.
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Name and Address of County
Association concerned

Balloon

Squadron
Centre

Nos.901,
902 and

No. 1 Balloon Centre,
Kidbrooke,

London, S.E.3.

County of London Territorial Army
and Air Force Assoc

Duke of York* s Headquarters,
Chelsea, London, S.W.3.

County of Surrey Territorial Army
and A.ir Force Assoc

Burvyood House,
16, Caxton Street,
London, S.W.l.

County of Middlesex Territorial
Army and Air Force Assoc

20, Grosvenor Gardens,
London, S fd.l.

County of Essex Territorial Army
and Air Force Assoc

Market Hoad,
Chelmsford.

• f

•y

• y

903

Nos. 90A
and 903

No. 2 Balloon Centre,
Mansfield Road,
Hook,

Stirrey.

Nos. 906
and 907

No. 3 Balloon Centre,
Sta'nmore Park,
Middlesex.

Nos.908,
909 and

No. 4 Balloon Centre,
Chigwell,
Essex.910

Nos.911,
912 and

913 ■

No, 5 Balloon Centre,
Sutton Coldfield,
Birmingham,

No. 6 Balloon Centre, )
Wythall,
Birmingham.

)
)

)

County of ?/arv/’ick Territorial
Army and Aiir Force Assoc

46, High Street,
Warwick,

•9

Nos,914,
915, 916,
and 917 ,

No, 9I8 No, 7 Balloon Centre,
Crewton,
•  Derby.

County of Derby Territorial Army
and Air Force Assoc

1, Uttoxeter Road,
Derby.

• 9

Nos ,919}
920 and

No. 8 Balloon Centre,
Lime Tree Farm,
Liverpool.

’West-Lancashire Territorial Army
and Air Force Assoc

St. George Building,
Lime Street,

Liverpool, 1.

• y
)921

Nos .922
and 923

No. 9 Balloon Centre

Houghton Green,
Wfirrington.

’  )
)

Nos.924,
925 and

iNo, 10 Balloon Centre,
1  Bowlee,

Manchester,

East Lancashire Territorial Army
and Air Force Assoc.,
Blaclcfriars Blouse,

The Parsonage,
Manchester, 3.

County of Gloucester Territorial
Army and Air Force Assoc

17} Whiteladies Road,
Bristol, 8.

Hampshire I.O.W. Territorial
Army and Air Force Assoc

30, Carlton Place,
Southampton.

• y

•9

926

Nos.927,
928 and

No. 11 Balloon Centre,
Pucklechurch,

Bristol.929

Nos.930,
931, 932
and 933

No. 12 Balloon Centre,
Titchfield, Fareham,
Ha,nts.
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Balloon

Squadron
Name and Address of County
Association concerned

Centre

No. 934 No. 13 Balloon Centre,
Collaton Cross, -
Yealmpton,

Plysnouth, Devon.

No. 14 Balloon Centre,
Caerau,
Cardiff.

County of Devon Territorial Army
and A.ir Force Assoc

23, Longbrook Street,
Exeter.

• y

No. 935 County of Glamorgan Territorial
Ai’my and Air Force Assoc

6, St. Andrev/s Crescent,
Cardiff.

• y

Nos.936,
937 and

No. 15 Balloon Centre,
Long Benton,
Newcastle.

County of Northumberland
Territorial Army and Air Force
Assoc

Drill Hall,
Hutton Terrace,

Nevircastle-on-Tyne.

• y
938

Nos.939,
940 and

No. 16 Balloon Centre,
Hensworth,
Sheffield.

\Vest Riding of the County of York
Territorial lirmj'' and Air Force
Assoc

9, St. Leonards,
York.

• y
941

Nos.942,
943 and

No. 17 Balloon Centre,
V/'awne Road,
Hull.

East Riding of the County of York
Territorial lirmy and Air Force
Assoc

Mail Buildings,
Jameson Street,
Hull.

• >
94'i-

Nos.945,
946 and

No. 18 Balloon Centre,
Easter Gross Hill,

GlasgCT.-;,

City of GlasgoTiT Territorial ilrmy
and xTir Force Assoc

201, Yfest George Street,
Glasgovq C.2.

• y

947

General Note

20.

prospective candidates with summa,ry of the emoluments and condi.tions of
entry and service current at the date of issue,
occur in these and it must be understood that they are subject in all
respects to the detailed regulations which have been, or may be
from time to time by the Air Council; in particular, nothing in this
summary may be used to support a. claim to any rate of pay, etc.

The information contained in this pamphlet has been prepared to provi

Chtmges ere liable to

issued

de

*

AIR MINISTRY

Issued February, 1939.
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AIR STAFF IWSTRUCTIOES PART I f OP]jR.ATTnNS^
WPS. 111-115, 115-12-q

.  • IITDEX

Serial
No. Date Contents

111 1. 4.U RECONNAISSANCES FOR MN! BARRAGES OR
ADDITIONS TO BARRAGES

Paras. 1 - General Instructions

Para. 6 Report required by Air
Staff, H.Q.Balloon
Command,

ff
7 Report required by Ad

ministrative Branch,
H.Q .Balloon Command

RECONNAISSANCES FOR NEW BARRAGES WHICH
vo:ll be req.uired to fly at short notice

112 1. 4.41

'Paras. 1- 3 Air Staff and Admini
strative Reports

113 . 1. 4.41 BRSAIiilWAT BALLOONS

Action to be taken

116 16.12.42 EXECUTIVE C0N7TR0L OF BARRAGES

Paras. 1 - 2 Operational Chain of
Command

Para. 3 Operational policy

Paras. 4 - 8 Delegation of Opera
tional Control

117. 16.12.42 OPIFuiTION OF BALLOON BARRiiGES

Para. 1 Information

Paras. 2- 4 Policy

5- 8 Operational Control

Para. , 9 Classification of
Balloon Barrages

Method of Opera.tion in
littack and othervri.se

II 10

II 11 Air Raid Warnings

12 Action by Barrage Con
troller on attack or
threat to Barrage Area

Paras. 13 - 1Z(. Operational Orders

,  Para. I5 Public Morale and
Training
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Serial

■ Wo. Date,-,. Contents

Para. 16 Corxununi cat i ons

Appe.ndix A First Line Barrages

B Second Line Barrages

Duties of Balloon Officers,
Fighter Group

II G

118 16.12.42 FLYING OF BALLOONS IN ADVERSE Y/EATHER

Paras. 1 - 4 Responsibility and discre
tion of Barrage Coinmander

6 Division of Barrages into
categories

II

Pata. 7 Variations of Meteorological
Forecasts

Paras. 8 12 Flying in Lightning

Flyirjg in Dangerous Y/inds

13(b) • State of readiness

Para. 15(a)

tf

13(c) Plying in Dangerous Winds

16.12.42 CONTROL OF BALLOONS BY AUTHORITIES OTHER
TH/iN BARRAGE GOMMINDERS

1'9

Paras. 1- 2 Information

II

4 Types of control

5- 8 Termination and release of
controls

9 - 10'.Notification of impiosition,
execution and termination of
controls

... Para. 11 Channels of Communication

12 Nomad Balloons

120 3. 5.43 REPORT ON ACTIVE OPERATIONS IN TIME OF WAR

Paras. 1 4 'Y' Return

Para. 5 Defini.tion of a casualty

121 11. 5.43 CLOUD 'INDICATORoO

Para. " 1 Function

Paras. 2- 3 Siting and Equipment

4 - 5 Operationa.1 Use
It

Para, ' 6 Meteorological Use

It

7 firming
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Serial

No. Date Contents

Appendix A Distribution of Cloud

Indicators and Canmunica-

tion Channels

16. 7.^3122 MAl\iNING SITES

16. 7.43123 OFIEATIOI^ BEIGHT OF BALLOONS

124 19. 7.43 AUDIBIE LIGHTING PREDICTORS

125 23. 8.43 CHANGES IN OPERATIONAL POSITION

126 29.10.43 ARMING OF BALLOON GABLES

127 29.10.43 COLLISION 7.HTH BALLOON CABLES BY

AIR CRAPT

128 3. 6.44 A.A.DEEENGE - ILiGHINE GUNS
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Part 1. Serial No. Ill

Page
Date of Issue

1

1.A.41

BALLOON COIIvIAND

AIR STA'EE INSTRUCTIONS

Recorjiaissances for Novt Barrages or additions
to Barrages

In futijre, when new barrages, or additions to
existing b,arrciges are required, the Grouj: in whose area
they are to be established will make the necessary
reoonnais sance.

l(a) Prior to this reconnaissance, in order to economise
in time and man power, a preliminary survey is to be
carried out by an Air Staff Officer detailed by Group
Headquarters. This survey v/ill shov/ the jjroposed layout
of the balloon defence and is to be submitted to Balloon

Goniiiand. The siting in this survey (v/hich may require
considerable minor alterations when the reconnaissance is

carried out) vri.ll be approved or amended by Balloon
Command a.nd will form the basis on'which the reconnaissance
is made.

A full report and apprecia^tion, both from an
operational and administrative aspiect, is required and is
to be forwfirded in quintux-dicate to this Headquarters,
which mil be responsible for the distribution of the
report,

2.

3. In order to ensure uniformity and ease of reference,
i;he rex^ort is to be rendered in the form set out below.

It villi be divided into two parts, i.e. Part I, Air Staff,
Part II, Administrative, Part I, Air Staff report deal
ing with siting and communications will form the basis on

which is built Part II Administrative Report dealing with
ho^ising, sux>plyin^, equipping. The reconnaissance is to
be done jointly.

It should be borne in mind when making the
reconnaissance and compiling the report that the object of
a reconnaissance is to obtain the rnaximuim amount of

information from a xjersonal visit to the location v/here
the barrage is to be fleam. The information obtained
should be set out in xnecis forra in such a way that easy
reference can be made to any desired part. It should be
realised that the report is not only necessary as  a basis
for the planning of the bfirrage and its initial establish
ment, but will also be extremely valuable to the Barrage
Commander as a basis of operation when the beirrage is
deployed. It will therefore be ajjpreciated that a
satisfactory and conqplete report is of great value from
the operational and administrative point of view.

Composition of Recoianaissance Party

5. The reconnaissance party is to consist of an Air
Staiff Officer, an Administrative Staff Officer and the
ax^propriate Centre Commsmder or Ms representative.
Balloon Command Headqua^rters is to be informed of the
date when the reconnaissance v/ill be carried out in order
that the Chief Engineer may detail' a Lands Officer to
join the reconnaissance party. This Lands Officer wrill,
inter alia, contact the Yfer Agricultuiral Executive
Committee,

4.
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A Signals' Officer need not be present at this stage
as the general information of existing circuits and out
standing signals problems should be obtained by the Group
Signals Officer beforehand.

6. The report is to be compiled under the folloT/ing
headings:-

Part I • Air Staff Report

1, Policy

This should state the authority for the reconnaissance
and the reason for the establishment for the barrage if
it is knovm. ; ,

2, Objective

This should comprise a list of the vulnerable points
to be psrotected, if possible giving 1-inch
ordinates,

map co-

5. Scale of Defence

The number of balloons to be sited and, if the
posed nuunber is inadequate, the number required and
reasons should be stated.

4, Organisation -

pro-

A brief statement of the Squadron or Squadrons which
T/ill ]^rovide the protection and their present location,
and the date at which the barrage is to be established,
are to be given if Icnown.

5. Reconnaissance

Under this heading should be given details of the
and the date the reconnaissance was

p-ny Qf activities of

reconnaissance party,
carried out, with a brief sunm
the party carrying out the reconnaissance.

6. Commurdcations

A brief statement of communication requirements is
to be given, supplemented by an apopendix giving precise
details of any existing facilities, telephone and tele
printer lines, accompanied by a diagr^uimiatic pla.n of
requirements,

6(a)(i) The Group Signals Officer is to include in
the statement his suggestions for suitable sites at which
a Squeaker could be installed to,give ample warning to
friendly aircraft of their proximity to the Barrage,

resiting, idvolvang an alteration
in the periimoter of an existing Barrage already equipped
with Squeakers is required, the statement will indicate
whether any change of Squeaker Siting is necessary,
if so include details of sites recoinmended as
give adequate warning of the n&i Bcrrage area.

7. Siting of Balloons

A general 'survey of the barrage' .area from the siting
aspect, giving in general terms the typo of country and
type of site tlmt can be found, and the general princltde

(ii) When a

and

suitable to
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which guided the choice of sites by the reconnaissance
Such details as possible lines of attack might

usefully be included,

the Army Officers responsible for A.A. defences, and a
statement to that effect given, supplemented by a tracing
of the proposed,,siting for the-1-inch ordnance survey made
in quadruplicate and one tracing for the 6-inch map should
be attached;

be separately detailed with the address of the site

some means of enabling the site to be quickly located by
the Squadron when deployed. If possible, alternatives
for the proposed sites should be given.

Control

party.

Sites should be co-ordinated with

also an appendix in v/hich each site should
or

8.

The projjosed arrangements for barrage control should
be stated and the address of the headquarters of barrage
control. In the event of any of the proposed sites being
v/ithin if miles of Fighter Aerodromes or 3 miles of any
other aerodromes, details' of such sites should be given,
in order that arrangements majr be made for "Operational"
"Fighteh"
the aerodrome authorities,.

Emergency" control of the sites affected byor

9.. Contacts with Representatives of other Services

10. A ftirther appendix is required giving details of
Meteorological services required and of any existing
facilities near the proposed bfirrage area.

7. Part II. Adminis-brative Report

The follov.dng headings and notes are intended as a
Thisguide to the officer malcing the reconnaissance,

pro-forma is not applicable in ev-ery case as each
situation is to be consid.ered on its merits.

Part II. Administrative Report

1, Location

A brief suirmeiry of the Air Staff report:
Squadron and Idight Headquarters.

the

2, Establistiment

i. Ntunber of squadrons, flights a.nd balloons.

Barge
_ Drifter,

iii. Additional vehicles required above normal
establishment,

ii. Landborne or waterborne

3.' Method of Approach to Area

Road, rail, sea, air.

4. Lines of Coirmunication

From- hi^er formation to barrage.

Prom Squadron Headquarters to Fli^t
Headquarters,

Prom Plight Headquarters to sites.

1.

,id.

iii.
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Equipment (Abnormal requirements).5.

6, Hydrogen

Method, of Supply,

Method of unloading for distribution to Barrage
Hydrogen parks.

1.

ii.

iii. Total quantity needed for initial inflation and
immediate reserve.

7. Ac c ommodat ion

Summary of where Headquarters p;rsonnel will sleep
.and eat; lighting and heating requirements. (This in
formation should be set out in .full in an Appenfiiz
(Appendix 'A'), shov/ing the actual location for sleeping
and eating of all Headquarters personnel,
require to be comi^rehensive),

The report will

8. Works Services

.i.. Suiijmary of outstanding requireraents. (Details
to be given in an appendix (Appendix 'B')
showing what each Headquarters and site v/ill
require).

I

ii* In the appendix, details are required under the
following headings:-

Position and address if known.

Names and addre

(a)

(b) of ovmer and occupierss ,

(c) Surface of ground.

Obstructions.(d)

(e) Accommodation,

Water supply and sanitation,

Hardstanding.

(f)

(g)

(h) ■^Wiether cotxl gas main is in the vicinity.

7n drawing uji this summary ,pf Information, it
should be rernem_bered that the water supply and drainage
which will be sufficient for a house, occupied under ei-gil
conditions, may not be adequate when occupation is made in
numbers by a deployed unit.

Note 1.

9. Balloon Renairs

Facilities for local repairs if necessary.
10. M.T, Reiaairs

Facilities for local repairs if necessaiy.
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11. Rations

Iteiber of cooking centres required and v/hether the
whole barrage can be fed from flight cooking centres.
Location of'.cooking-:centres. Method of supply of rations.
Method of distribution to and from cooking centres.
N.A.A.E.I. facilities, ■

12. -Petrol •

Source of supply and method of storage recommended.

13. Battery Charging

YiTiere facilities can be obtained.

Boot Repairs

Local contract, or R.A.P. shoemaker.

lA.

15. Laundry

16. Cl othing; £-md rena^ir s

17. Medica.1 requirements

Existing facilities,
Hospittils,'

R.W., Army or R.A.P.1.

ii. Medical inspection room.

iii. Suitable premises*

10. Decontamination

19. A,R.P,

20. Branch of Nearest Local Banic and Early Closing
Day

Pacilities for recreation21.

Note 2.

close contact should be made u'ith the Services and

possibilities of joint supply, aiid requirements should be
considered and discussed.

If R.N, or Army sire ssociated with the ba.rrage,
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Part 1. Serial No.112

Page
Date of Issue

1

,l.if.41

BALLOON COm’IAND

AIR STAEF INSTRUCTIOLB

Reconnaissances for nev/ 'barrages wMch v/ill be

required, to fly at immediate notice

Air Staff Instructions Part 1, Serial No.Ill, laid
down a form of appreciation to be adopted Virh.en riiaJcing a

reconnaissance for a new barrage or an addition to an

existing barrage.

Gases will arise when the deployment of the barrage
vri.ll take place at very short notice,
it is probable that the initia.1 deployment will be made by
a Rover squadron specially eamarked and equipped for
immediate mobility,
will be repjlaced by a permanent unit when the full require
ments of the particular bai^rage are known and arrangements
have been made to meet them.

2.
On these occasions

These spoeciarily organised Squadrons

3. Under such conditions it will be obvious that a

reconnaissance of the type previously demanded would be

irnpplicable and not available in time. Consequently,
when a recomiaissance for an irmiedia.te barrage is required
a modifiqation of the existing pro forma on the lines de

tailed below will be adopted.

Fart 1. Air Staff Report

The Policy, Objective, Scale of Defence and Organisa
tion will be very briefly somimarised.
important that the one-inch map co-ordinates of the vulner

able points should-be supplied if poossible.
Organisation and of the formation of the reconnaissance

Goimminications will in the

It is still

Details of

party need not be included,
first place be carried out by the Signals Pool, who will

be ordered to deploy at the same time as the Rover
squadron, but if waterborne sites are included in the
barrage some estimate of the distances v/hich the R/T will
need to cover and a loca.tion for their shore bases should

be indicated. Siting of balloons shoiild again be set
out briefly, but with sufficient accuracy to enable the

Rover squadron to depjloy without confusion. The forward
ing of tracings will be limited in the first instance to a

tracirg of whfitever ma.p the reconnaissance party have with

them. It Tmll still bo necessary to deta.il any controls
which vrill be imposed. Idaison with other Services con

cerned is essential.

* Part 2. A-dministrative Report

(a)(i) This should be drawn up on a basis of
providing immediate facilities of any kind
to enable the loersonnel to oj)ernte anjd be

For this purpose billeting
will obviously have to be resorted to for

personnel so fan as is possible, and unless
suitable empty premises which Headquarters
can occupy iiraiiediately are available,
tentage should be demanded for this purpose.

ccoinmodated.

m 12A71/i(i66)
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(a)(ii) Yfliere suitable empty promises
details of black-out requirements and
essential works services in these properties
are. to be included in the report.

.Works Services, Balloon Repairs and M.T.
Repairs will not be included.

Information on rcations rc.nd petrol should be
detailed as far as is possible.

The ranaining items of the Administrative
reconnaissance, on page 5 of Serial No,111
will be omitted.

are available

(■b)

(c)

(d)

m 12k7l/l(l67)
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Serial No.

Page
Date

,113
.1

1.4.U

BALLOON CQMvlAIO

AIR STARE lESTRUGTIONS PART 1

Breakaway Ealloor^

^.Whenever a lialloon brecJcs a.way the follo\7ing action
is to he taken.

1.

2. The nearest Fighter Group Controller and the nearest
Control Centre, of ■ the Central Electricity Board v/ill he

infomed hy telephone, stating the^ approximate length of
cable, the height and direction of travel and the time and

place of the breakav/ay, A list of addresses and telephone
numbers of Control Centres of the Central Electricity Board
is attached in Appendix "A",

Balloons breaking av/ay in England, Scotland or Wales
and likely to drift over Ireland will, in addition, be
reported to Headquarters, Balloon Command.

Balloons breaking ainay in Northern Ireland vn.ll only
be reported by the Unit concerned by telephone direct to
No.82 Group, Northern Ireland (Telephone No. Belfast 2817l).

V/henever a bx’caka.way balloon is reported as grounded
or stationary the following action is to be taken:-

3.

4.

5.

(a) If it is grounded vnthin 15 miles of a Balloon
Centre, the Balloon Centre will collect the
balloon.

(4) If it is grounded more than 15 miles from a
Balloon Centre, the neru’est R.A.F. Station is to
be asked to collect and despatch to the nearest
Balloon Centre,

is R.A.E.

but will retain the balloon.

If the netirest R.A.P, Station

Station, Cajrdington they v/ill collect

(c) If the balloon is flying, the nearest Balloon
Centre or R.A.E. Statio.n, Cardington, will send
out to collect the balloon Nmnedlately.
Balloon Command is to be informed by telephone
with operationaJL priority of the 1
ordinates and the hei^^it of the balloon.

map co-

IM 12471/1(168)
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APPENDIX "N"

APPENDIX "A"

TO AIE STATE INSTRUCTIONS - PART I

SERIAL NO.113

DISTRICT CONTROL CENTRE

South-east England and
East England National Control

95-103, Park Street,
Southwark, S.E,1.

Telephone No,Waterloo 6202

South-west England Grid House,
26, Oakfield Road,

Clifton, Bristol 8,
Telephone No.Bristol 35055

Central England Grid House,
53-55,. Wake Green Road,

Moseley, Birmingham 13.
Telephone Wo .Birmingham

South 2872

Mid-east England Grid House,
St. Mary's Roa.d,

.  Leeds, 7,
Telephone No .Leeds

Chapeltown A0185

North-west England Grid House,
f/ilmslov/ Road,

East Didshury,
Manchester.

Telephone No.Manchester
.  Didsbirry 2421-

North-east Inland Carliol House,
Nev/c a st 1 e -o n-Tyne,

Telephone Wo.Newcastle
27520

Central and .South Scotland ' Grid House,
168, Broomhill Drive,

Glasgow, W.l.
Telephone No.Glasgow

7/estern 37^9

m 12471/1(169)
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Serial No.

Page ,
Date of Issue,..l6.12.42

116
1

AIR STAFF IIMSTRUCTIQi3S PART I

Operational Chain of Goimiand of Balloon Barrages

The co-ordination of the A.A. defences of this

country is vested in the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Gornmand,

The balloon defences of this country are under the
Command of the Air Officer Conmanding, Balloon Command, who
applies to the balloon defences the policy laid down by the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Pieter Command.

Operational policy within Balloon Command

1.

2.

J #

The operational policy of Balloon Coinmand is directed
by the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, through
the Air Officers Coimianding Balloon Groups and throu^
Balloon Barrage Conmanders.

Delegation of Operational Control to A.O.G.
Fighter Groups

Hie Air Officer ConTaanding-in-Cliief, Fighter Command
delegates the operational control of all balloons located
within -the Fighter Group area to the Air Officer Commanding
that Fighter Group, who operates the balloons through the
Balloon Barrage Commanders.

Barrage Commanders

Tlie Balloon Barrage Commander may. be either the
Centre Command (if the Centre is within 5 miles of the
Barrage), or else the Officer Commanding one of the
Squadrons comprising the Barrage.

6. Responsibilities of Centre Goimminders

4.

5.

A Centre Commander (who is a Unit Cojimander in the
normal chain of Cormiand) even ivhen he is not the Barrage
Commander, is nevertheless responsible for exercising a
pneral supervision over the subordinate Bo-rrage Commander,
in order to ensure that the operationn.1 policy has been
carried out efficiently.

Executive Authority of Barrage Commanders7.

Full executive authority is delegated to the Barrage
Commander to operate the Barrage in accordance vnith the
policy laid dou-n by the Air Of.ficer Commanding Balloon
Comniand on receipt of operational orders from the Air
OBBlcer Commanding the Fighter Group .in which the Bajcrage
is located.

Delegation of Authority to Undts

■nn • also delegated to any Squadron Commander,
1light Commander or i/c crew, over their particular Unit
to t^.e the necessary action in exceptioml circumstances
which may arise fraa the failtu’e of the balloon or its
equipnent, in order to minimize the damage to adiacent
property or to avoid the loss
to personnel.

8.

of the btilloon or injuries

IM 12471/1(170)
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APPENDIX "N

Serial No,

Date of Issue 16,1?.42
Page

,117

1

BALLOON COMvIAND

AIR STiPP INSTRUCTION - PART I

Operation of Balloon Barrages

Appendix A - First Line Btxrrages
"  B - Second Line Ba.rra.ges
"  C - Duties of Balloon Officer at

Fighter Group Headquarters

Infomia.tion

The primary ohject of Balloon Brorrages is to provide
protection for vLilnera.ble points and areas against Iovt
flying attacks by enemy aircraPt.
by raising a lethal cable barra.ge into the air au-ound the

target, thus denying the area to the enamy and compelling
him to fly above the barrage a.t heights at v>rhich other

Anti-Aircraft weapons can be used against him most
effectively.

This is accomplished

Policy

The policy governing the general operation of Balloon
Barrages is to provide the maximui.i balloon protection
possible commensurate with the prevalent weather condi
tions immediately ,but not until an air attack threatens a
barrage area.

2.

3. When a barrage is not directly threatened, balloons
are grounded or kept at a reduced hei^t where they will

provide as little potential danger as possible to friendly
adrcraP t.

4. In certain areas the amount of warning of eneray attack
which can be expected, is insufficient to permit the
balloons to be raised from the grounded position by the

These barrages are normallytime the altack develops,
floivn operationally, fully armed, and at an intermediate
■height to counter such low flying surprise attacks.

Operational Control

5. The operational control of all balloons in his area,
is vested in the Air Officer Commanding the Fighter Group
in \vhose area they are located, with the exception of the
barrage at Scapa Flow which is under the operatioml
control of the Adrilra.1 Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands.

6. Officers knavn as Balloon Officers are located at
Fighter Group Headquarters to maintain a 24 hour watch in

These officers, acting under thethe Operations Room,
authority of the Fighter Group Controller, control and
operate barrages as required by the tactical situation.
Note I.

by a Balloon Officer at Fighter Group Headquarters, but is
operated by the Barrage Gomriaander on plots received at
Barrage Control,

The balloon barrage at Scapa. is not controlled

At each Barra.ge Headquarters, the Barrage Commander
is responsible for taking action on the instructions '

received from the Balloon Officer at Fighter Group

7.

nvi 12471/1(171)
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Headqupjrters, or on his cnirn initiative if necessary; in

accordance \vitli the principles laid down in Headqua.rters
Balloon Command Air Staff Instructions.

8. Barrage Controllers are provided to assist the
Barrage Conir/iander, to rn.ainta.in lia,ison with local flying
and anti-a.ircraft authorities, a.nd to decide the extent and

height to which balloons are flown v/hen required.

Classification of Balloon Barrages

Ba.lloon Barra.ges are classified into tv;o types.9.

(a) First Line- Barra.ges

Protecting .areas which are lia.ble to surprise
attack (Apxjendix A) .

(d) Second Line Barrages

Protecting areas renote fron surprise attack
(Apqiendix B) ,

Method of Operation

10. (a) Operation of Barrages when attack threatens
barrage area

First and Second Line Barrages are flo\Yn (as
provided below) to R.O.H. immediately the area is
tlireatoned by, attack fran enemy aircraft,

(b) Operation of barrages vfhen b.crrage area is not
known to be threatened

(i) First Line Barrages are flovm operationally
by da^y and ni^t ad 1500’ to guard against
surprise adtack by .Iot/ flying enemy aircraft.
Tills height is known as the "normal height".

(ii) Second Line Barrages are grounded or flcuvn
non-operationally up to 500' at the discre
tion of the Barrage Cojamander.

Certain First Line Barrages fly at R.O.H. all the
These are indicated ad Appendix A.

1

Air Raid ¥arziings

¥/'arning of impending attack on a barrage area may be
received by the Barrage Commander:-

(a) From a.n order given by Balloon Officer at Fighter
Grouj) HeadqUcirters.

(b) By plots received from Gun Operations Room,

(c) By the sounding of local sirenr.

Action by B.?rrago Commander when Atta.ck Develops or
Threatens a Barrage Aren

Note II.

time.

11.

Subject to any control requiring badloons to remain
grounded the Barrage Coiimamder is to act as described below
on receipt of warning of aui impencLing attack or when an ■

12.

DM 12471/1(172)
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attack develops on a barrage area:-

(a) Orders from the Balloon Officer

On receipt of orders from the Balloon Offi
(para. 13),
appropriate action to provide the maximum
balloon protection for the target area possible
under the circumstances in accordance vdth Air
Staff Instructions,

(h) Plots from G.O.R.

Barra.ge Commanders should notify the Balloon
Officer if he receives an appajrently dangerous
plot from the G.O.R. without an operational order
being received from the Balloon Officer,
is unable to communicate quickly with the Badloon
Officer, the Bar-rage Commander is to order
balloons to be flown if he considers it

necessary on the information available to him.

(c) Local Sirens

cer

the Bar-rage Coiamander is to take

If he

If local sirens are sounded the Barrage
Commander is to order balloons to be flovm.

(d) Hostile Acts

If a hostile act is committed by aircraft vdth-
out T/arning in the barrage area, the Barrage
Coiimander is to order balloons to be flown,

(e) Breakdown of Coirmunica.tions

(i) In the event of communications breaking
doTim at any time, the Bar-rage Commander is
to operate his barra.ge at his ovm discre
tion even to the extent of flying the
barrage at R.O.H. without any definite indi
cation of an impending attack, should he
consider that the tactical situation

requires it. In determining his policy,
the Barra.ge Comma.nder should bear in mind
the object of balloon barrages as set out
in Air Staff Instructions.

(ii) The Barrage Conmiander has discretion to
authorise i/c crews to fly balloons to
R.O.H, if the local sirens are sounded or
in the event of a hostile act being
committed, should communication with sites
be known to be interrupted. (Before using
this authority i/c crews are first to
attempt to contact Barrage Control through
Plight Headquarters, while the remainder of

taking preparatory a.ction).the crew are

Note III.

Balloon Officer v/ill nevertheless only be lowered
receipt of orders frona him provided of course that
Gonmunication is possible.

Balloons raised without instructions from the
on

m 12471/1(175)
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Operational Orders

13. The Operational Orders to he used and action to be
■■ taken on them' are set out below:-

(a) Stand-by - implying that a dangerous plot is
apjjronching the bauTage ajrea but is not yet
sufficiently close or dangerous to justify
balloons being flo\'m at R.O.H.: a.11 preliminar’y
action to enable balloons to be flown rapidly vdll
be taloen; the extent of such action being at the
discretion of the Boxrage Goivimander.

Stand-down - implying that the emergency has
passed and that "stand-by" precautions may be
cancelled.

0^)

(c) Shine - ajnp],ying that the barrage au-ea is
threatened by a.ttack; the Barrage Commander will
order balloons in the a-ppropriade categories to
be flown at R.O.H. with a.ll possible speed.

(d) Pdll - implying that a.n a.ttack has passed or has
not materialised; balloons revert to their normal
position and crevirs stand down.

If a.n operational order cannot be executed or the

Barrage Commander acts (as provided in these instructions)
in a manner contrary to the general policy, he is to notify
the Balloon Officer and the Btilloon Group Headquarters
irpmediately.

Training and Public Morale

14.

(i) For the purpose of training, and to reassure
public morale, second-line Bojrrages are to be flown to
R.O.H, or below cloud base, whichever is the lower,
least three times per v/eek, subject to the follo’,7ing
provisions: -

15.

at

(a) Permission is always to be obtained from the
appropriate Fighter Group and other controlling
authorities.

I\to at least of these occasions are to be diuring
the hours of daylight.

If flcr.vn during the hours of daylight, visibility
must be good.

V/hen flovm for these purposes all Balloon cables
vfill be tumied in accordance with instructions
laid doTvUi in A.S.I. Part I. Serial 126
paragraijh 6, sub-paragraph (iii).

In First-line Barrages, the Barrage Commander,
in order to facilitate "Site" training, ma.y ground balloons
for the purpose, provided tha.t:-

Balloons so grounded, together with those down
for daily inspection and topping-up, do not
exceed. 30 per cent of the Barrage,

Due considera.tion is given by the Barrage Commander
to the tactical situation and the likelihood of
Giorrent weather conditions permitting surijrise
attack.

(4)

(c)

(fi)

(ii)

(a)

(D)

m 12471/1(174)
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(iii) The provisions of sub-para, (l) (a), (b), (c) and
(d) above, nay also be applied to first-line Barrages at
the discretion of the Barrage Connxmder.

Connunications

16. (i) Private wire circuits are provided within Balloon
Command for passing -

(a) Operaticnal messages,

(b) Meteorological information where special
Meteorologica.1 circuits cannot be provided,

(c) Urgent administrative calls,

(ii) G.P.O. Exchange lines are provided for all normal
administrative natters.

Authorised fr.cilities a.nd routeing to meet
Balloon Coma.nd operational requirements are fully set out

in Badloon Command Signals Instruction, Section I, Serial

No. 1, issued 1st June, 1943.

(iv) Arrangements have been made to ensure that
opera.tional calls can be passed v/ith a minimum of delay by
use of Priority Prefixes,
of these Priority Prefixes are laid down in Badloon
Comand Signads Instruction Section I, Serial No,  4 issued
23rd August, 1943.

(iii)

Pull instructions for the use

m 12471/1(175)
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24th January, 19A4.

APPENDIX "A"

TO AIR STAPF' INS‘IRU(JTIONS - PiPT I

SHIIA-L NO. 117

IIR3T LINE BAERiiGES .

Fighter Group Ba-lloon Group Barrage

)  London
*Dover

Thames

*Iiar\;ich

)  Portsmouth

Southaaapton
Canterbury
ChoLasford

Xannouth/LoTrestoft
)  Norwich

11
30

12

*Plyr.iouth
Fahuouth

Dartmouth (iviark VI
Ba.lloons)

32
10

)  Hull
Humber

No7/castle

Billingham
Sunderland

3312

13 33 Forth

n/a 33 *Scapa

NOTE I Barrages marked * normally fly at full oporationaH
height vfnen weather conditions

Humber Barrage - Anti-mine-la.ying mobile water
borne b.alloons which fly at R.O.H. at night and
are non-operationad by da.y.

pennit.

NOTE n

NOTE m.. Dartmouth Mark VI Barrage is flcn^n from
sites in .accordtince

unarmed

Vi'ith BaHloon Cor;mand Opera.-
It is normally flo\7n

dm-'ing daylight hoirs ondy but may be operational
day or night up to 2000 feet.

tional Instruction No. 10.

nvi 1247Vi(176)
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2Ath January, 1944.
APPENDIX "B"

TO AIR STAFF IWS'TRUCTIONS PART I SERIAL II7

SECOND LINE BARRA.GES

Fighter Group Balloon Group Barrage

Weston

Bristol

Broclurorth

Cajrdiff/Bau'ry
Ne\vport
Swa.nsea/Port

10 32

Talbot

Yeovil

Langley (A1 %)
Weyhridge

11 30

mi 12471/1(177)
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TO /AlE STAFF' INSTRUCTIONS PAB.T I SERIAL NO. 117

DUTIES OE BALLOON STAEE OEPIGER AT HEk'J)O.Ui?J^TSRS FIGHTER

GROUPS

The duties of Dalloon Officers in cciinection y/ith the

operation of balloons, subject to any over-riding instruc
tions issued by the i..O,G. of the Fighter Group in whose

Operations Roor, they o_re located, are set out belorw.

1.

Operational Orders

The Balloon Officer issues the operational orders as
required by the tactical situation depicted in the Fighter
Group Operations Rooms, or as oruored by the controller.

2.

As 0. general rule, unless he has previously h.iposod
an over-riding control, the Balloon Officer v/ill order
boa-rages to be brought to a state of readiness to fly,
o-S folloTfs:-

^ m

(a) First Line Bojrro.ges. hen hostile or unidenti

fied aircraft o.re plotted vithin 70 miles of the
borro.ge ai-eo..

(b) Second Line Barrages. Then hostile or uni

dentified odreroi't are plotted ndthin 85 miles
of the bru-ro.ge ojoea.

4. Orders to fly should be given o.s follov/s:-

(a) First Line .'hen a hostile or doubtfulArro-ges.

Ijlot appeou's -.yithin 50 miles of the barrage.

Second Line Baorrames.

ful j;^lot c'.ppeoxs yyithin 60 miles of the barra.ge.

'.hen a hostile or doubt-

Fotifioahion of Cha,ngos in the Operahionah Sta.te of

Bau-rages

The Balloon Officer is to notify any changes in the
operationad. state of the barrages under his Control, to the

Opera.tions Rooia, Hea.dauajrters, Fir^iter Command, and to he

Fighter Sector Controllers concer-ned.

5.

Iimposition of Controls

6. Tlie Badloon Officer is responsible for imposing and
directed by the Fighterreleasing controls on balloons

Group Controller and for notifying the authorities requir
ing the control when the balloons have been grounded, or the
control tem.ainated.

In the event of an over-riding control being in
oper.ation yrhen a ba.rrage is threatened by attack, it is the

respoi'isibility of the BaJloon Officer to check up vyith the

authority ’.ho required the contro]., that it is still
necessary for the control to operate.
Badloon Officer should drav.- the attention of the Group
Controller to the situation.

7.

In this event the

B.i 12471/1(178)
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Serial No.

Page
Date of issue

To be read in conjunction v/ith
Instructions issued by Met. Office
Air Ministry, 1X0.7960224/38 dated

20.5.2)D.

11

.16.12.4

8

1

2

BALLOON COX/iKAND

air stare INS'iPUCTIONS - PART I

Flying of Eallooris in Adverse Leather

RESPONSIBILITY Al'iD DISCRETION OP THE BARRAGE COIvlvlANDER

Alien balloons are flown operationally it is the
responsibility of the Barrage Gornmander to determine the

H.O.n, and the number of balloons in the barrage v/hich are
to be flown,

hazarded than Tdien the weather is favourable.

In adverse T/eather less balloons should be

"'■rnen an attack threatens or develops on a barrage area
the primary consideration governing the action the Barrage
Conmander must talce is the safety of the ta.rgets in the
barrage area and the loss of balloons is a secondary con
sideration.

2.

Under such circumstances therefore, -

siderable risk of balloon casualties both from vri,nd and
a con

lightning must be accepted,
\/hen flying first line barrages at their norraal height
since, although operational, their purpose at this height
is precautionary.

Less risk should be talcen

Similarly, by day and by night in bright moonlight
conditions,
accepted than on dark nights vdien the presence of balloons
in the air would not be visible to enemy pilots.

3.

greater risk of balloon casualties must bea

4. The Barrage Conmander nevertheless•has the discretion
to retain on the ground the entire barrage if, in his
opinion, having duly considered all the circumstances and
the tactical situation, the balloon casualties vrould be so
great as to nullify the value of the balloon ijrotection.

DD/ISION OP BARRAGES Il'dO CATEGORIES

5. Balloon Barrages are divided into tirree categories:-

Category 1. equivalent to 30/ of the barrage,

equivalent to a further 40/ of the
Barrage.

Category 2.

Category 3. the remainder of the barrage.

The above is subject to the following qualifications.Note.

(a) The mininium nimiber of balloons' in category 1 is
never to be less than 16,

(P) ¥/l.ien a category is below strength, deficiences
are to replaced as f£ir as possible by the
temporary allocation of sites fron other less
important categories to fill their place.

\
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6. The category to \¥hich a site belongs is to be made
known to the i/c site. He .all also be made aware of the

R.O.H. and the current category to be flown in execution
Variations in either as a result

If,7

of operational orders,
of change in weather conditions are to be ^ldvised to him
w'ithout delaiy.

VAHIATIOMS OF METEOROLOGICAL EQHECASTS

If a Barrage Controller, by observation or from in
formation obtained from audible lightn.ing predictors in
the barrage, considers that the weather conditions of the
current meteorological forecast do not obtain over the

barrage area, he maiy vary the v/eather risk imposed as a
result of that foreerst and alter the categories of
balloons to be op>eratioml to conforn,
however, he should v/henever possible,
meteorological station.

7.

fore doing so,
consult the parent

jjQ

■  FLYING- IN LIGHTMNG

S. The follca/ing mininumi categories of balloons should,
be flown when the barrage is flown operationally:-

Lightning Conditions "A" - Category 1.

- Category 1
and 2.

- Categories 1,
2 and. 3.

’Then balloons are being flown in a lightning risk a
sharp look-out is to be kept by the balloon vratch on sites
for the approach of thunders tor..’, conditions. '
observed their approach is to be reported ilmmediately'to
Barrage Control,

Lightning Conditions "B" and "D"

Lightning Conditions "C",
lf/-> ft

tfjjit tfpit

and ’’H"C

9.

If they are

10. If a balloon is struck by lightning while an attack
is actually in progress, the fact is to be reported to the ■
Barrage Controller who is to upgrade the lightning risk to
"A" and order ai^propriate balloons to be grounded.

^If a balloon is stru.ck by lightning or if a steady
Tmrning from an audible lightnj.ng pred.ictor is received
v/hen flying operationally but v/hen an attack is not
actually taking pla.ee over the b.arrage £\rea at the time,
the B.arrage Commander may order all balloons to be grounded
if^it appears likely that the remainder will be lost.
This dj.Ecretion should only be used in extreme emergency.

The i/c crew of a site not in category 1, is
the balloon on his site to be grounded w.ithout reference
to his Flight Commander or Barrage Controller if sjiother
balloon in the vicinity is observed to have been struck by
lightning.

11.

12. to order

(a) The degree of risk to be talcen when flying
ballooiis in high winds cannot be set out as defi^tely
in lightning conditions.

13.

The Biirrage Commander shoul
as

d
vary the categories to be flovm in accordance with th.e
prevalent winds conditions and the general principles
outlined in paras, 1-4.
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(b) The Barrage Co:.'iaander is
surface Trand speeds

■  sca.le.

responsible that when
reac:.;. Force 6 and over on the Beaufort

all sites wliich are flying. or would fly in raids
Gondhtions, have their winch bollands coruiected and the
emergency brealcing tackle rigged, as laid dovm in Balloon
Conu-nand letter reference iSC/C.21523/9/B.I.O. dated
12th May, lqi|-3.

(c) At the discretion of the Barrage Coinnander,
a^barrage is grounded in gale conditions,
sites which are knoTm to be a high casualty risk in high
vainds, my be deflated by valve subject to the follov/ing
conditions: -

T/h

balloons on

en

^i) The total number of bcilloons defla.ted in this
mo-nner is not to exceed 30 pen cent of the
nor 1 flying quota of the banrage.

(ii) Deflations

Banrago Comraandor is reasonably satisfied that
T/eather conditions forecasted are materialising.

Deflations are to be carried out in strict
accordance v/ith A.S.I. Part II Section I, Vol.A,
Serial 2 daded 1st July, 1942,

The Barrage Ca-Qinander is to be satisfied that
the necessary supply of hydrogen is available
inimedj.ately for re-injflations.

rc not to be initia.ted until the

(iii)

(vi)
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ivIETEOaOIiOGICAL MTEt-iDIX TO SliRIAL NO. 118

Eile 79602V38.

FOEECASTS OE EnJCTRICAL RISES TO IJTE BM-LOOKS

This instruction replaces section (i) Electrical, of
the meyaoranduin "The supply of Ivieteorological Information
to the Balloon Barra.ge".

2. Balloons are extremely liable to be destroyed by
As a result of reseaxch in the pastelectrical action.

12 months with current indicators attached to the balloon

cables, there is strong reason to believe that lightning
is the only form of electrical discharge dangerous to
balloons. Balloons have been destroyed in conditions
when there would otherv/ise have been no actual lightning
discliciirge to earth, and by strokes so'weaJc that thunder
has not been heard on the ground beneath.

Experience shows tiiat there is great danger of
lightning to balloons from all precipitating cumulo-nimbus
clouds, vdiether the precipitation consists of rain, hail

'So far as is known, orG.y one case has so far
occurred of a lightning stroke to a balloon from  a non-

The danger of strokes in
be ruled out.

or sno'w.

precipitating; cumulos-cloud,
such conditions cannot hov/ever, Tlie risks

of strokes to balloons is gyeat during sno
is notably severe during those shovy-ers
the period of iitflu
east in i.dnter.

Vi.

showers axid

v/hich occur during
of arctic air from betY/een north and

It is essential for ileteorological staff supplying
information to balloon barrages to give attention, to
cumulo-nimbus or cumulus clouds. Some guidance to the
dangerous development of th.is type of cloud, especially
when the upper parts of the cloud are screened frem vie\7,
is afforded by the degree of
reports of heavy rain or thunder f’rom other stations.
The vertical tanperature distribution plotted on,the
tephigr,am is a most .ijnportant aid, but in usirjg it,
changes due to diurnal ViU’iallon must be talccn into account,
and also changes due to ac.vection of different air; and
sometimes changes duo to uplift either due to orography or
convergence in air flo’e. It is of the highest importance
to malce proper allcp,.'ance for diurne.! variation. Clouds
v/h:i.ch are modest in the forenoon
dangerous
afternoon.

darkness of the cloud and

may become rapidly
in the middle of the day or duiring the

Balloons cannot be instantaneously brought doYm and
it is therefore essential not to

are actually dangerous but to give notification in advance
when conditions are developing tov;ards a dangerous state.

lit until conditions

3. It has been decided that forecasts of electrical
risics to balloons sliould in future be expressed in the
toms

static
given in p£ira. k.
" is to bo discontinued

use of such terms as se

.
The vere

ai 12473/1(182)
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4. Tom T7;ien used

(a) Lightning expected This term will only he used
1/hen

(i) there is practical
certainty that there
will he cuiuulo-nimbus

clouds over the actual
area of the balloon

barrage, and

(ii) lightning is knovm to
have been observed in

the existing meteoro
logical regine in which
the barra,ge is or will
be situated.

(The cumulo-ninbus clouds
may be knorvn by observation
to be approa.ching the
btrrrage or curavilus clouds

may have begun to develop
which are practically cer
tain from the meteorological
conditions to grow into
cumulo-nimbus.

of a definite line-squall
approaching the barrage
would also be included in

this category "Lightning
expected".

taken to distinguish bet
ween large cumulus and
cumulo-nimbus.

nimbus generally give pre
cipitation.

The case

Care must be

Cumulo-

(b) Lightning probable This term will be used when,

(i) it is expected that
there will be cumulo

nimbus clouds over the
actua.1 area of the

barrage but,

(ii) there has been no

actual reports of
lightning in the exist
ing meteorological
regime in v/hich the

barrage is or wdll be
situated.

(c) Risk of lightning Tints term will be used when

it is expected that, over
the actual region of the
barrage there will be large
cumulus which may develop,
into cumulo-nimbus.

V

LlM 12472/1(183)
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(d) Local lif'htninf
exrxjctcd .

This tcm v.dll be used

(i) v;b.en there is jiracti
cal certainty that
there v.dll be cimiulo'

nimbus clouds in the

district uhere the

barrage is situated
(but not nocessriry
over the b:arrage it
self) and

(ii) lightning is known to
have been observed in

the existing meteorolo
gical regime in which
district the barrage
is or will be situs.ted.

(e) Local lightning
probable

This term 'will be used ?/hen

it is ex-jpccted tha.t there
ViTj.ll be curiiulo-nimbus

clouds over the district in

which the barrage is
situa.ted but there ha.vo

boon no a-ctLia-l reports of
lightning in the existing
meteorological regime in
•;hich the ba.rrage is or
vwlII be situated.

(f) Risk of local
lightning;

This term 'will be used when

it is expected tha.t in the
district in which the

bfirrage is situated there
x-.'ill be large cumulus \'/hich
may develop into cumulo
nimbus .

(g) Little likelihood
of lightning

This term will be used when

none of the -previous terms
apply and it is not certain
that there is no risk of

lightning (see (h)).

(h) Wo lightning Tliis term is only to be used
\/hen there is certainty
that there will be no

lightning.
ca.se when the air is stable

and it is certain that any
clouds that form vfill not

£prow into large cumulus or
cumulo-nimbus.

This is the

The term

"No lightning" should not
be used if there are large
fronts or occlusions in the

regions of the barrage or
approacliing it.

In fill the foreco.sts (a) to (f) vfhenever possible
the time at mhich the risk will begin will be indicated.
k.B.
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5. One of the above terms should be included in the

forecasts issued to balloon barrages. In considering
when to use a. term of the set (a) to (c) or (d) to (e)
considora.tion should be pa.id to the area covered by the
barrage. The London Barrage covers an area of approxi
mately 150 square miles so tha.t on days of local shov/ers
they would have to be very thinly scattered to miss it

a.ltogcther and a. foreca.st of set (a) to 'a) would in
genera.1 be applicable on such days. The area covered by
particulrr borrages can be obtained froa the Berra.ge
Gammander by the meteorological office responsible for the
supply of forecasts.

6. Forecasters at a centre remote from a small barrage
can only use terms (a), (b) and (c) in cases of frontal
shovrers or thunderstorms and in instances v/hen the track

of a v/idespread ■ thunderstorra or series of storms is

acG'arately knavn.

In this connection it may be said that the Birmingham
Barrage for which forecasts are supiolied by "Eta", covers
a square of side 10 miles so tlmt as in the case of London

it is unlikely to miss local shavers.

Meteorological Office,
Air Ministry.

20th May, I9IO.
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Serial No,
Pa^^e
Date of Issue.

119
1

16.12.42

BALLOON COMvI/lND

AIR STAEF INSTRUCTlOilS - lART T

Coni.rol 01 Balloons liy Authorities other tlian
Barra.ge C oi.zanders

INFORMATION

ifer the safety of friendly aircraft and to facilitate
the operation and calibration of anti-aii-'craft gun instru
ments, the Air Officer Ca-Lffnanding a PiD;Mter Group may
his discretion, grant co.ntrols limiting the height of^
specified or all balloons in a barrage.

These co.ntrols may be granted to:-

Gertain R.A.?,, E,N.A,S
Civil Aerodromes to
aircraft.

at

2.

(a) U.S.Arr.iy Air Corps and
remove the danger to Priendly

(b) Local A,A, Defence Commanders to
ference v7ith the effective
of A.A, Defences.

Casual Authorities in emergencies or for
fied occasions.

prevent inter-

o]5eration or training

(o)
speci-

TYPES OF CONTROT,

3. L’ro types of control will be^ imposed.

Standing controls, v/hich are operated between
the controlling authority and the Barrage
Commander as required, v/ithout fLirther
to the Fighter Ctcoup when once the initial
authority has been granted.

I’eference

(^) General Puruose Control s for which application is
made to the Fi^^iter Group every time the control
IS required. This control is iiauosed and re
leased by the Balloon Officer

4. Both Standing Control and General Purpose Controls
of tvro qualities, either "terminable' over-riding"or

are

.

(a) lernunable Controls are to be released by the
Barrage Cojrimander on receipt of warning of im
pending attack on a barra.ge area.

(o) Over-riding Controls remain operative in spite
energy act.ivity tireaterdng, or taking place,

over the_barrage area until released by the
controlling a.utliority.

■  of

Note 1. modifications of over-riding controls may some
times be imposed.

TERlVilNATION AND RELEASE OF CONdEQLS

5._  Any conorol granted nvay be withdravm on the special
instructions of the Air Officer Commanding the Fighter
Group concerned should he consider it onerationallv
necessary.

nvi 12471/1(186)
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It is the responsibility of the controlling authority
to release a control immediately it is no longer required.
If the barrage Coi'nmander however, has reason to believe
that the balloons acre grounded for a longer period than is

actually necessary, he is to conta.ct:-

(a) the controlling authority direct, in the case of
Standing Controls,

(b) the Balloon Officer, in the case of General
Purpose Controls.

6.

Teriiii'nable Controls unless previously released by the

controlling authority are to be terminated by the Barrage
Commander v/hen attack developes or threatens the barrage

(A.S.I. P.art I, Serial No. 11?, para. 12 (a) - (e)).

Over-riding Controls unless previously released bj'' the

Controlling Authority can only be terminated by Barrage
Commanders if communications Virith the controlling authority
have broken down and a heavjr a.ttack develops on the barrage

(See also notes 1 - 3).

7.

area.

8.

area.

Controls terminated by the Barrage Comander are
not to be re-imposed autcmiatically Vv'hen the eraergency has

passed,
the a.uthoritj?' concerned.

Note 2.

A fresh request for the control must be ma.de by

Note 3. bhen balloons are controlled by the A.A. Defence
Coinna.nder under an over-riding control, it is his respon
sibility to release the control if he becomes aware of the

approach of hostile aircro.ft below 6000 ft. It may occur,
however, that the Balloon Officer also, receives infomation
to this effect in 'which case he is to notify the Barrage
Coima.nder who will terminate the control.

Standing over-riding controls grouted by localNote A.

A.A. Defence Coiaiianders are to bo terniinated automatically

by the Balloon Officer at Fighter Group when a fighter night
is put into force.

110TIFICATIQN OF DvlPOSITION. EKECbTION A^ID TERIvEENATION OF

CONTROLS

Standing Controls9.

(a) notification by. the Barra.ge Commander of the
imposition of a Standing Control is to be made to the Balloon

Group concerned ordy if the control is over-riding.
Balloon Group mil then notif3'' the Balloon Officer,

(b) Tlie execution of a Standing Control Order is to
be notified to the controlling authority by the Barrage
Commander inmiediately the requirements of the control have

been Gaupleted.

(c) The release of a control by a controlling
authority is to be notified to the authorities v/ho T/ere in

formed of the imposition of the control,

(d) The termination of
Commander is to be notified:-

The

control by the Barragea

(3 to the controlling authority'- immediately the
order is given for the balloons to be flown.

1
■ J
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(ii) ■ to tlle author it5_es vrfio
inpositi.on of the oont

’■■:ore infoi’med of the
rol.

10. General Ihjrnosc Controls

(a) ihe mposition of a .General Furpose Control is to
be notified to the Balloon Group by the Balloon Officer c
soon as possible after it hn

as

been inposedto .

(b) The
be notified by the

execution of a General Purpose Control is to
nrapo Goriiander, irxiediately the

requireiients of the control h<ave been caapleted, to the
Balloon Group concerned for transi.iissioii to the Balloon
Officer, The Balloon Officer to infon:! the controll -

assuir.e tho.t
the*.5

ing o.utl'ority where
■  the order has

c 'h necessary and he j.
oeon coiiplied with until he x’oeeive

.  Gojnxjletion,

not t o».)

notification of its

(c) Notification of the release of a control is to
by the Balloon Officer to the Balloon Group

a.s soon ns he has released it.
con-

be na.de 1
cerned

(d) Notification of the ternintition of a teiT'irmble
oontrol by the Ban-rage Gonnander v:ithout orders to fly
being received fron the BaJloon Officer is to be made by
the B^irrage Commander to the Balloon Group concerned for
transmission to the Balloon Officer.

CHANNii^IjS of COI'dlUNICATION

11. Telephone coixiuiiication between the Barrage Gonmarder
.and a "Standing Control" authority is by exchange line
private ..are. The marrage Coi inander is authorised to make
lise of Priority I wiiere necessaay.

or

NOMAI) BALLOONS

12. Nma.d balloons subject to any of the above
Gonurols irrespc;cti.ve of whether they fly'in a
or not.

are not

b:.u-rage ci-ea

Bi 1247Vi(188)
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Serial No. .120Part 1

Page
Date of Issue

Cancelling

1

3.5.43
.109A

MLLOON C0:.r.IAND

AIR STiJP II'BTRUCTIONS - PilRT I

Report on Active Oncrations in Titno of War

A return kno^vn as the "Y" return is to be rendered

daily by Groups to Headquarters Balloon Goana.nd, showing
the operational state of the barrriges comiprising the Group
as a.t 21 hours and the casualties sustained during the

previous 24 houirs.

The return is to be made by teleprinter as SECRET NOT
W/T and with an BAIEDIATE priority.

The signals p-ill begin with the nane of the barrage
follovred by the prefix letter and the appropriate figures.
In the event of a nil return being applicable to any pre

fix, both the prefix and the '.ford "nil" are to be omitted.

The return is to be rendered by borra.ges in a-ccordance
with the following pro-forma:-

1.

2.

3.

4.

CASU/iLTIES SUSTAIITiD PURI LG lYIE PREVIOUS 24PREFIX

HOURS

Number of enemy a.ircraft claimod as casualties.J.

K. (a) Nuni,ber of L.S. Balloons v^hich have become

c-asualties during the period covered by the
return.

(^) Number of Mark IV Ba.lloons vdiich ha.ve becorae

ciisualties diuring the period covered by the
Return on sites equipoped \7ith balloons flown
singly.

(c) Number of Mark IV Balloons which have become

casualties during the period covered by the
return on sites equipped with balloons flovm
in tajidem.

Classifica.tion of L.Z. Badloons under prefixL.

K (a)

(a) War,

(b) Brealcaw'ay with cable, rip link not fitted.

(c) Breakaovay without cable, rip linlc having
functioned.

(d) Breakav/ay, rip linlc did not function,

Brealcaway, action of rip link not known.(e)

(f) including lightning and defla-
The time

Miscella.neous

tions repulaced by another balloon.
W'hen each balloon v/as struck by lightiiing is
to be shcavn.
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M. Classification of liark VI
Prefixes K(b) and K(c).

casualties under

(a) Far.

(t) Breakaway flying singly.

BreaJcaway of upper mxit flying in tandem.

Breakaivay of lov,-er unit flying in tandera.

Breakav/ay of bo

Miscellaneous, including lightning or defla
tions replaced by another balloon,
time i/hen each balloon v
ning is to be shovm.

4-1

units flying in tandem.un

The

struck by lightVTa.s

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

’Where Au^ble Lightning i?redictors c
is to be stated vhether the instrument f'
and if so at what time the

a

w.arning

re installed, it
unctioned or not

s received.

OPERi/JIOki/lL STATE AS AT 21 HOURS

N. (a) Nuinber of landborne L.Z.

Nwaber of ?;aterborne L.Z. Balloons
operational fram vessels

Nuoaber of waterborne L.Z. Balloons
operationai from buoys.

Nmber of land sites equipped with Mark VI
ingle bailoons at which the balloon i
operatioml.

Member of water sites
single balloons
operational.

Balloons operatio

s
IS

equipped with Mark VI
at which the balloon is

rn.1.

(4)

(c)

P. (a)

Cb)

Q. (e^) Number of land sites equipped with Mark VI
tandera balloons a.t v/hich the to.ndem unit is
fully operational.

(b) Number of land sites equipped vd.th Mark VI
tandem balloons at which only one unit is
operational.

Number of water sites equipped with Mark VI
tandem balloons at which the tandem unit i
fully operational,

Nuiaber of vrater sites equipped with Mark VI
tandem balloor.s at which only one unit is
operational.

IS

(c)

(d)

R.
Statement of any unusual occurrence, not
included under previous headings, which
affected the operational state of the
barrages. In the event of casualties in a
barrage amounting to or more of the
barrage strength, having_  occurred and these

casualties not having been replaced by

m 1247Vl (190)
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PI hours on the subsequent to the

casualty, the number of balloons not re
placed is to be stated by Bjirrages,

iiRI'/u-JviE NT

S. (a) Kuaber of L.Z. Balloons equipped with series
arming D.P.L.s. '

(t) Nunber of L.Z. Balloons equipped v/ith single
arming D.P.L.s.

(c) Nuiuber of L.Z. Balloons flown on single
ca.ble unarmed.

(d) Ktuaber of L.Z. Balloons equipped with T.G.B,
arming.

(e) IJumber of L.Z. Balloons flavra on twin cable

unarmed.

T. (a) Ilunber of. single Mark 'VI Balloons armed.

(b) Eunber of single M,ark VI BaMloons una.med.

(c) Lumber of Tarden 'Mark VI Balloons fully armed.

(d) Lumber of Tandem Mark VI Balloons partly amed.

(e) Number, of Tandaa Mark VI Balloons unarraed.

OCCL’PATION OP SITES

V. Addi.tions and deletions of occupied sites
flying balloons which have taken place since
the previous Return,
identified by Squadron and Site nuraber
wherever:-

The sites will be

(i) A casualty'' has been sustained during
the period but not replaced by the time
the Return is made.

(ii) A casuaMty sustained previous to the
period covered by the current Return has
been replaced,

(iii) A balloon is made operationa.1 during
the period,

(iv) A site is vacated during the period.

5. Por the purpose of the "1" Return a balloon is deemed
to be a. c.asualt3' if it has licO.d to be defla.ted and. replaced
by another balloon consequent on the failure of or accident

to, arjr part of the bo.lloon, its equipment, or ca.ble during
the period covered by the Return, Similarly if the
balloon is unable to be flown operationa,lly as a result of

a.n accident to the crew or site, or to the balloon, its

equipment, cr.ble or winch at the tine the Return is made,
it is to be considered a casualty. A balloon flovm from

a vessel is a.lso to be considered a. casualty if for o.ny
reason connected with the vessel it cannot be flown from

its nornaa.1 operational i)osition.
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Serial No.

Page
Date

121

1

11,5.«

BALLOON COllviAilD

AIR STAPP INS'TRUCTIONS - PIlRT I

Cloud Indicators

Ap]pendix "A" - Distribution of Cloud Indicators and
CoiTdaunicatlon Channels

Function of
r\

loud Indicators

Cloud Indic.ators are sited in a barrage for a dual1

purpose:

(a) To assist Bcrr-ige ConiHianders in detemiixing the
E.O.H, of the b.arrage.

(b) To provide infomation for the Meteorological
Service for re-tradisraission to Opera.tional
Commands. Barrages required to supply this
infomation are listed at Appendix

II A I!
JX *

Siting of Cloud Indicators

The selection of a Cloud Indicator site within a2.

barrage is to be made by the BEU-’rage Conraander v/ith the

approval of Group Headqufirters.
be provided with "A.C." Mains electrical supply, 200-250

It is not to be scheduled as an

Installation of a Cloud

The site selected is to

volts, 50 cycles.
Audible Lightning Predictor site.
Indicator at a barrage, or change of site within  a barrage,
is to be notified to Bsdloon Gomimand thorough the usual
channels.

Equipment

3. The site is to be equipped with a Mark X Balloon.

Method of using the Cloud Indicaitor Apparatus

' The traLnsmitter section of the appExraitus is to be

attached with a carpenters stopper to the flying dole
300 feet below the crossover,

height of the la^^ers of cloud or fog, the balloon is to be
flovm so thal the cloud indicator transmitter passes through
the cloud la.yer Myo or tliree times,
from the receiver section of the apparatus on the ground
are to be recorded and telephoned from the site to Ba-rrage
Control and thence, to the Meteorological Officer at the

Headquarters or Stalion by routing shoam at APPENDIX "A".
The infomation required is:-

(n) The height (in terns of jjaid out cable less 300
feet) a.t which the transmitter reached the base
and., top of the layer or laiyers of cloud.

The height (in terms of paid out cable less 300
feet) at which the tr.anamitter passed through
the top of the fog.

J
r-0

in order to determine the

The reelings obtained

(b)

HI 12171/1(19?)
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Operational Use of Cloud. Indicator to detemine R.Q.H.

(a)5. An ascent is to be made to determine the height
of the lawyers of cloud or fog at frequent inter
vals v.iienever fog or cloud conditions, of 6/l0 or
more, are prevalent in the barrage area belov/
maximum operational height,

7/hcn a. control over the cloud indica.tor balloon
is operative the control is not to be broken

without permission of the controlling authority,

blion no control is operative the cloud indicator
balloon may be flown up to M.O.H. for this pur
pose without prior o.uthority.

The cloud indicator apparatus is not to be
hazarded in adverse v/ealher conditions.

(!:>)

(c)

(d)

(e) Tlio iiTforrnation obtained from the Cloud indicator

readings can be orcei^ted by the Barrage Commander
as .roviding a.n accurate indic.ation of the cloud

after malcing any necessary correctionslayer tind

for cable sag and the difference in altitude of
the cloud inclicator site in relation to the

nainder of the barrage,
mining the R.O.H.

-5

re-

is to be used for deter

(f) Ylhen the barrage is flown at R.O.Il. the Cloud
Indicator balloon will conform to the remainder
of the barra.ge,
the cloud indicator balloon is to be flown below

cloud bane, except when readings are being taken
as continuous flying into cloud is liable to
seriously cUmiage the instrument.

Use of Cloud Indicator for Meteorological Ascents

If the transmitter is attached

6. (P Cloud Indicator Balloons when mahing "Sounding
Ascents" acre subject to the conditions laid down
in paragraphs 5(b) and (d).
be made so that a reading is obtained at about
10 minutes before OAOO, O7OO, 1000, 1300, 1600,
1800, 2200 hours G.M.T, a,nd al other times if
required.

Soundings are not to be made when cloud conditions
are less than 3/lOths, or y/hen the cloud base is
unquestionably in excess of 6000 feet.

In barrages v/here more than one balloon is

equipped with a Cloud Indicator,
meteorological purposes are only to be made by
one balloon.

"Soundings" are to

soundings" for

(b)

(c)

Arming

7. , (a) Mien the Cloud Indicator Balloon is flown for
meteorological purposes the balloon is to be

fitted with IP/P.Linlc Mark II only, set at live,
ard tlib parachute strop is to be unshackled from
the crossover and suitably secured.
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(■b) i.Tien the Cloud Indicutor Er.lloon is flavn
operationally, without the transnittcr attached,
it is to be oj:ned to oonv‘’onA to the reuaindor of
the bc'-rrage,

(c)' If the balloon is being flov/n for neteorologicrJ.
purposes v/hen a. "shine” order is received the
balloon will bo floim in accordance v.'ith the
instructions in para. 5 sub-para, (f) but will
renuain unarmed.
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ilPPEi'®IX "N"

11th May, 194-3.

II
APPEKDIX "A

To AIR STAFF IIBTRUCTIONS PIRT I SERIAIi NO. 121

Distribution of Cloud Indicators and Cogjiiuiiication Channels

Location of C.I.Barrage .
Control

Station

Index

No. Coraniunico.tion ChannelBarrage
LonLat. rf

R.N.A.S. Katson,

H.Q. No.18 Croup.

R.A.P. Station, Abbotsinch.

H.Q, No.13 Croup,

R.A.P. Station, Tliornaby.

59. 00'

56. 00

55. 51

54. 58

54. 36

t

t

t

I

3. OO'P

3."23'f'

4. I6'w

1. 37

1. 17'¥

» VJ

950052 Scapa

Forth056 929

945/6

936/7

057 Glasgow

Newcastle060

062 938Billinghain

92R/3 H.Q. No.4 Group via.53. 45’ 0. 20'W065 Hull

R.A.F. Station,
Church Fenton.

925/6 H.Q. No.9 Group via.
No.10 Balloon Centre

H.Q. No. 12 Group vda
H.Q, No.33 Group

li.Q, No.9 Group via
No. 10 Balloon Centre

H.Q. No.9 Group via
No.10 Balloon Centre

H,Q. No.12 Group

H.Q. No.12 Group via
918 Sqn. H.Q. Derby

H.Q. No.3 Group via
R.A.P. Station,

FelixstoiTe,

H.Q. No.10 Group via
No, 11.,,Balloon .Centre

H.A.P. Station,
Pembroke Dock.

H.Q. No. 11 Group

H.Q, No.11 Group

H.Q. No.10 Group via
No.11 Balloon Centre

H.Q. No.10 Group via
No.11 Balloon Centre

H.Q. No.11 Group

H.Q. No. 16 Group via
E.A.F, Station, Mansion.

R.N.A.S. Yeovilton.

R.A.F. Station,

Thorney Island, via
932/3 Sqn. H.Q.

R.A.F. Station,
Thorney Island.

H.Q.I9 Group

H.Q, No.19 Group via
No. 13 Balloon Centre.

067
1 2. 14'W53. 29Manchester

939/40 1. 28'¥068 53. 29Sheffield

919/23 3. 04'¥069 53. 24'Liverjjool

2. 27'N53. 07071 Gr ewe 949

52. 56"

52. 28'

918 1. 29'¥

1. 55'W

072 Derby

N0.63.C074 Bimtingham

51. 56' 1. 17'¥928077 Harwich

2. 09»¥51, 51'078 912Brocterorth

3. 57'¥958 51. 37
t080 Swansea

906 51. 32'

51. 31

51. 31'

I

0, 05'¥082 London

0. 32'W956083 Langley

Bristol084 927/35 2. 34'¥

51. 28' 3. 10'¥085 953Cardiff

954 51. 22'

51. 7
!

087 0. 27'W

1. 18'E

Lfeybridge

Dover 961089

2, 37’¥

1. 23’W

50. 57'Yeovil090 957

924/930091 Southamp
ton

932/3 50. 1. 05'WPortsmouth092

4. 09’w

5. 03'¥

934 50, 21

50, 07

I
093 Pl^miouth

Falmouth 959 I094
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Serial rio..,-.

Page
Date

,122

,1

,16.7.43

BALUm COll-IArlD

AIR STAFP IREIRUCTIOIIS. PART I

Kamiirg of Sites

Squadron Cotiruinders are to De responsible that there
are at all times sufficient personn.el on each site to en
sure the ssife. and speedy operation of the balloons.

1.

The minimmi number to be maintained on sites, and then
only iip the most favoura.ble weather conditions, is,
R.A.P, i Corporal, 3 A.Cs; W.A.A.P. 1 Corporal, 5 A.C.i^s.
Under.no circumstances is'this number to be reduced.

2,

3, bhen any less favourable-weather conditions are
existent or forec.ast, crews are to be maintained at a

suitably increased strength. The precise increase in ■

relation to the existing weather conditions is for decision

by the Squadron Conmander, having reg-ard to the handling
instructions laid down in Air Staff Instructions Part II,
and-befiring in mind that all other conditions must be

subordinated to the maintenance of the barrage.

4. where the barrage consists of more than one squadron,
it is the responsibility of the Barrage Control Officer to

keep the Connianding Officers of the associate squadrons
constantly inf’omed as to weather conditions and forecasts.

IM 12471/1(196)
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Serial No,

Page
Date

Cancelling N0.IO5 dated
16

,123
.1

.7.43

23.3.U

BALLOON COMfeND

AIR -STAEE INSTRUCTIONS- - P/.RT I

Operational Height of Balloons

Ruling Operational Height

The R.O.H. is the height at which balloons are to be
flown in Air Raid conditions. It is to be selected by the
Barrage Commander and is to be known at all tines by the
W.C.O, or ainna.n i/c of every site, irrespective of whether
the balloons are flying or not.

X

2. ViTien -selecting a Ruling Operational Height, the
Barrage Commander is to observe the follov/ing principles:-

By Day

(i) 7/hen the sky is obscured by less than six tenths
cloud, the R.O.H. should be as near to the
max±aum permitted height of the balloons as the
Barra,ge Commander considers safe,
to be made to forc"e balloons to the maximum

penrdtted height in cases' where the Hydrogen
purity or v/eather conditions render such height
difficult to reach. Such a course only results
in sagging cables and their attendant troubles.

(a)

No atteript is

(ii) Rhen cloud conditions are six tenths or more and
the lowest cloud layer is below M.O.H. advantage
is to be talcen of the conceaDnent it provides.
In such conditions, with the assistance of read
ings from cloud indicators, balloons are to be
flown into cloud and maintained as high as
possible without protruding above.
indic.a.tor readings not be available, balloons
to be flovm into cloud base.

Should cloud

are

(b) By Night

(i) During hours of darkness, . cloud, conditions may be
ignored, except bet’.veen moon-rise and moon-set,
and balloons are to be flo-ym to as great a hei^t
as other considerations of -iveather may permit,

(ii) Between the hours of moon-rise and moon-set the
sane considerations apply as during the ho'urs of
daylight,

(a) In Lightn-ing Conditions

7,Tien flying the aiDpropriate category in hi^ lightning
risks, the choice of R.O.H, is to be dictated by the con
siderations set out in sub-paras, (a) and (b) above,
effort should be made to avoid flying balloons into clorid
as it has been esta.blished that such a oo'urse does not
minimise the risk of losses from lightning.

No
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(d) 7.'heii under Over-ridinp; Control

V/hen any balloons in the barrage are under Over-riding
Control, the R.O.H. of the balloons concerned v/ill not
exceed the controlled height,

(e) In Series iimed Barrages

In Series lurmed Barrages in order to mirdiaise the
length of the unarmed. ca.ble between the No.2 D.P.L. Unit

and the centraJ anchorage or winch lead-off, the selection
of anE.O.H. bete-een 1600 feet a.nd 2300 feet should be
avoided. .

Maxiraum Height of Balloons

The follov/ing a.re the niaocinium heights to v/hich balloons
nay be flown:-

3.

(a) -L.Z, Balloons (all "Ivlarks")

(i) Manned sites 6,500 feet paid cable,

(ii) Untna.nned or buoy sites 2,500 feet paid cable,

(iii) T.C.B. sites 3^000 feet altitude.

■(b) Mark 'VI Balloons

(i) R.A.P, armed on piano ^7ire 2,000 paid cable,
(ii) Adirdralty armed

1,000 feet paid cable,

(iii) Flown in tandem R.A.F.
4,500 feet paid cable.

(c) Mai-k XIII Balloons

If A ff or ”B" rig on K.B.I, cabl

armed on piano ^7ire

e,

As for Mark VI Balloons.

Yfeterborne (manned sites close-haul)

Waterborne manned sites ai’e considered as close-
hauled when flying at any height below 1,000 feet paid cable.
A.

Target Irjdication

h'hen lov7 cloud, fog, ground mist or industrial haze is
sufficiently dense, balloons can act as target indicators
to enemy aircraft, more especially over isolated V.Ps.
In such conditions the follov/ing considerations are to be
borne in mind by Barrage. Commanders

5.

(a) If the Barrage Conwiander i
ground is completely obscm-’ed from aerial
observation, he may keep his balloons grounded
in spite of having received a "shine
Fighter Group Headquarters.

satisfied that the

order from

In arriving at such
a decision, he should have obtained corroborative
evidence from the Meteorological Officer and/or
duty pilots at ne,arby flying stations.

nvi 12471/1(198)
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(b) If the ground is not completely obscured, he
shovild fly his balloons into the fog or haze,
provided that this height is a safe one.

is impossible to maintain balloons at this height
the R.O.H. may be fixed up to the maximum laid
down in para.. 3(a) a.bove.

If it

Special Considerations

6, Prom the 1st May to the 30th Septanber, in conditions
when the direct rays of the sun on balloons .are likely to

ca.use super-hea,ting, ba.lloor^ are not to be flovm above

4,000 feet paid cable, except when the barrage area is
threatened by hostile attack,
apply to the period commencing four hours after sunrise
and ending one hour after sunset.

This instruction is to

\

X \

DM 12473/1(199)
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Serial No.
Pai-^e
Date

.124
.1

.19.7.4.3

BM^UXfN COmailD

AIR ST/JiT^ IRSPRUOTIOHS PART I

Audible Lightning Predictors

Punetion of Audible Lip:ht:ainp; Predictors- (A.L.P.)

1. Audible Lightning Predietors have'been installed at
vajT.i.ous b.arrages for the rnirpose of 'providing an automatic
v/ar:iing at the appropriate Plight Headquarters of the
approach of dingerous light.ning conditions.

Allocation and Siting of A.L.P.

(a) Allocation of A.L.P.s to barrages mil be made by
Balloon Gorrmand.

(b)_ The selection of A.L.P. sites within a barrage is
to be made by the B2irrage Commander with the approval of
Group Headquarters,

governed by the following considerations when selecting
sui'table sites:-

The Barrage Commander mil be

■ 2.

(i) A.L.P. should be located on perimeter sites and

widely dispersed as possible in order that the
m,axiaum iTar-ning of lightning conditions can be
obtained.

a,s

(ii) A.L.P. should always be insta.lled on Category 1
sites.

(iii) The selected site must be one provided v/ith a
direct private wire telephone circuit.

(iv) Not more than one A.L.P. ■i'/.arning appeiratus is to
be instadled ad any Plight Headquarters.

(v) The selected site is not to be a "Cloud
Indicator Site",

(vi) biting should tape into account the prevalent
wind conditions and the direction from which
storms normally a.pproach the barra.ge area,

(vii) For reasons of insulation it i
mobile winch be used.

IS necessary that a

(c) (i) The sites selected for A.L.P. are to be notified
to Group Headquarters, 'who in turn will notify
Balloon Comn'iand,

(ii) Any olmnge in A.L.P. siting is also to be noti
fied to Group Headquarters, v/ho ’will notify
Balloon Command.

Method of Hsing A.L.P,

Method of operation of A.L.P. apparatus is fully des
cribed in A.P.163^P3, Volume 1, Section 1, Chapter 8.
p.

nvi 1247Vi(200)
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Operational Use of A.L.P,

4. Plight Headquan-ters are to advise the Barrage
'  Controller forthv/ith of any warnings received from the

A.L.P. apparatus, stating u’hether they are "steady
"tr2insient" and giving the time of the occurrence.

or

The

Barrage Controller is to take the following action:

(a) "Steady Viarning"

(i) Iratiiediately impose the highest li^tning risk
the area in which tlie warning has been received
and take all necessary action to safeguard his
balloons, in accordance v/lth the provisions of
Air Staff Instructions Part I,' Serial Wo.118,
dated 16th December, 1942.

over

(ii) Advise the local Meteorologica.1 Service of the
^warning.

"Transient Warning".

(i) Advise the local Meteorological Service of the
warning v/ho may or may not decide to impose a
lightning risk or upgrade the existing one,
depending on the other information available to
them.

Recording of A.L.P. Warnings

5. (a) In order'that the information required by
Operations and Engineering Branches at Headquarters,
Balloon Command may be readily available, a log is to be
kept of all xi.L.P. \7arnings received at Barrage Control,

(b) The log will record the follcuYing information:-

Date and time of warning,

(ii) Site number.

Type of warning .received (steady or transient),

(iv) Category of existing risk.

Estimated direction and speed of movement of the
storm, if this can be ascertained,

(vi) The height at ¥/hich the A.L..P. balloon was flying
and the average height at which the other balloons
in the barrage were flying,

(vii) A remarks column in which will be recorded the
times and site numbers of any balloon struck by
lightning shortly before or after the warning,
a.ny other inforni-ation of a. useful character.

Balloons' Struck by Lightning

(T^)

(i)

(iii)

(v)

or

6, Yihe'never balloons are struck by lightning notification
of the perforraance of the A.L.P. apparatus is to be added to
the "X" Return as instructed"in Air Staff Instructions,
Part I,.Serial Wo.120, para. 4.
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Serial No.

Pago
Date

Cancelling No.110 dated
23

125
.1

.8.43

1.4.41

BALLOON GOMIilND

AIR SLIFF INSTRUCTIONS FiLT ■ I

Changing in Operational Position

Notifia-hle Changes

A "Dull" and "Shining" report, shov/ing the operational
state Vvill be sent imi!iedi.ately:-

An alterati.on in the altitude of the \7hole or part of
the Bcirrage of 500 feet or more trices place except:-

(i) Variations in altitude as the result of the im
position or release of standing terminable
controls,

(ii) VaJiations in altitude or second line barra.ges
between ground and 500 feet,

(b) On the imposition or release of the follov/ing
controls:-

(i) Standing Over-riding,

(ii) General Purpose terminable and over-riding.

The R.O.H. of a barrage has been altered by 1,000 feet
or more,

(d) The number of balloons flying, or which will fly on a
"shine" order, has been altered.

Method of Gonmiunication

1.

(a)

(c)

2. (a). Changes are to be notified by telephone message
originated at Barrage Control to:-

(i) Balloon G-roup Operations Room.,

(ii) Balloon Coiurnand Operations Room.-

(b) Messages will be routed in accordance vmth instructions
issued by Group Headquarters and will be given "Ops"
Priority. II or III prefix dependi^ng on the urgency of
the message,

(c) The Balloon Officer at the appropriate Fighter Group
is to be notified of such changes in the operational
position as he may from tirae to time require.
Fullest use will bo made of Priority .prefixes as laid
dovm in Balloon Command Signods Instruction, Section 1,
Serial ho,4, dated 1st June, 1943," to ensure rapid
transmission of these messages.

Time when Messa.ge Qriginc-ted

3. (a) Ylhen balloons are grounded or lowered in height,
the message will be sent as soon .as the last balloon
has reached "Point of Attachment" or the reduced
height ordered.

at 12471/1(202)
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(b) ?/hen-balloons are ordered upward the message will be
sent as soon as the order has been received by Barrage
Control.

-  Form of Message

4. (a) The message is to refer to the Barrage by its code
name.

(1=) The time v/hen the change was ordered will be given.

Balloons flying will bo referred to as "Shining” and
balloons close-hauled or bedded down as "Du.ll". The
term "Dull" will also be used in the following
circui-istances.

(c)

(i) All sites in a first line barrage when flying up
to a height of 1500 feet, except when barrage
receives an operatioml "shine" and remains at
1500 feet or less.

(ii) Land sites in a second line barrage when flying up
to a height of 500 feet, except when barrage
receives an operational "shine" and remains at
500 feet or less.

(iii) Waterborne balloons v/-hen flying at 1,000 feet or
less (height is,alwa.ys to be stated),

number of balloons "shining" or "dull" is always to
be given and a distinction drawn betv/een land sites and

waterborne sites (the number of vessels and buoy
balloons are to be given separately).

(d) The,

5. The reason for the grounding or alteration in altitude
is to be stated according to the following key:-

Llrjhtndng,1

2. Wind.

3. Sno\7 or Ice.

4. Target Indication.

5. Control, type of control t,o be stated.

6. In addition to routine "dull" and

Barrages are to make
0700 hours. ,

a

shining" messages,
"Dull/Shining" report daily at

ai 12471/1(203)
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Serial No.

Page
Date

Cancelling N0.IO8A dated
12. 8.42

126
1

29.10.43

BidlLOON COMIAND ■

AIR. STiiMH INSTRUCTIONS PART I

Armin,g of Balloon Cables

Appendix "A’ List of Series Armed

Bojrages

Intention

All cables of ba.lloons flying at R.O.H, for any piar-
pose, subject to the subsequent larovisions of this instruc
tion, ’^rill be so aimed a.s to render the ni,cxiDium length of
the cable lethal.

2. In order to a.void:-

(i) Delay in Gonqjleting the operation.

(ii) Unsatisfactory G.able angles,
dovn in A.S.I. Part II, Vol.

discretions as laid

I, Section B, Ser. 5,
Page 7, is to be granted to the W.C.O. in charge
of the crew in regard to length of the cable to
bo paid out before fitting lower D.P.L. Unit.

3. The first line ba.rrages listed at Appendix
be Series firmed.

It A M are to

Future amendments to this appendix will
constitute the authority to Series Jim or to discontinue
Series iirming 3;arrages,

XL

as nay be necessary.

Fitting of D.P/R. Links Mark II

Pne D.P/R. Linle, Mark II is permanently positioned
between the triangi.ilar link and the crossover.

D.P/R. Links will be set at

Unless ordered otherwd.se by Balloon Control,
they will be maintained at "LIVE" ' '" "

Fitting of D.P.L. Links

A minimun distance of 800 feet is to be maintained
the D.P/fe. Lir± M.ark II and the DP/L. Unit,

or betr/een any two D.P.L, UnAts arming a section
of cable,

The normal position of a lower D.P/L. Unit is
100 feet above the central anchorage snaAchblock
or winch leadoff, but an increo.se in this heiglit
is permissable on certain sites to guard against
the ppjra.chute fouling local obstructioiis in the
event of an iiapa,ct or during operations.

4.

3. S/iFE" when the balloons
are bedded.'

on all other occa.sions.

6. (i)
between

(ii)

(iii) iixcept in barrages which tire Series Armed D.P.L.
Units Td.ll only be fitted when balloons are flom
at R.O.H

in A.S.I, Part I,
or for training purposes a.s laid down

.  Serial No.lly, para.15,
• j
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Series i^^ai'ng, General Principles

Tlie Series liming of balloon cables is subject to the
following qualifications:-

Wien vj-inds of gale force are expected, category 2
and category 3 balloons will be single amed,

blien prevailing lightning risk is B or D
calegory 2 and category 3 balloons will be single
amed.

7.

(i)

(ii)

(iii) Y/hen weather conditions are such that all

categories.of land balloons would be grounded
only category 1 flown, waterborne balloons will
be single armed.

or

(iv) blieri a balloon in a Series /imed Barrage is
raised to R.O.H. from a height below 900 feet,
the cable will be single amed,

-Series imed Barrages - Fitting of D.P.L, Units.

8. YvTaen Series x'ming a balloon cable a D.P/fe. Link
Mark II is fitted in the usual manner, and three D.P.L.
Units are to be used a.s follows:-

(i) D.P.L. Unit No.l, will be fitted to function
‘Lov/er Unit" wherever the balloon is flown at

normal height or any height which will allov/ of
the minimum dista.nce of 800 feet between the

B.F/R. Link Mark II and the D.P.L. Unit being
maintained.

D.P.L. Unit No.2, ?7ill be fitted at the
tine a,s D.P.L. Unit No.l, but to function
Upper Unit with its parachute bag 5 feet below
the parachute bag of D.P.L. Unit No.l.

as

a

same

as an

(ii)

(iii) Subject to 6(ii) above, D.P.L. Unit No.3 will be
fitted to function Lower Unit" whenever a

Series Amed Balloon is raised to M.O.H., pro
vided that the minimum distance of 800 feet

bet?/een it and D.P.L. Unit No,2 can be maintained.

as a

(iv) In view of the tactics likely to be adopted by
the enemy in first line barrage areas,
desirable that, subject to para. 6(iij

it is

above, the
position of number 3 D.P.L. Unit should be such
as will afford the maxinm length of armed cable.

Setting of D.P.L. Units

All D.P.L. Units will norma,lly be flown at
The Safety Pins,
cage.

9. LIVE",

aifter removal, are to be hung in the winch
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>

/JPEI^IX "A"

TO AIR STAFF I]}BTRUGTIOHS PilET I SERIAL. No.126

List of Series ijmed Barraf^es

50 Group Southampton
Portsmouth

Yfeybridge
Langley
Chelmsford

Canterbury
Norvrich

Ct .Yarmouth and

Lovrestoft

London

Dover

52 Group Yeovil

Falmouth

55 Croup Newcastle

Billingham
Hull

Sunderland

IM 12A7l/l(206)
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Serial No,

Page
Date

127
1

29.10.43

Cancelling Serial IO7 dated
23. 3.41

BALLOON COtviliAND

I■ JR STiiPF. INS'IRUCTIONS PiUT I

Collisions vri-th Barrage Balloon Cables by Aircraft

In the event of a. collision occurring hetvTeen a Balloon
and an aircraft, whether friendly or hostile, the folloYd.ng
s.ction is to be tahen:-

1.

Signal giving details of the accident to be dispatched
ii-xiediately by the Barrage Comander to Headquarters,
Balloon Command, rei^eated to the Group.

The signal is to be sent by teleprinter "SECRET not
W/T" -with priority of "Immediate".

The sigml is to give the following information:-

(i) Hostile or friendly aircrei*t, state t3rpe if
known, giving such information as the Unit or
Station to which the aircraft belongs, y/hich v/ill
enable identification to be made.

Raid number, if hostile.

Najxie of Barrage and Site Number.

Time and Date.

Height of Balloon.

Type of Cable.

Y/hether section of cable impacted was fully armed.

Height of impact.

•Effect on aircraft if knovm.

Present location of aircraft and crev/;
of crashed aircraft from site.

distance

lYhether "Squeekers" were operatioiral, specify type.

This signal is not to be delayed if the informa
tion required under (i), (ii) or (x) is not immediately
available.

. 2, If the a.ircraft is hostile, a second signal is to be
sent with "BBIEDIATE" priority, addressed to Headquarters,

■ Balloon Comraand, repeated to Groujj, giving the following
.additional information as soon as it is available

(i). 1" co-ordinate of the crash.

■  (ii) . 'Ah.ether aircraft was engaged by A.A. fire before
or after impact,

(iii) Ydiether aircraft is
Balloon Barra.ge,

claimed exclusively by

DM 12471/1(207)
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(iv) Brief resume of events ii'.TP.ediately prior to, arji
after iinpr.Gt.

(v) Any details omitted in previous signal.

A report is to be submitted in quintuplicate by Group
Headquarters to Headqu.arters, Balloon Command, and is to be
prepared by the Group irmament Officer, if a.vailable,
othervd.se by an officer selected by Group Headquarters for
his knowledge and experience in Balloon .firraament.

The purpose of this report is to present a picture of
the events leading up; to the impact, consequent results and
evidence from which fiu-ther knowledge may be gained of the
effectiveness of balloon cables whether armed or unarmed.

Narra.tive

3.

This should give general description of the impact,
eye witness accounts, if available, .should be attached in
the form of appendices.

a

Technical Report

This report is to provide an answer to the following
As the pro-forma may not be available to allquestions.

recipients both question ard answer are to be set down
together:~

(i) Identity of adreraft, whether friendly or hostile,
type and number if known.

Name of Barra.ge.

Time and date of ixipact.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv) Height of balloon.

(v) Type of cable.

(vi) Details of armament fitted, and whether Mark I
or Mark II Cramp used for fixing wedges.

Height of impact.

Effect on aircra.ft a.nd crew.

(vii)

(viii)

(ix) Present location of crew and aircraft, if known,

Ylhether "Squeekers" v/ere operational, specify type.

Direction of impact in relation to the wind;
angle of aircraft in.turn, climb, or dive.

Speed of aircradt at time of impact.

Effect on ca.ble and vdneh.

.Action of armamont units.

Reason for any failure o,f armament.

Date when armament w/a.s last inspected and serviced.

Action of D.P.R.Link,, if. applicable.

Was^aircraft fitted with cable cutter, state
action if known.

state

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv) -i

(xv)

(xvi)'

(xvii)

(xviii)

(xix) Name and iTnit of officer t.*o prepared the report.
NOTE,

answers wherever he considers it desirable.
The officer making the report should amplify his
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APPENDIX ''N'

Serial Wo.
Date

Page

Cancelling Serial No.115
dated 3.2.42

.128

3.6.44
.1

BALLOON COMMAND

AIR STA-PP IWSTRUCTIOINB PART I

A.A. Defence - Machine Guns

Policy

(i) Selected Units of the Command in areas especially
liaLle to low flying attack "by enemy aircraft have
been issued with machine guns. These machine guns
will be mounted as.twin A.A, Guns to the approved
scale issued under this Headquarters Schedule
reference KBG/l374/43/Arm. and any amendments
thereto,

(li) The policy for the engagement of enemy aircraft
by all forms of A.A. fire is the responsibility of
the A.A. Defence Conmander in each area.

1.

(iii) Barrage Commanders and Unit Commanders are to

obtain the A.A. Defence Conma.nder's agreement to
the siting of ma.chine guns and the fire orders to
be issued to the gun crews.

Siting

2. The twin machine guns are to be sited:-

(i) To produce the maximum concentration of fire over
the V.P.

(ii) To provide the maximum volume of fire in the lanes
of approach to and departure from the V.P. not
covered by other L.A.A. Guns.

(iii) To have a clear field of fire.

Manning of Machine Guns

3. (i) At balloon sites machine guns v/ill be manned:-

(a) automatically on the sounding of local sirens,

(t) on the order of the Barrage Commander if a
dangerous plot appears,

(ii) At centres and units other than balloon sites:-

automatically on the sounding of local sirens,

(b) on the order of the Unit Commander on
other occasion a.t his discretion.

Subject to the provisions of para, l(iii) above,
instructions are to be given to the i/c crew to open fire
without any further reference v/hen a target is within 1000
yards under the following conditions:-

(i) A-gainst aircraft definitely identified as hostile
irrespective of v/hether a hostile act has been
committed.

(a)

any

4.
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(ii) At flares dropped by hostile
target area,

(iii) .At pajrachute mines dropped over the target area,
but before these fall within ADO feet of the
ground.

aircraft over a

The i/c crew-is-" to -be'-instructed to5.- report as soon as
possible to the Barrage Cormander or Unit Comamuider, through
the usLial channels, the circumstances and results obtained
v/hen a target has been engaged.

6, •Instructions contained in this Headquarters' letter
KBC/S.57424/li7/-''i^i dated 17th January, iqZ^f are cancelled, '

Hvl 12A71/1/61A7 30 12/18 E(210)




